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name of M. Grevy, President of the Cham-

Chicago

Correspondence.

ber, has naturally presented itself to the
The ever-to-be remembered ninth of Ocminds of every one, as being the most suitFOR THE FAMILY.
able person to fill this office. - His staunch toberjs passed. The Mayor did not think
ISSUED BY THE
Republican principles, his loyalty and his it advisable to recommend the observance
FREEWILL BAPTIST
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT
moderation would offer a serious guaranty of the day, by suspending business, and
Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.
to the country, and at the same time, his making it a holiday, but left ‘it with the
"KE MB. BURLINGAME, Pablisher.
nomination would be accepted by "all par- people to elect, cach for himself, his own
To whom all letters on business, remittances of
way of observing it. Perhaps the Board of
All communicagionsd ties with more resignation than that of any
mony, &c., should be sent.
designed for publication should be addressed to the
Trade
made the most noticeable demonstraother
person.
:
/
Editor.
Terms:
$3.00 per year; or if pad strictly IN ADIt is certain that a single Chamber con- tion of any, organized society or corporation
VANCE, $2.50
stitutes a permanent danger for the coun- in the city. They made the day the ocREMITTANCES must bé made in money or
ders, bank checks, ox drafts, if’ possible. When ‘try, particularly, when the members of this casion of throwing open for public inspecneither of these can be procured, send the money in a
Assembly sacrifice the interests of the na- tion their spacious edifice, the New Chamregistered letter.
All Postmasters
are obliged to
ragister letters whenever requested to do so.
tion to miserable, party intrigues. But the ber of Commerce, now completed. It is esoneys thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
they will be at the risk of those sending them.
question arises as to the prudence of bring- timated that 30,000 people, and over, visithe regular charges for money orders, bank
ing about such profound modifications in ed. these apartments during the day and
debe
may
orders
cheoks, and Post Office money
ducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
the government, as long as the territory evening, These great halls are very apare particularly requested to make their remittances
shall not be freed (rom foreign troops, and propriately decorated with numerous and
as large as possible and thus save expenses,
Papers are forwarded until an Xplicit order is the war-indemnity not i
rich paintings of the destructionof the city,
pad.
ce,
discontinuan
their
for
received by the Publisher
the
generosity of the world, the Old (Chamand until payment of all arrearagesis made as reM. Laboulaye,
the well-known author of
quired by law.
ber
of Commerce and its ruins. The vast
note
to
requested
an
excellent
history
of
the
United
States,
particularly
18
ber
Kach-subscri
the date on the label for the expiration of his subcrowds
lingered long, to admire this temple
and
Paris
en
Amerique,
is
now
publishing
ensning
the
for
due
is
what
scription, and to forward
of
business
and pride of our city. At noon
year, without farther reminder from this oftice.
a series’of interesting articles in the JourNEWSPAPER DECISIONS,
nal des Debats, upon the present situation the- members of the. Board assembled at
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
of the different parties in France, and he their rooms on Market street, from which
Crom the post-ofice—whether directed to his name or
nat—is
or
subscribed
expres hjmself strongly in *favor of the they marched in a body to their new hall.
another’s, or whether he has
responsible for the payment.
maintenance of the present government. The exercises were opened with prayer by
he
2. Ifa person orders hs Peper discontinued,
feust pay all arrearages, or the publisher may conThe
reasons which he gives for his opin- the Rev. R. W. Patterson, of the second
tinue to send it until paymentis made, and collect the
the
from
taken
is
paper
ions, are logical and Dot wanting in sense. Presbyterian church, after which the Glee
whole amount, whether the
eflice or not.
After
passing
ip'review the different parties, club and band discoursed music, when
‘take
to
3. The courts.have decided that refusing
or
post-ofiice,
the
from
periodicals
and
newspapers
he thus expresses himself :—“The conserva- Daniel A. Jones, President of the Chamber
eemoving and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie evidence of intentional fraud.
tive Republic is the maintenance and the of Commerce Association, made an interconsolidation
of the present government. esting address. The ceremony of deliver&@ When Agents receive premiums, no percentage
addition.
in
allowed
is
Star
the
for
sent
on moneys
It can not be established without ecaus- ing the Hall to the Board of Trade was per-.
29 We send no books ont to be sold on commisgion, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
mg revolutions, diforders or agitation. ¥t, formed, J. W. Preston, Esq., President of
them.
is the only regime which has this privilege, the ‘Board, responding. The exercises were
it is the only one which does not. divide us. very appropriate to the day and place, and
were instructive and interesting throughout.
This is an imposing fact, a consideration
There was a marked contrast between
which is worth more than all others. Rethis concourse of people, made thrice Rhapflect upon it! How can the government of
py from numerous considerations, and that
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1872,
a Bourbon of a Bonaparte or of an Orleans
of
one year ago. The day was fine, and in
be brought back again, without causing,
very little, if anything, had they reason to be
at the same time, dissensions und perhaps a
The Careless Word.

A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER

The Morning Star,

civil
"Twas but a- word, a careless word;
As thistle-down it seemed as light,
It paused a moment. on the air,
Then onward winged its flight.

the children

these

governments

Behold

of the same

then

again,

country, divided

tion, if they do not choose to enrole them-

selves into a faction, and to conspire for the
| ruin of the state!"—After making an ap| peal to the nation to be united, he contin-

| ues :—**Consider

And then that word was winged with fire,
Its mission was a thing of pain;
For soon it fell like lava drops
Upon a wildly tortured brain,

what

the

provisory

Re-

public has accomplished in eighteen months

under the direction of the President.
The
repression of the commune, the liberation

And then another page of life
With burning, scalding tears was blurred;
A load of care was heavier made—
Its added weight, that careless word.

of the

territory,

order

in

{ minds;

the

a

loan

of

five

milliards,

streets, tranquillity

these

are,

it

seems

to

in
me,

the
acts

which would permit one to have confidence
in a definitive Republic, that is, in the present.government, consolidated by wise and

That careless word, oh! how it scorched
A fainting, bleeding, quivering heart!
"Twas like a hungry fire, that searched
Through every tender, vital part.
How wildly throbbed that aching heart!
Deep agony its fountaiy stirred;
It calmed, but bitter ashes mark
The pathway of that careless word.

liberal institutiens,”

France has just lost a sincere

friend in

the King of Sweden, Charles XV., and his
death

has caused a deep emotion

out the country.

— Pine and Pala.

| Bernadotte,

who

Unlike

through-

his grand-father,

ditt not

scruple

to

com-

mand the Saxons to fire upon the French
at the battle of Leipsic, this sovereign has

Sadodand

Correspondence.

———

always preserved

* BRUSSELS, Sept. 24, 1872.

The political

of

into conquerors and conquered, into friends
and enemies ! Behold then, a host of honest'men condemned to grow old in inac-

Then rumor caught the flying word,
And busy gossip gave it weight,
Until that littld-word became
A vehicle of gngry hate,

European

Each

feat.of all the others.

Another lip caught up the wordy
And breathed it with a haughty sneer;
It gathered weight, as on it sped—
That careless word, in its career.

7

war?

* _-| wonld be the triumph of ‘ove party, the de-

situation of France stil re-

extremely: problematical, and the
mains
one who should define it with exactitude,
M. Thiers, who rewould be very clevir.
of this month,
18th
the
on
Paris
turned to

a strong affection for the

French nation. Charles XV. has brought
about many constitutional reforms since
his advent to the throne in 1859. In 1868,
he refused to

sign any

further

warrants of

death, and owing to his personal exertions
in

the

matter,

capital

punishment

was

Elysee, where, it is said, he will remain un-

finally abolished.—In point of real generosity and simplicity of life, he might well be
considered a model sovereign. Every day
after dinner, he was in habit of walking an

of

hour on the public promenade accompanied

has installed himself in the Palace of the

til the return of the Assembly to Versailles.
Last year, it will be remembered, the deputies of the

right

considered

the

visits

as to remark

recently,

more serious questions
present than this. It

that

there were

to be discussed at
would be wrong,

however, to consider this extreme tolerance

on the part of the reactionary members

of

the Assembly, as a proof of their reconcili-

ation with M. Thiers. .On the contrary,
they have never been more violently opThey
posed to him than at this moment,

can not forgive him for having proved himself to be honest and patriotic, and to have

won the confidence and esteem of the nation. They are preparing to make a last
effort to overthrow the present government,

wil

and to establish a Monarchy in its place.
As a first step towards the realization of this
project, the deputies of the right have employed their time during the parliamentary

vacation, in inundating the French présy
with innumerable political letters, destined to turn the tide of public opinion in
their favor, but which, in reality, have only:
served to divert the nation,and to render the
weaknessof this party mot&apparent.
The
determination of M. de Carayon, expressed
in one of these letters,not to quit his seat in
the Assembly, before having given a Mon-

archical form of government to France, has
called up again the question of some Con-

stitutional reforms.

It ig probable that the

project of creating a Vice President and a
second Chamber will be presented by some
membgrs,at the re-opening of the Assembly,

but it appears that the, Government will not
take the initiative in this affair. -M. Theirs,
realizing that the perspective of his death
alarms the nation,and furnishes a pretext to
the enemies of the Republic for refusing to

rally about the existing government, is said
to be desirous of

meeting these objections,

by the nomination of a Vice-President,

The

er and successor,
Prince, a finished scholar, and

an excellent

writer and orator.
The interview of the three Emperors at
Berlin, like the great International Congress at La Haye, has not produced a very
deep or lasting impression upon the public
mind, in spite of having been much talked
about by the journalists of all countries.
The truth is, Emperors have lost very much
of their former pfestige; the wishes of na-,
tions, occupy the attention of the public
much more then the wishes of their sovereigns.
Besides, it is too wel! knowa, that
these friendly visits between Princes, are
very uncertain indications of coming events.
Who would have predicted, on” the day
when these same Emperors paid their respects to Napolean 111. at the time of the

Axposition at Paris in 186, that Europe

would be so profoundly agitated
would
Or who
years” afterwards?

(hree
have

predicted tha the fraternal demonstrations
of different nationsat the great English exhibition in 1851, would be followed by the

The

Anniversaries.
——

—

The anniversaries of the several Benevolent societies connected with the F. Baptist
denomination were held:last week at Haverhill, Mass. They commenced on Tuesday
evening with the Anniversary Convention
and sermon, and closed on Thursday evening
with the public meetingsof «the Home Mission Society. The attendance from abroad,

A. P. Tracy, was unwearied in his efforts
to make the stay of the visitors socially
And
pleasant and feligiously profitable...
his work was both appreciated and success-

ful. The occasion was throughout one of
high enjoyment and spiritual stimulus.
Crimean waple
| Much work was done by the several
Peace has never been as much talked Boards that are charged with the manageearnest and
about as during the last twenty years, and ment of affairs in detail, many
nobler
uttered,
were
words
continuquickening
one
by
filled
been
yet this time has
ous series of wars, which have taken place resalves were aw akened, and the plans for
ed, prom‘in every quarter of the globe. People are Christian work that wereisuggest
shape hevepractical
and
definite
take
to
ise
the
that
believe
to
not, incredulous enough
after, and show their worth in their results.
three
because
simply
past,
is
battles
era of
of the exercises,
great chiefs of innumerable legions meet We. give only brief reports
leaving
the
details,
and
merely
seeking to
terms,
friendly
together on apparently
photograph the spirit of the several meetintenl
peacefu
their
m
proclai
and loudly
the substance of the
tions. The augmentation of armies and ings, and set forth
more
important
utterances.
being
are
which
the constant improvements
made

in

instruments

of

war,

would

not

We

have

feted to the work done by religious litera-

ments, of which Rev. C. O. Libby is chairman.

70,000 members.
We are not indeed
large or very rich, when compared

very
with

in the past, and he will take care to reward
its fidelity hereafter. And we are to repre-

ture, but this work could not take the place
of that accomplished by the voice of the liv~
ing preacher.
The field to be otcupied is
large. There-is the foreign field, and there
are the several sections of our own country

sent Christ, speak

with the different elements

ties in constituting the Lom. of ArrangeThis work disposed of, and the

audience

having joined in the usual devotional exercises, the sermon was preached by Rev. C.
F. Penney, of Augusta, Me. His text was
chosen from 1 Cor. 12: 27,—* Now ye are
the body of Christ, and members in particu-

lar.”

He said the

diseiples

whom

Christ

left at his death and resurrection were

not

simply individual men, bent on being true
to their calling and their Master, but were
so bound together as to bre a church, a body.
This was true of the eleven that remained
after the defection and death of Judas, and

who then proceeded to choose a successor ;
of the one hundred and twenty who watched
and waited and prayed at Jerusalem; of
the five hundred who are mentioned as having seen Jesus at one time after his resurrection, and of the three thousand gathered on the day of Pentecost. Their union
gradually

became

closer,

fully formalized, as the

so the

term

and

need

¢ church”

was

more

arose.

And

was ‘applied

to

them. This word sometimes designated
the whole company of Misciples however
scattered,

and

sometimes

it was

form

their

specific

work,

the

church

is .weak,

and

the

world

suffers

who discussed the

We

others.

can do something.

and work

for

him.

We

are to use time, talent, treasure, everything,

now.

not to do more

We want a unity. that shall make us

forget east and west, north and south,

for, and nursed, and inspired, and

there have not

always

mistake

or

pervert

his

words,—yet, con-

sidering the weakness of men and

the

lib-

ANNIVERSARY

CONVENTION AND

SERMON.

The Anniversary Convention met for
seem to be quite an orthodox manner of
business at 7 o'clock, Tuesday evening, lieard
C. M.
ushering in the Golden Age.

sects and, mischievous schisms have appeared. Mere formal union fs of not much consequence. Oneness of spirit is the vital thing ;
and when this exists, diversity of forms is
not to be condemned.
We want the union
that springs from sympathy, respect and
love, hecause of the presence of the Mas-

ter's image. The disciples need to be one
aghinst evil and for good. And that sort
of union was never before so strong, so
general or so rapidly increasing as to-day.
The distiples are also “members

in

par-

ticular.” The body is not a mere homogeneous mass.Each. member of it has a specific and separate function. So each member
of the

church

has

a

specific

service.

each is true to the appointed task, we

If

“have

a healthy, harmonious and efficient life and

work. Otherwise, the service is incomplete and poor. A foot paralyzed, an arm
hanging helpless by the side
an eye diseased or nerveless,—these things

suggest

the

mischiefs springitig from a failure in some
members of the

body. to honor

their

ap-

e re~

by

Christ, viz. ,—preaching.

which compose:

mission

secretaries, editors

various

obstacles

, which

a

young

meets on entering the ministry. Among
these are time.to secure an education and
means with, which to do it. It requires

field and finish its work.
The discourse was listened to with close
and sustained attention,and the irterest and

are Jaying the foundation of a fortune, and
this without the prospect of an adequate
compensation.
The average salary of ministers is only about $100 per annum,—
not wore than that of a common day labor-

satisfaction in the audience were general
and large.

:

eight or ten years of time, while other men: |

er.

SECOND DAY.—MORNING.

AFTERNOON.

our various institutions of learning have
been aided in their preparation for the min-

And the minister

tering

any

other

dare not think of en-

calling.

These

have a tendency to keep young

the

ministry.

Inadequate

ih

.

ag
\

iA

i

support

us to other denominations.

¢

church has wanted
ed to prayer, and

ee

ministers, it “B%% resortits prayers have been

heard. The church should also do some-.
thing for the education of young men
called to the ministry.
We would not

have it otherwise.

But while this is so, the

church should feel that it is called upon to
do more for their aid. The civil government makes ample provision for its young
soldiers at West Point *. Why should not
the church do as well? We ought to endow more liberally our

naries.. *The

colleges

schools

and semi-

of

other denomina-

tions are amply endowed.

Ours should be.

If our people would only pay one dollar per
member,we should have $70,000 with which

to endow our schools, perchase libraries:
and aid young men.
We should also pray
more for young men while in their course
of study. Many are discouraged for the

want of prayer and sympathy.

We should

not only give aid while young men are pre-paring for the ministry, but even after they
are in it.—It was #n effective and telling
address.
Rev. J. A. Lowell followed.

He asked,—

What is an adequate ministry? He said that,
in a word, it was the ministry which did its appropriate work well. In giving a
more specific answer, he would follow the
method suggested by the threefold nature
of man.

;

1. A minister requires a good degree of
vigor. It uses up much strength to properly prepare and deliver sermons. He then:
gave in detail some of the causes which
tend to impair the health of a minister, and
also stated some of the means by which his
health may be preserved.

2.

The minister

shouid have adequate

mental qualifications.
These qualifications
were enumerated at length. Among them
were a good knowledge of the English
language, of the scriptures, of the history
of the church, of current events, and of

the progress of the mission cause. -In
all things the minister should be a close
and diligent student, exploring the boundless realm of thought.
3. The minister should have proper

istry from the funds of the Society. The heart culture. This is the most important
contributions to the Society by the churches thing of all. He must subject himself to
during the p:st year are materially less
divine authority.
He must consecrate himthan during the year previous.
One reaself daily to God.
There should
be in
son for this was thought

to be the failure of

so many churches to observe the day of
prayer for schools and colleges. The duty
of the churches

in raising

for the ministry*was
and

their

young: men

up

young

men

adequately set forth,

instrumentality

shown.

turn

owe

€hurches which
pay by labors

they
and

should be willing to
sacrifices.
Attention

was

called to the work

and colleges

have

a debt

The

in

which

done

to the

our schools

during

the

year,

and they were commended for their efficiency. The report closed by calling attention to the vote of the Society last year, by
which it was made obligatory upon every
institution of

learning in

which

there

are

beneficiaries, to annually report its condie
tion, and those students recéiving aid, to
the Corresponding Secretary.
The committee appointed to nominate'-officers -re-

ported, and their report was adopted as follows:
:
President, Rev. G.T. Day; Vice Presidents, Revs. D. M. Graham and E. Knowlton; Cor. Secretary, Rev. W. H. Bowen;
Rec. Secretary, Rev. D. W. C. Durgin;
Treasurer, Rev. S. Curtis; Auditor, E. P.
Prescott, Esq. ; Ex. Com.,third class, Reve.

J. A. Howe,

J. E. Dame,

A.B. Meservey

him

a

fixed

purpose

to

honor

God,

and

he must seek in ath-things to carry out this
purpose.

The speaker

also urged

the im-

portamee
of the special endowment of the
ministry from on high.—Rev. H. Quinby :
added some earnest and

fervid words, urg-

ing the importanee of this

thorough heart-

culture on the part of our ministry.

FOREIGN MISSION SOCIETY.
At the close of the Anniversary

Education
Society

to the

Society,

held ‘its

the

annual

of tho

Foreign Mission
meeting,

listened

report of its officers, and chose

ficers for the enswing year.
the sane as last year. =

These

ofwere

EVENING.
The evening was devoted to the Auniversary of the Foreign Mission Society. The °
President of the Society, Rev. E. Knowl-ton, was in the chair.

Prayer

by Rev. J. Mariner.
Rev. C. O. Libhy,

the Cor.

‘was

offered’

;
Secretary,

then presented lis annual report. It appears that the work in India has gone
steadily forward. None of our, missionaries have died, and none have been permanently disabled by sicknéss, One native preacher, however, has died.
;

"(Concluded

on fourth page.)

an hn

efron
bod
i

also

- The ‘speaker then showed how some of
the difficulties in the way of an adequate
supply of ministers may be obviatéld. The
first is more prayer. Young men are not
wanting. They have never been wanting
in any emergenc§.
In thd past, when the

oh

iy

things

men from

stands in the way of that independence
which is essential to effective service.
This same cause has driven good men from:

\

ES

man

and throbbing for service, and struggling
to find freedom and opportunity to bless a
needy world crying out for salvation. Let
it have its way so that it may hasten to its

dng
nd

and pro-

fessors. We want more men (o enter the
ministry. The speaker then referred to the

The Education Society met at 2 o'clock,
P. M. The President, Rev. G. T. Day,
was in the chair. Prayer was offered by
Rev. E. A. Stockman.
The Treasurer of
the
Society
presented
an
abstract of his
church that nurtured it, but the mother has
not ceased to be true to her child. The Annual Report, which had been already
church has been the medium through which adopted. In the absence of tbe CorresChrist’s words and works have reached the: ponding Secretary, the report of that ofworld. She has furnished the men who ficer Was read by the President. From this
wrote and preserved and distributed the report it appears that sixty young men‘in
And though

insti-

tuted

ness,

name, traditions and trusts.
The soul in
us, the living spirit of Christ, is panting

blessed,

been complete unity and consistency in her
speech,—since some who use Christ's name

dissemination of the gospel than that

made upon the ministry by old age, sick-

feels

ing that the prosperity or adversity of one
is that of all. Let us be faithful to our

and ennobled it even until now. It lifted
patriotism into a sacred. duty, and so. did
muchto bring the nation through the ordeal
of war, purified by the fires. The state has
sometimes been ungrateful and false to the

Bible.

‘efficiency of the minis-

its population. We are wanting in men fo
fill this field. Nof religious denomination
in this country, with one or two exceptions,
has a sufficient number of ministers for its
churches. Reported numbers do not always represent the facts. Large drafts are

as he would have done.
Our mission work
at home and abroad, our educational interests, must all be cared for. We have done

too much for these causes

first speakek,

He aid there was no better way for the

for Mack’

But Christ has honored this body

,

relation of the churches

fo the increase and
try.

of the toil for which it§ wants are calling.
What should our denominationgl body

do?

Rev. J. E. Dame was

is

maimed, crippled, inefficient, and sometimes burlesques the idea of Christian character, life and service. The body of Christ

applied

both ministers and laity, was quite large. erty nurtured by the Lord's Spirit, in the
The people‘of
the town gathered in consid- real voice of the church there has been a
erable numbers and gave evidence of real ‘marked and persistent assertion of the great
interest in the exercises.
The hospitality truths of Christianity through the councils
exhibited by the members of the F. Baptist and creeds of the centuries. Itis indeed a
church and society was equally abundant thing to be deplored, that so many hostile

and cordial. They opened beth homes and
hearts freely and widely. The pastor, Rev.

Disbursing Com., the
)
:

pointed functions.
And
so when any
members of Christ’s body thus fail to per-

On Wednesday morning, the Education
he local congregation of believers. And Society held its annual meeting at 8 o'clock,
therword “ body ” is also often used. with for the election of officers and the transacame extent of meaning. And
ali tion of other needful business. The old
through the ages that have followed, the officers were generally re-chosen, and spedisciples have constituted a body, as well as cial attention was called to the necessities
represented so many individual Christians, of the theological students at Hillsdale and
sad. The population of this city has increased And to this body the words of the text have Harper's Ferry.
over 70,000 the past year; over $45,000,000 heen applicable.
What is the force of * this
RELIGIOUS CONFERENCE.
have bgen expended in érecting new build- expression, * the body of Christ?”
Why
At half past nine o'clock the chair was
ings, in the burnt district, and the aggre- is the church so called? And what lessons
taken by Rev. C. O. Libby, who, in a few
gate sales of our merchants and manfactur- does it suggest-and teach?
ers have exceeded that of any preceding
Christ is the soul of this body of his. earnest words, explained the design of this
year. . The total street frontage on
the What a man’s soul is to his own body, that meeting which had been appointed for the
south side of the burnt district, already re- is Clirist to the church.
He is its life» He first time this year, with a view of providbuilt, is 52,792 feet, nearly one half of the fills it with spiritual forces.
He gives it ing for the special spiritual stimulus of the
whole frontage destroyed. . The total ex- movement, direction, sensibility, power, attendants. The lack of this element has
penditures, for business houses, or blocks efficiency.
It depends on him for vitality. been often felt and regretted. It was desired
alone, foots up nearly $50,000,000.
Add He ministers to the life of every believer, that there should be a genuine freedom on
to this the cost of private residences, hotels as the nourishment flows from the vine to the part of all who were present, ministers
and the laity, brethren and sisters.
Other
and other public buildings, and it will reach the branch.
to an amount approximating the entire loss
Ie is the head of the body. As the nerves bodies have provided for such a meeting in
on buildings. = It is stated by those who spring from the head of the man, making eonnsection with their general gatherings,
ought to know, that Chicago is selling more this the seat and source of sensation,—mak- and they have found it very profitable. We
«ry goods, more groceries, more hardware, ing it possible to see, hear, taste, feel, may profitably give ourselves to an effort
more drugs, notions, boots and shoes, more move, and act,—so is Christ the source of to come into fellowship with God, and find
lumber,-and more grain, than at any pre- true life in his disciples.
He is the fount- a quickening for the soul in our earnest apain of ail our good desires, purposes, aims, proach to him.
vious time.
We are supplied with some iuteresting aspirations and deeds.
The meeting was one full of the richest and
facts, at this point, and facts are stubborn
The church is dear to him. He loves and most quickening influences. The prayers
things.
s
cherishes it. He gave himself for it. It is were numerous, brief, pithy, fervent, trust| There has been
an increase of 500,000 prgeious in his eyes and heart.
He can ful, and the utterances were just suchas
could not fail to touch and kindle all symbushels in the grain trade of- the city; of not forget it, nor cease to sympathize - with
1,000,000 head of live stock; of 40,000,000 its weaknesses, its wants and its woes. He pathetic souls. The preciousness of Christ,
feet in lumber, and $10,000,000 in the gro- lives to care for and serve it, as he once the need of a constant and vital union with
him, the value and power of prayer, the
cery trade. The increase in the clothing died to redeem it.
pris
trade is set down at 15 per cent. ; dry goods
He uses the church as his body. . It is the blessedness of Christian fellowship - and
at 20 per cent. ; and boots and shoes at 25 substitute for that in which he once walked, labor, the distinction accorded to each disper cent. These are some of the facts, among men. He works out his purposes ciple in making him a member of Christ’s
which give hope and heart to this once af- and pians through it. By means of it he body,—these thoughts, and such as these,
flictetd people. They owe it to themselves builds the school, founds the hospital, feeds found simple, earnest and heart-felt expresand to the world, that they keep sacred in the hungry, comforts the sorrowful, soothes sion, and were responded to by kindled
memory this great event, and its relations the dying. Not all philanthrophy is Chris- sympathies and grateful tears. This was
to the nations of the earth, and the Christian tianity, to be sure.
The Church leaves far followed by the Lord's supper, administered
offering of $6,900,000, which saved the city. too much work to those outside itself, such by Revs. C. O. Libby and E. Knowlton,
The crowning feature of the year, says a as its own hands should be busy in perform- and was a season of great preciousness and
The whole service was properly
writer, ** was not pluck, nor energy, but ing. But in many w:ys Christ speaks as profit.
charity. The first loaf of bread, sent hither well as works throurh the church. The accounted a choice and grateful addition to
to relieve the necessities of the stricken pop- church founded the nation, and has cared the usual anniversary exercises.

“simply by one or two friends; and it is
ulation, laid the corner-stone of New ChiM. Thiers to Paris as criminal, even though
well known, that a beggar had only to
cago. The abundance of the relief, and
he returned every evening to Versailles.
at
mornings
Wednesday
door,
his
at
knock
This year, they shut their eyes to this’ ten o'clock, to receive from the royal hand, the fidelity with which it was dispensed,
linked this city ‘with the whole civilized
choice, and permit M. Thiers. -to sleep in
a sum of money sufficient to provide food
peace, where he will. Indeed, one illusworld, as the focal point of the grandest
brothHis
month.
a
during
family
his
for
trious member of this party even went so
work of charity ever undertaken.”
H.
Oscar I.,is a liberal
far

and L. B. Tasker;
game as last year,

the reports of. its officers and Committee,
‘hastened through the work of providing for
the transaction of its needful business next
year, without a hitch or a jar, and so made
room for what was to follow. The old officers were relected. Rev. J. Mariner is
President; Rev. I. D. Stewart is Sec. and
Treasurer, and is joined with the Cor.
Secretaries of the various Benevolent Socie-

awn

The gen-

»

.
army

a

MORNING
QCA

THE
~~

their

own friends and the hotels, making the
minimum of a safe and certain estimate of
the Christian strangers in attendance nothing less than five thousand. The best gauge
of the substance of the gathering was the
communion service on Thursday afternoon,
at which over five thousand communicants
.sat down, simuitaneously filling three ot
the largest churches, two of them being
structed in the aisles, but not by spectators,

The committee worked like beavers,
and

late,

for

weeks

beforehand,

early

and last

week scarcely slept, Five thousand -dolJars were raised in the town for their expenses in clerks, messengers, stationery,
postage, car

8i

tickets

for

guests, meals and

lodgings, halls, music, ete., besides the
gratuitous labors of scores of New Haven
ministers and laymen. * Prominent among
these® were the Rev. Messrs. Hubbell and
Todd. The lodgings inthe churches turn-

ik
3)

en

|
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Commmications.

crowded throughout ‘the gilleries and ob-

!

pv

mp Ce

delivered as the sentiment and deepest a year,or such minor but not ‘contemptible sees, to think as he thinks, will ‘multiply |
consciousness of all ‘hearts; $peaking. or alternative as his best efforts may attain if division in the household of God.—Union
hearing, that it seemed to the spectator |! hey miss the first. prize, is simply ridicu-- to Christ, renewedness of heart- alone will"
wen
My point is, that the only practicable giveunity and love among the people of
fresh from the modern atmosphere of scien- | 1 ous.
and proper test of motives in this matter is God. Take the gospel of Christ, preach
tific
atheism
and
ethical
Christianity,
outMiss'y Week at New Haven.
orop foreign Jmissionary service. Let Jesus and him crucified,—show him lifted
| side, almost like a fresh revelation, and
1 rome.
ne
something of such a refreshing power one | ministerial ‘educational funds be restricted
upon the cross for the sin of the world;
The late annudl meetingof the A. B. C.
o candidates for the front, and let candithis, and this alene, will cement the hearts
F. M. at New Haven was one of its great feels as if it must exert upon the Christian |
dates for comfortable settlements pay their of God’s people together and
.
establish the
anniversaries,
Between
three and four faith of the age.
The other great element of the meeting own way,
VibI.
unity of Christ's church.
thousand guests from abroad were registerNew Haven, Oct. 8.
The law of ordinances has beena separaed by the local reception committee and has been the chivalry and personal loyalty
to
Christ
that
shines
in
the
missionary
charting wall (Eph 2: 14 and 15) ; but the blood
provided with free and hospitable entertainment, besides numbers entertained by

¢

mem

ed out to be the

favorites,

so. far

went, and the Alumni-Hall
up

to

nearly

600

guests

as

they

refectory

ran

at one meal, ad-

mitted by tickets from the committee.
The
character of the gathering was strikingly
emphasized by the scene at the crowded
and unrestrained board of Alumni Hall,
The order, quiet and decorum were such
as became five hundred Christian gentlemen at their'meals, and elicited special remark from observers. The correspondence
and intercourse of the committee with all
- these

thousands of self-invited guests, self-

elected delegates, bear alike honorable testimony, and refute the much re-eghoed
complaint of those who do n’t do the
hospitalities of such occasions, ttat such hospitalities are often greedily abused.
Of
course there are some black sheep every-

where; that is a sort ‘of risk we have to
take in all affairs

whatever;

and as

Presi-

dent Hopkins said in his_closing words of
farewell, the reward of a cup of cold
water shall not be lost, if given to any one
in the

name

of a disciple.

Still, the com-

heter,

students

and

took

the

names

meeting, the opportunity was not ill improved.
The children’s meeting was a
lost opportunity for making the most
effective and lasting impressions.
The
of the

Redeemer

was filled, filled,

filled with children on Wednesday evening,
and positively not one word to the purpose
was said to
Hall, seating

them.
2500,

For the rest, Music’
was no more than half

sufficient for the potential audiences. Every

them of an

ously,

or spirit in

any of ‘those who availed themselves of the
Christian hospitality of New Haven.
This
is saying a great deal, and is much more
than givers of hospitality in such a world
as this havea right to count upon.
Considering that a few persons always
make the bulk of the sacrifices on such
occasions, and that the mass of citizens
and business of a place reap a net profit,
and that considerable, in various ways, and

in proportion to the general liberality, it is
rather surprising that there is not a compe-

tition among our cities for the palpable
rewards of entertaining such gatherings.
It seems $0 have been not thought best for
Chicago to take her turn next year with
ithe A.B.C.F. M. Marvelous as has been
“the restoration of her business quarters,
her homes are far from rehabilitated and

still present to a piteous extent a scene of
"desolation.
The withdrawal of the late
New School Presbyterian body generally
from the support of the American Board
diminiskes or extinguishes
constituency proper, in many

its hospitable
places here-

tofore open for its anniveksaries.
That
constituency is young in Chicago, though
“vigorous,

and

suffers

its

uttermost

share

in the common calamity. For the rest, in
the New England (East and West) upon
which the American Board is now wholly
thrown back, there is such a paucity of large
towns that Minneapolis was actmally the only
town in the West from which the Board had
any invitation for next year; and thus this
unprecedented bold push to the frontier of
Newer England is explained. If the Minneapolitans, Congregational and Commercial, should be wise enough in their generation, to unite in making arrangements that
will’ bring them a gathering like this at
New Haven, they will make a good thing
of it for their rising empire and nascent
railroads.
4

‘All

hail

the

power

the fear

of Jesus’

name,”
* The morning light is breaking,”
&e. The regular music was arranged by
Rev. John Todd, jr., of the Church of the
Redeemer, a zealous promoter of Congregational praise, and one who appreciates the
splendor and the pathos which brass instruments are capable of’ adding to sacred music.
With a few brass pieces, a grand
piano,and so great a devotional and singing
assembly, this part of the services would
have been mearly perfect if it had not been
a little too well bossed. The absurd di-

iniquity, and places in the back ground a
reserve force, who have not yet been long
enough in the field to learn that peace

rection to sing

comes by power. '

the written
tunities

as

it brings

church,

to

in

eternal

being

united

to

Why

then

God’s

throw

a

out

in

bold

relief the

of

But is it pleasant to differ from those we
love, and with whom

we have taken

sweet

counsel, worshiping the same God, kneeling at the same altar, and feeling that
our prayers like the Roman matron’s “cross
each other?
Is it an incentive to ambition

to fiud that adhesion to principle has outlawed you? Ask the long line of martyrs,
whose tribulations are over now. Ask the
apostles to whom death was gain. Ask
those who, concerning the questions which

a defect, common to all missionary

agitate communities,

buy truth, bat

do not

sell it, and find themselves the leaders or
adherents of a meager minority. Ask the
soldier, who, to meet

the emergency

of the

moment and to avert impending peril, steps
The practice, now- almost universal, beof the ranks and finds himself branded
out
tween evangelical ecclesiastical
bodies, |
of interchanging delegations and reports as a deserter ;—and then if you stand beside
of common interest, might be extended the sufferers for righteousness’ sake, and
with great fitness.and profit to missionary the clouds for a time obscure faith’s prosorganizations, both voluntary and ecclesi- pect, and their pale trembling lips seem
to ask—why are these things so ?—exercise
astical.
;
.diseretio
n lest you say to them, ‘this is the
Another thing which concerns all ¢ denominations” alike: A missionary body, of reward of the wicked,” when you ought to
whatever nature,as the advanced line of enter into the temple scene, and (though
Christian aggression and self-devotion, is you may not put the piercing sword back
in the proper position to give the key note into its scabbard) take up the grand old
to the rest, and a very bold and strong note refrain of Simeon’s prophecy, and confiwas struck for all in its rear by the Amer- dently answer, it is that ‘‘the thoughts of
ADA."
ican Board at New Haven. It laid the many hearts may be revealed.”

will

head will,

between

whom

with

eat

days.
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NATIVE
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com-

small

knew

that period
him

that

Mr.

intimately, and

Burr

It isanold

I

vears of

forth

1s 10 be

ueation

Is fo

obkataod

Burr's
found

#1

be obtained, it is not

<

that the child
and is in school
the proficiency

home co-opera-

t

age;

and

and

and effort

| are expended to form, in the mind of the

ie

folléwed the

Colby, I

.

ia

in the desired
of preparation
study and obto all this there

of the mind in that pe-

culiar tact, which is not acquired
from
books or theories, but in development and
trainin

g of natural powers, and in practical

soon

contact

with

men

and things.

If a mechanical pursuit

preach

is desired,

it is

complished.

and

he

wari

De

ory ld

become

heads

Ifa son or daughter is to be fitted for
| Making a creditable appearance and pleas.
| Ing impression in society, or in fashionable
| Jife, the training for these is conducted as a

have been of | til the point is attained,

1514,

’

.

|

example of a | matter of daily, almost hourly interest,

might

2 ir

had eleven children.

procured.

bosons

2

Perhaps a governess or

tress must

reside

in

the

Seven

precep-

fly;

that

the

more constant oversight and training of the

All lived to grow up | child may be secured:

of families.

un-

The best of authors

must be consulted, and competent trainers

a

of them are now living.

of

pected to exhibit,

at

And the child is ex-

home,

in the

family

Immediately after | circle, those accomplislimen
which it thus
his marriage Bro. Woodsumn settled in Sum- | quiresto meet the expeetats
tions and excite
ner, y Me., and felt thut the time had come the Adi tion of the word
or
oe.
is an accomplishment guiside,
by no means
for him to fulfill his promise; and soon, in | to Music
be neglected. ET
is seenred,
weakness and much trembling, he com- | and an instructor, and a course of Waiving

menced

to persuade

sinners

to come

he
to. Bs

ordainty
a
MoS

“hrist.
Crise

to

:

i begun. : Not only are rudiments Jerse ’

ut fingering the instrument, . daily, is indispensable.
During this course of train-

werk a

Zosp 2
sir)
X
er,
€., Bepl. | jing. even music may lose its charm, to
20, 1823, in which work be was ever a good | pupil, amid the difficult ** exercise.” or the
the

and
servant. Conime
ncing
very faithful
limited A
and not
a3

withthea | I‘ DeW piece ;” but by training the mastery
is attained, and to this

having
:
;

:

rivioye of Sicndog svbeologiedl
\

need

works of Henry, Scott,

sho,

studying

Brown,

patience are given,

continued effort

and

_ Thus to qualify children for desired pos:-

the | tion in society, for the pursuits and

and others,

posses-

sions of this life, study and training

are con-

and persevered in this course until he be- | fidered necessary, and FX and facility,
came a ‘‘workman that needed not to be ad
pense are fnvolved, rebognized, and
Vi
. vs
;
supplie

i

88

death
him

having been

*p

io

e., where

repeatedly
assessor,

:

Woods

Beas y 03

he re side

:

5

sem ‘moved

served his
and

.

the qualifications for the life to come are in.
:
9?
2
ve
volved
? If constan
t care
isH to be taken,
in3

%

to Peru, | 40 ordinary education and qualifications of
He children

until his

death.

town

selectman, | had, that not a lesson be

as

overseer of the

, that the best

faeilities

.are

missed,

poor, and in | pupil is to be under training in all

to

that

be

the

weather

1833 represented his district in the Legisla- | 2nd under all possible circumstances, that
.
i
:
Sa
expenses must be met, and labors endured,

ture of the State,

preaching

the Sabbath in the mean time.

constantly

on | i). home training and influences

shall

co-

{ operate with all outside efforts and advan-

In Bro. Woodsum we have an example of | tages, to secure the desired end, can Chrisone who did not labor for filthy lucre, but | tian parents be less anxious, less sacrificing,

stood at his post for half a century, receiv- | '0 Meeting the
responsibilities * obliga16: as tions devolving upon them when God has
Fo
ing his reward in the salvatior

Ng

ns

yewarc 1

sealsof his ministry.

be Sa

vation of souls & | committed to their care and training an im-

On this point

let him speak for himself:

I will | portal soul?

“I have preach- | own

That soul must

parallel

existence, either in the joy of

is

his

pres-

ed principally in Me. and N. H. Have | €nce, or * banished from his presence, and
never received a salary. Have attended | h¢ glory of his power forever!”
How
Yout
four
handred f
alo.
and
oe
vastly ImporaKt then, that training which,
about four hundred funerals, and received, | withthe Divine blessing, will guide youthin all, about twenty dollars for the serv-| ful feet in the way they
should go! And

as resi-

It is 14 miles S. E,
town,

ora

Pn

a closet

to us as a denomination,as it was the_native
of Boston.

|.

tal If raining
a professofionthe child.
is desired, care

:

much more use in the world?”

BURR.

one of the most: reliable and true men we
have ever seen.
;
Hingham, Mass., possesses an interest

town of Dea. Burr.

if. I had

Marks,

bt

Mr.

to

e

:

} tality.

en’s gate to many.
From

hands, elucation

Tt

d.

dent Editor. The Star had then been published little more than seven years.
From that till the next Spring, being in
charge of a school there, we were much
associated with Mr. B., especially in worship at the old church on Chestnut St.,
where Eld. N. Thurston preached, mostly
the deep experience of. his own heart in the
things of the kingdom and the most fervent exhortations to all to live godly lives.
The house was usually filled. Those were
good days. . It was God's house and heav-

we

By

:
ashamed, —the Spirit's power was with
Bie is there any commen
him to bless his efforts, and scores “of souls | or system of training, wheresurate amount
the higher inwere led to Christ through his instrumen- | terests of the soul, the claims of God, and

N.

room, like

for

and

of Nw be Jongh,
To Lit desired Bini.
nt are to be given
the
best energies of
Tt | the child, while the parents aitend the prog-

when he became settled in life he would attend to it, Speaking of this prowise a few
os
:
bosaid
“I am I
tisfied
Years since, he saic,
OW. satisfied

up stairs on Central St., Dover, for the Star
Office, and very soon the paper was moved
from Limerick, Me., to that place.
The
accommodations were humble, one room
for the press, composing, storage of paper,
window,

as to life's labors

qualifications, a certain course of life, a
business, a profession, an education is de-

up for the time, but promised the Lord that

in Nov., 1866,—a period of 40 years,
The first time we saw Mr. Burr was in
Oct., 1833. The introduction to him, was by
Eld. Marks. They had just engaged a room

one

of these

the | not deemed enough for a child to look on
gospel to perishi
Wile skilled
Dring outarticle,
from the
Sr ng sinners.5s But being an rough
material yorthe men
marketa
ble
but
Li hey, having but a limited education, there must
be a daily training in the use of
the work seemed too great, and he gave it | the tools with which these results
are ac-

1826, and continued as printer, then Agent,
and finally as resident Editor’ to his death

with

:

straining him to go

Mr. Burr began with the Morning Star
as printer when it was commenced in May,

&c., and a very

parent and child,

after felt: the influence. of the Spirit con- |

any other,

WILLIAM

expense

are bestowed upon the acquisition

Br 0. W oodsum embraced Christ in 1808,

no,

—

PLACE

To.

seing then sixteen

or coveta drunk-

are we

with

of this

and

qualifications ! After mutual anxiety, with

He was born in Saco, Me., March | is added a training

1, 1792
Sa
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THE

accomplishments

Rev. W illiam Woodsum.
| child, a taste or inclination
J
| meen
| direction. When the years
ev. Wm. Woodsum died in Peru, Me., | come, the best facilities for
Jhly 24, 1872, aged 80 years, 4 months, and | servation are secured. Bat

that i= called a brother in Christ? Christ
prayed, “Holy Father, kéep through thine

——

and

How much care, labor,

at- | termined upon, or certain accomplishments

find it about 90 byA 50 feet..

]

receives

such a one,

not to eat,” (1st. Cor. 5: 11.)

manded to refuse to

the family

the pursuits

life!

the buildingg is ancient,

one: of

he

called a brother be a fornicator,
Qus, or an idolator, or raiier, or
ortioner,

ed, generally, to train up children for God
and for heaven, than merely to fit them for

are onthe outside, and the whole style of wy to the eilorts Nake abroad for the men-

heir”? Why refuse to remember the broken
body of Christ with one who has been
saved by his blood? “If any man that is

ard, or an 3

where

1680 and is therefore 192 years old.

measure we

and owns as an heir,—and the table of his
Son,
with whom he stands asa ‘joint

if we

lovers

that

is still occupie

oneness

the

which

and cause regrets alike to parent

has 2galleries, , four roofs meetihe8 nearly-y in’ Snough for parents to know
| has a competent instructor,
blood of Christ.
an apex, on which is a low belfry, then a | but that he exhibit, at home,
the head of the | spire rising to some hight. Large
porches | that is being made, and add

wall

children—ane

impressions”

d by the Unitarian Society, | ress of the child with anxiety
, ard furnish
and is kept in good repair. It was erccted in | means and facilities with
liberal if not lavish

even now

life, so that

cords

wardness,

heard to say that the

is the meeting house

unquestionably be united to the body.—
“We are many members but one body,”

he gives us oppor-

righteousness, and the advocates of hidden

men-

anniversaries—the absence of correspondence with kindred owganizations in other
branches of the church catholic,and of a eomprehensive survey of the fields so occupied.

of believers through the
First united to Christ,

fail, the justice of our sentence may be apparent to ourselves; and if in times of religious declension we witness for the truth,

altogether regarded, aggravated an inevitable fault of congregational singing, and
if Mr. Todd had not mistaken the American
Board for a sginging-school, he might not
have thought it necessary to start them
eyery time by the word of command,
“Sing I”
The mechanical quality of his
method was perhaps somewhat relieved by
the ludicrous.
tion

God knows

our future destiny—but

only the melody, though not

One thing struck me which I must

record.

touch

is tended chuth.
rah
hroth-

the

Ts

long. They may
librate eternally;

Dea. Burr bas been

owned as a child,
denies

be?

an-indiffer-

and child in advancing life ?
It is a sad, but it must be an admitted
truth, that less care and effort are manifest.

That seclusiveness which says to a
er for whom Christ” has died, and whom

ed to God’s word, and

looseness,

children receive; to their inclinations and
habits ; to their companions and surroundings, which will account for all after way-

meeting he attended was Unitarian. The
record we have is that it was Congregational, as werg all of the earliest churches.
| It changed to Unitarian, and probably not

‘Stand beyond the wall of ordinances,
come not near,” does that which is oppos-

Jest Archelaus

_ Burr's mother

It is the oldest house
3
wy
a
worship now standing in New England.

God has received and

a

ence, to the *‘ first

entreated him to pray when he retired for
sleep. . A work for all Christian mothers

farsfrom the time of Burr's childhood.
Less than half a mile from the dwelling

0

Christian families, as they %hould

there not, rather,

is suggested here. They may make impressions on plastic hearts that will last

own name those whom thou hast given
given by the treacherous Judas, and the me, that they may be ome, as we are”
flight of all his friends, goes to the judg- (John 17: 11.).
ment hall, stands with Mary benegth the
Why ‘such persistence, on the part of
cross, and sees the ultimatum of that mothmany, in refusing to commune with Chriser's woe as her child suffers a felon’s doom : tians who have not been .baptized by. im.
No
.
gL
aifd he would give her a staff on which to mersion?
Is baptism by
immersion the
lean,—a key to these: otherwise inscrutable
planting whereby we are sealed heirs of
dispensations, and he says, ‘a sword shall God—made one in Christ? Or is baptism a
pierce through thine own soul also, that declaration of death to sin,. and an obligathe thoughts of many hearts may be reveal- tion to live unto God assumed?
If the lated.”
:
ter, how can baptism be a prerequisite to
= W£ subscribe to the same creed, we en- the Lord’s Supper? If one has been retersinto the same covenant; it is our theo- deemed and saved by the blood of Christ,
ry; but when circumstances call us to why may he not commemorate the sufferwork out results, then‘a truth at" discount
ings of his Saviour ?
proves us; we accept it, pronounce .it, deTo exclude from the Lord’s table Chrisfend it. When a case is pending in court, tian man or woman,
because he or she
sometimes the books are brought in, and has not been immersed, looks as if it ‘was
the record is a surer witness than the verb- done to force personsto join particular
al testimony of men whose meniory may denominational ranks. It cannot be befail them, however honest they may be;
cause God's word requires it, for no sich
and a safer one than that of dishonest op- requirementis to be found. Whoever reads,
ponents. The Revelator saw the books let him understand.
Flemington, W. Va., Oct. 11.
opened, and the dead judged according to

sion, and with the exception of the children’s

Church

with

welfare of her children.

se, which shall stand for an ensign to the
people, and to him shall the: Gentiles seek

(Isa, 11: 10)%

should complete his father’s unfinished work,
is in the midst of the infuriated multitude
when, offended by the truth, they would stone
Jesus, listens to the intensely impassioned
prayer in the garden, witnesses the cowardly arrest at’ night, the “token of friendship

eleven more.
The cause that gives such
an impulse as that to a theological institution will carry it far. It is just the vitalizing touch thAY all such seminaries and nearly all pulpits want,—the shock of a real
conflict with , spiritual principalities and
powers, under a living Leader, to clear
away this perfunctory professionalista from
the ministry. .
«
The cumulative sympathetic power of a
great concourse with one purpose and sentiment was eminently realized on this oceca-

inch of standing room was filled half an
hour before the time—and sometimes two
or three large churches crowded at the
same hour—and
the waiting multitudes
amused themselves by singing spontane-

motive

sympathizes

of

a

ation and of twain has made one new man,
so making peace. Christ is the root of Jes-

Notwithstanding our choice of ways and
«
.
into those who correspond most with them | y neans, we seem sometime
s to be ‘moved
at home. One can see that they took noth- about, like the figures on a chess-board,
ing extraordinary out with them, generally without our own volition, If we'get into
speaking. But it is very potent that they trouble by voluntary wrong doing we can
have brought something most extraordi- connect cause and effect very readily; but
nary back,
They are manifold the men if duty leads us through sorrow, if, being
that they were and that we are: men who, innocentygye suffer instead of the guilty, we
as Carlyle says, have * swallowed the for- sintingly
why these things are so; and
mutans,” and who are too wide awake for if we were the only ones who had ever
dreams of any sort, in their fact-to-fact undergone a kind of vicarious suffering,
wrestle with the hardest and barest facts of we might sink in despair beneath the inhuman nature,—and vet men of a trans- justice of our burden; but the deep expericendeént enthusiasm!
‘Thé appeal for men, ences of life bring us into sympathy with
both from the need and the glory of the the men and women of Bible times, and
from their lives we draw the’ solution of
work, was from day to day and from night
to night, continuously electrifying.
Mr. our own difficulties.
32 fHimeon blesses the infant Saviour, the
Barnum
of Central Turkey, had pathetically told us that from his visitation and leading points in the life of Jesus pass beappeals in seven theological seminarieshe fore him in prophetic vision; and he thinks
had in the year past barely raised three of the mother, who will be tempest-tossed,
recruits for the front.
On the eve of ad- with the sorrows, dangers and sufferings
journment Secretary
Clark met the stheo- of her child. He sees the flight into Egypt,
logical

They came by that most powerful of God's
Agencies for good, a- mother’s interest for

of Christ has broken down the wall of separ-

a, missionary, to every one who hears these
men speak and perecives the spirit infused

mittee assure me that with a solitary exception—of which they were cautioned
from the last annual meeting, and which
they bave duly ‘‘ passed along” to the reception committee for the next—no symptom or suspicion has been presented to
unworthy

Why?

It is evidently a grand thing to be

ms

ice, and in my y

other

labors,

have fared about as well.
with tobe sndersi
coi ins

y

as a minister,

| how

21a

insi rnificant, in comparison,
.

But I do not | Ing Which
complaining.
A

the train-

p

merely fits them for the employfcoapl

ments

and

fee

a Jotier's stile wien her Fain
to
begin early,

iskments

of this

short

ji
e
:
8°
| and uncertain life !
brighter day has dawned upon the ministry,
If, as has been well said, ‘the educati
and may we not expect those who are well | a child begins as soon as it can discern on of
be-

sustained to do much

more

and worn out ones have done

with the F. B. Connection .
;
hdl

than we old

?”

“I

uni

you
’

ow poral

faithfully this work, upen
depends for both worlds!

and

follow

which 9 much
e divine in-

love it more and more, and am satisfied that junction is, * Train
3p a child in the way he
its doctrines are pure, because taught’in the | should go. and when
he is old he will not

Bible, whose Author is pure.”

Bro. Wood- | depart oN

: um
: §
. '
Sum
was 8 firm’ ady orate
of reform and
progress; was a subscriber for the Star

forty years; was a wise

counselor, and

his

Pi

bis sprup through

infancy,Jr and childho
3 od, and : youth; up from
the lower to the higher
of its own nature;
up into the Divine, as he whose promise is
given to cheer you takes up the work,

and,

valuable advice will be much missed by the | by his grace, does for it what human power
Q. M. of which he was a member.
Faith.
a4 ne,
i

f

sole Jour child a child of God,

sath
:
an heir of immortality.
i
i hr death,—gone up to receive a crown
Near by the cottage of an indolent, un9 Ww e. Pils. Oc
;
A. Hu.
| (iqy family, I saw a vine which had been

est

Paris,

———
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left to trail upon the ground, instead of be-

ing trained upon the trellis. It was interlaced and matted among the weeds until it
was impossible to extricate it and lift it: up.
|The sight was a sad one! All this was
caused by the neglect of early training! =
There was a time when the young vine put
forth its tendrils, like the arms hid a vail,
for help. Then, had proper objects. been
placed near it, and proper téainin

8
i
t
South Boston, Mass.
settled in 1635. It was named for Hing:
general onus of responsibility for the un{
ham,
Norfolk
County,
England,
from
:
_ It comes natural to put -forward these
*
par
men
evangelize®“world, unequivocally, upon the
*
which some of the early settlers came.
«mean material considerations, because one
self-indulgent churches and young men at
The Saint’s Communion.
The Training
Yhild
ren.
Rev. Peter Hobart, a Congregationalist,
is always consciousof the absurdity of home, and called upon them in kind and
Ing of Children.
was the first minister. On his arrival in
proposing anything more worthy of a man ‘unassuming but forcible language, to recBASED ON THE UNITY OF GOD'S PURPOSE.
The training of a child is-peculiarly
this country with*his wife and four children, home
to the average man whom we bave in view ognize and assume their obligations. And | work, devolving, first A all on a
ven it,
g
The
Scriptures
teach
that
God's
people
June
8,
1635,
recording
his
safe arrival he parents. It supposes the con stant over. | & beautiful and fruitful vine would
when we speak of or to a community. ‘yet, it seems to me as-if quite the right
have
Yet the profit of the week's work to New word has not been spoken anywhere yet. are one. It would be well for the cause addcl, “Forever praised be the: God of sight of the child at home, where all outside | STOW ox’ sud fie Haier
would have b wen
pressure is off, and where the real nature Le
Haven is most marked in the higher ranges Greater plainness and more uncompromis- of Christ, if this unity were manifested in heaven, my God and my King.”
iis aauly To
BIAS, MLS
fraternal
regard
by
those
professing
Chrisand
disposi
The
tion
are
name
seen,
Burr was in Hingham earand the peculiar fruit, i
ing severity, not of style perhaps, but of
4 siting an
of interest. . The special interest of New
his. owl pes
trainin
tianity.
is indicated. The, teacher, | WOWd
ly, aud has remained through nearly two indi g needed
Haven, the. University, acknowledges
a doctrine, on this subject, seems to be need“‘‘ trainedigup;” its its tendrils
te d ils
indispensable bl as isfo hi his work, is1 notid so much ’ | vine washavenot anjoyes
One looks for unity in the ordinances, of centuries,
i
i
4
powerful 4mpulse, yet to be felt more per- ed from some source or other. Fwo things,
for
the
fraining
the
,
formati
of
on
principl
|
es
©°°K
hold
upon
low poisonous weeds, yas
On a late visit to Hingham of course we and habits, as for the educati
everywhere prevalent, need to be held up the church; another indorsing a certain
fectly in years to come, but already manion of the child | 4r2&ged down to a level with them, and its
re-| Whole vine-life was ruined! It Was not
is a home work,
creed, requires all to acknowledge this as founda place of great interest the house mind. The training
to
reprobation:
the
timidity
of
mivisters
fest, especially in the Theological departquiring
cy, growth. The ed- only Jost, of hiselt, bl; ct 8 Sal
Soon
ment and in the general Christian spirit in enforcing the consecration of goods and the pledge and token of brotherhood. in which” William Burr was born. The uducationtime,is constan
necessarily
limited to hours
village
in
which
is
the
railroad
Mle
tor fe
stafion is
de
3
and prestige of the University. , An insti- persons in the church to the service of plrpas says the word? ‘‘The, law containand
interval
s,
sutficie
nt
or
imparti
ng
infori
Tpapsible for is. degeneracy,
in ordinances” has been ‘a source of considerable, not very dense as to populatution maintaining the attitude of Yale God's kingdom» on earth, and in making
mation and developing mind,
but
inade:
Pr
i
amidst the rising flood of materialism in specific demands by collections in behalf of, | enmity, division, strife, contention. But tion, but extends over quitea space. The quate to training the mental and moral na|. Let us behold jn the Jats}, i he Hjusice.
Burr
Christ
in
his
flesh
hds
abolished’
this
enhouse
we
‘ture.
sought
It
is
is half a mile from. e
impossible for the teacher to be, | tion of the moral gn . SSpiTitialen sie Sug culture, could not but feel a welcome tonic such Christian enterprises -as naturally look
fully, the trainer,
his work is confined | Bestiveness of the work, the means, an{ tiie
infused into its veins by the grand testi- to them for support; and the perversion of mity, and lias become our peace—hath made the depot. The location is beautiful; in- to a few hours Sachwhen
day—al
l that he is “snp- Fouts and the sad consequences of nedustry, order, taste and ueatness appear
both
one—hath
broken
down
the
middle
iv,
the
Christian
ministry
to
one
of
the
pro:
mony to the supernatural that has rung out
posed to see of the child. He . can neither
'
| 8'¢S t.
i
i
wall
of
partition,
that
he
might
reconcile
all
through
.
the
neighborhoo
d.
The dwellfessions, in which a man’s first business is
“from the American Board at this anniverboth
to
God
in
one
body
by
the
cross,
having
is
a
double
house,
with
two
work
stories,
and responsibility of the parent, in | ms
and
sary. A special re-assertion of the super- to get on, and find a good,place for himself.
d. if
forded
y
f
‘painted a shade paler than white.
the training up of a child.
Theb
relation, forth,
natural, wholly supernatural, character of It is self-evident that either this theory ing slain the senmity thereby, and given
SK,and Jp trained
nos, 3 Rone
|
ri
ascent,
to them, Somethey BR
80
Those
apartme
access
by
one
Spirit
to
all;
and
put
al
nts
were
trod by the youth- fhe work, 8 opportuities are dissimilar | yoyq hold upon evil surroundings and cling
‘Christianity, of all true personal religion, | should be dismissed, or else the practice of
- fitly framed together into one ful feet of Burr.
We seemed to see him
Chiland damaging.
:
and of all true hope for the future of hu- helping young men into the ministry from believers
In Sh
this process of homeAh
training, faithf
ul4-5to things ha groveling
taught

sseumo nor ave imposed upon him. the | Po (HIS be (ruined up. ls ten

man society, has been the distinctive charactéristic of this anniversary. The daily

and hourly theme of sermons, discussions,

reports, addresses and

prayers, has been

the vital agency

Spirit of God

of

the

in

every effort that is to really make for the

rademption, of individual or social char-

acter; and this not only so powerfuliy elab-

orated

in argument but so impressively
BE

charitable funds should be dropped.

temporal

rewards

The

held out to talented and

building through the Spirit to beeome
holy temple unto

the’ Lord

a

(see Eph. 2d.

.
aspiring young men by the Christian min- eh.)
[
If the ordinances of the church and their
istry, are getting to be among the most
tempting in modern life, and the most open mode of observance be selected as the bgse
and suré; The absurdity of affording gra- of unity among God's people, and as the
tuitous education and even entjte support ground work of'Christian fellowship, we
during preparation, to a young man who shall have division instead of unity. He
who fixes his creed, essential and non-es
simply has his eye on ten thousad dollars
o

sential, and tries’to force all to 500,88

j

y
St’

J

there, a lad with light hair, brow unwrinkled by care, and heart not riven with SOr=

row.

His

tread was

with slow and meas-

ured steps that chracterized him in after

life. Everything done calmly and considerately and according tothe strictest rules

of propriety and right. » +

In the sleeping room of young Burra
heavenly icfluence lingers still. There
he | “were some of his early eligious impressions

regard must be had for the, divine requirement of the parents of olden time, which

and
trained to take hold
or ims fund bli A
heavenly: to
oilo pi
oe a
soul Eo hii ad

have neither been abrogated nor improved | §H°Y the great la
»
upon,—the recognition of the Scriptures as der the divine grace and’ Spirit. Thus, to a
proper
course
of
child
training,
the
divine
thé basis of all soul training—** Thou, shalt
teach them diligently unto thy children, and blessing will be given in both worlds; the
shalt talk of them when thou sitfest in thy conditions complied with, the promise “will
house, and when thou walkest by the way, be sure,«@and the happy parent, standin
and when thou liest down_and when thou with the children given of God, and traine
for him, in his beautiful presence can say,
i
risest up."—Deut, 6: 7.
Is this process, and dre these elements of ~—'* HERE AM I AND THE CHILDREN THOU
child-training recognized And employed, in HAST GIVEN MB."—§, 8, Teacher.

-

|

Ue

ein

HES)

=

should’st

thou

that

is greatest need

\

Jou

As 80 often in God's dealings, the ef-

fect is at the same time a punishment. Judged by the words of the Lord of the Sabbath :
‘The Sabbath was made for man, not man
for the Sabbath,” the continental Sunday

Crooked and warped I am, and I would fain
Straighten myself by thy right line again.

Oh, come, warm sun, and ripen my late fruits,

is not a Christian Sabbath. With one day
divorced from the active pursuit of earthly
things, it is hard enough to keep up eur
spirituality ; without that day, or with that

a little

longer.”

While

at

church,

one

evening, there was an opportunity given
for any one
present who
desired to.come
out on the
Lords side, to manifest the
same by rising, The Spirit’ was knocking at the door of her. heart, saying,

The

Divine

Breezes.

’

to

down

showers,

parched
;

my

—

christened, by what

religious teachers edu-

cated, at

made

what

age

a

communicant,

have seen a sail-boat almost

and what taxes shall be paid for the sapport of the persons performing these religious offices, ~ All “according to law,” ‘‘by
the will of the sovereign,” who may be godiess or idiotic, and yet

head of

the church!

No wendera boy learns to thing of relige
ious instruction as a task, and of the clergyman as a task-master, ever sighing for

the

day of his" confirmation, not as the day of
“full Christian privilege, but as the day of
release from ‘‘tutors
the license of Satan's
number of cases the

and governors” into
service.
Ina great
evening of the day

gave him one of the large hand-bills of the
“alton Street meeting, and he nailed it on

the door of the church,

where

it attracted

much attention. The appointment for the
village prayer-meeting was duly published.
It was something unusual, and was the subject-of favorable and unfavorable comment.
When then the hour came, the pastor took

his place as leader, who poured out his
heart to God that he would open 3 window
in heaven and shower down the rain of
the heavenly «zrace

upon

them.

Toward

when the lad is first*permitted to commune,

the close of the meeting he nsked if there
was any one present who desired to speak

is the first occasion when

with him more

public house by

his father

drink with impunity.

he is taken to the

and

allowed to

The presence of

the

minister crops in the school, to give the
so-called religion-lessons has no good effect. Our free schools (without
ing of the Bibie if they can
with it,) are better for religious
the “confessional”
schools of

the readnot exist
ends than
Germany.

privately, or

to

be

prayed

fors if so, he would meet any such in the
school-house near at hand.
The pastor
entered alone and lighted a candle, and sat
some time in solitude: Presently a young
man entered, and without a word sank
down

upon

his

knees,

soon

another came and took

the

another

same

and

attitude,

and the whole group joined in prayer.
The pious people of that country do not Some time was thus spent, when they disThere was little sleep for pastor
think so, and are opposing the effort to persed.
abolish denominational schools, but they or people that night. The minister had
are unwise ; for that system has made the scarcely closed his eyes when a loud knockyoung feel that religion is a matter of law ing was heard. He arose and went to the
.door in the dark, when suddenly a pair of
and police, not of heart and life,
i
The same principle applies to the support arms were around his neck and the first
of the ministry by taxes and endowments, young man who entered the school-house
Those who pay taxes are forced to do so, had come to tell him that he had found
and some feel that this is their whole duty; Jesus.
The glorious work. spread from
they

pay

for

the

care

of their

souls,

let

those who are paid take care of them. If
the parish is endowed, then having nothing

to pay, they feel little or

no concern in the

matter. The idea that Christian” work is
work for all Christians, does not obtain
largely in Germany.
t is obvious that such a system ignores
that fundamental truth of experimental
Christianity, the

necessity

of a new birth.

The worst lad in the village stands with
the most pure and pious maiden, on confirmation day. The law says it must be
so.

Discipline

is,

of

course,

out

of

the

question, 1t should be noted here, that although the Germans so soon accommodate
themselves to a new country, they are in
a social life very couservative, creatures of
habit. Hence sects do not flourish, though
theological speculation runs wild. A new
opinion does not, there as here, imply a
new denomination, and to change one's
church relations is almost to relinquish
one's fair name. Those dissatisfied with
things as they exist, are slow.to do any
thing which

shall

practically

express

that

dissatisfaction, The missions of ihe Methodists and Baptists find this a serious ob-

one to another.

ridiculed

the

In some

places those who

prayer - meetings

one

day

would-be found to be in agony on account
of their sins the next, and be pleading for

mercy. Ina little time twenty-six were
ready to be baptized and admitted to the
church.” One inquired of the merchant:
“Do you know where this work of grace
began 7"
;
““Where do you suppose it began?” inquired the merchant.
:
.
*It began with your visit to the Fulton
Street Prayer Meeting.”

This narrative of a few facts” shows that
we can not measure the good which may
be accomplished by one little prayer-meeting, begun and conducted in the right
spirit. ft also shows how willing God is
to hear and answer
prayer, and it shows,
too, how ready we

should

little spark often kindles a
Prime's “Fifteen Years of

Enter

in

at the

be

to

pray.

A

great fire.—Dr.
Prayer.”

Strait

Gate.

——

The Master saith, ** For

‘many, I say un-

to you, will seek to enter in, and shall not
;
be able.”
While I .was laboring as pastor of a
torted as to allow a majority of the mem- church in a neighboring state, I ‘was callgradubers, in.
good and regular standing, of the ed to visit a sick woman, who was
German
Protestant church, to be irrelig- ally going down to her grave with that
deceptive disease, consumption. She reious,
The German theory and practice respect- ceived me very kindly on my first visit;
ing the Lord's day constitute the other was willing to talk about her soul's etermain cause of irreligion. Luther, with» nal interest; and appeared very anxious
We conversed,
most of the early Reformers, was lax in his to make peace with God.
\
views on this subject; owing no doubt to read and prayed with her.
his strong ‘opposition ta legalism. Few
In a few days I saw ‘her physician, and
German theologians have adopted the Ang-. be desired me to visit her again, as he belo-American theory,and the practice of even lieved her to be near her journey’s end.
the best of German Christians would shock I went immediately to her bedside, and
hgpvery much Jgxcited. She. gave
most Americans. Sunday picnics are often found
attended by preachers, and it is not deemed as the\rduson of her excited condition, that
improper to play cards or, biliards after her physician had told her that she: could
stacle.
Nothing is so dangerous as error
resting on half truth,
The truth of God's
covenant promise to our childrenis so dis-

church.
Superintendent Hofman,one of the
leaders of the Orthodox party
in Prussia,

in an assembly composed of the most

nest Christian workers of Germany,

car-

indig-

nantly disavowed all sympathy with
batarian views, amid thé applause of
audience. Of this I was a iy
If
German fellow-citizens are hostile to

Sabthe
our
our

live

buta few days, at the longest, at which

she became “grédtly enraged, and declgred

etl

The

hope thrdhigh grace,
to call
hence?

provided Od saw fit
that she
She replie

— ES —

dollar, every cent

which make a total for the year of four
millions. And there are probably as many
does this seem!

What an ilimense number

And how much of it appears

to be labor in vain!

We

can

perceive

no

great change in the world produced by this
preaching. Some souls are indeed continually being brought through this divinely
appointed agency to repentance of sin and
faith in Christ, and are thus made heirs of
everlasting life; but comparatively few
sermons are directly followed by this happy
result. Are the rest then useless? No!
Not a single effort of this kind can be
thown away.

you

have

ever given to

bless your fellow-men, out of a pure and
holy love to Christ; every ‘ cup of cold
water ” you have ever bestowed on another
out of love to Jesus,

nying

benevolence,

a heart in sympathy

every

act

of

springing
with

forth

human

self-de-

from

suffering

apd sorrow and misery, has gone to swell
R. amount of your treasures in the skies.
Tried by this test, how do you find the account to stand ? How much are you worth ?
—not in money or its equivalent, but in the
wealth of heaven P—Interior.

The

Two

Gifts.

time he turns

it rapidly,

especially

when

A collection for missions was being made
at a church door. Up walked the richest

Directly after him there came a little pale,

the waves are rough and the - wind is high poor girl, meanly cla-l, with poverty writand contrary, so that the ships obliged to ten in all her looks, yet with a countenance
beat her way into port; then you see him full of sweetness and a tear trembling- in
continually at work turning his helm first in her eye, and she laid beside the rich man’s
one direction and then in another.
An bill a single penny. No one noticed or
ignorant person might suppose that the cared for her gift, But the Saviour saw it
vessel must be ever. changing her course, and he accepted it, as far more precious
but observation would teach him that in- than the rich man’s offering. Why?
That morning the rich man had said to
stead of causing this effect, the movements
of the helmsman are all for the purpose of himself:
¢ What shall I give to the collection tokeeping her steady in a straight course. If
the pilot held the rudder stationary, the day for foreign missions? I must give a
ship would soon swerve from the right di- fifty dollar bill, for that is what will be exI wish my donation to b
rection, lose all her headway, and be in pected of me.
.
danger of capsizing and sinking in the above all others.”
That morning
the little girl bad been
deep.
:
The preacher is like a helmsman. He reading her Bible, and as she laid it down
is ever admonishing—now on one subject. she thought:
‘If
Jesus did so much for me, oh, what
now on another.
The world keeps on much
as before ; but without the ministrations of tan I do to show my love to him? There
the pulpit, it would soon lose the progress is to be a collection for missions to-day, and
it has made, and instead of reaching the
ort of ‘heaven, sink in the abyss of ever-

asting ruin.—Rev. S. BR. Asbury.
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the Pearly Gates.

Now Ready.
D.,is

now

ready for delivery to our customers.
Fifteen hundred copies of this the
first volume,

have already

been

sold.

This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple announcement is sufficient to show that

others think "the work™ good one and

to agents who ell 100
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Question Book,

MARY LATHAM CLARK,

Might This Thing Be?

for sin

and

uncleanness

When the soldier pierced

““ How

“ Turn to the first chapter of Corinthians

their dobes and made them white.
all may obtain pardon and purity.

Here

« Blood is the priceof heaven ;
All sin that

price exceeds ;

Oh, come and be Jorgiven:
He bleeds, my Saviour bleeds.”

«Washed in the blood of the Lamb,”
you will be permitted to enter ‘‘ through

unto salvation.

A teacher in one of,our cit;

public schools

says she can almost invariably ‘select from
her pupils those who read the newspapers
at home ; such are sure to exhibit

a. better

soquumice with, geography, orthography,
and ' the true méaning of words.
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time and they will be filled immediately. Price 15 cents; Postage (extra),
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the Saviour's side, its healing waters began and read the eighteenth
verse: ‘ For the
to flow, and all are invited to come, wash,
reaching of the Cross is to them that perand be clean.
‘The blood of Jesus Chri
“ish foolishness ; but unto us which are savcleanseth from all sin.” This.is the foun- ed, it is the power of God.’
tain of héaling,—the fountain of life. Here
He hung his head, and ever after studied
before the throne washed the Bible, and found it to be God's power
the redeeme

-

remittances for the paper
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“0 my Saviour, here is a penny, which I
will give to thee. Take it, Lord, although dersare solicited.
I am not worthy to give it, and bless it so
“1 am sweeping through the pearly that it may do good to the heathen.”
Then rising from her knees, she carried
gates, washed in the blood of the Lamb,”
was the triumphant exclamation of the it to church, and modestly dropped it into
py
sainted Alfred Cookman,as the visions of the plate.
Bear in mind, dear reader, that it is not
earth faded from his view, and the brightness and beauty of heaven burst upon his only what we give, but how we give, that
Is now complete and ready for customenraptured gaze. Glorious was the work makes the service acceptable.
of grace accomplished in his heart, and
ers. Itisadapted to classes that have
triumphant his entrance into life!
just completed “The Story of Jesus.”
Sin has left its foul stain on every soul.
————
Our hearts by nature are corrupt and unThis book received, the prize offered
clean. They must be purified,~washed
A careful reader of the Bible was assail- not long sincé
by the Printing Estabfrom their defilement,—for nothing that ed by an infidel with such expressions as
is impure shall be permitted to enter these: ‘“ That the blood of Christ can wash lishment, and is recommended to pasthrough the gates into the city. We must away sin is foolishness; don’t understand or
torsys
superintendents and teachers as
obtain a meetness,—a
moral
fitness,— believe it.” ..
|
for the inheritance of the saints in light,—
"The Bible student remarked, ‘‘ You and beinghin every way worthy of their
if we are ever permitted to enter there.
Paul agree exactly.”
patronage. Orders may be sent at any
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vassing for Youman’s Dictionary of Every

Take notice of a pilot who is steering a man in the congregation, and laid a fifty
large vessel into port. He has his hands dollar bill in the plate. The people admirconstantly on the wheel, and from time to. ed the gift, and praised the giver.

she would not die.” She would let the @b¢- [
tor know that he was mistaken.
:
We asked her how matters stood be-

tween hfffand her God; if she had a god

Helmsman.

every Sunday no fewer than 76,000 sermons,
in this country.

of approximat-

ing a correct conception of the amount of
your credits in the bank of heaven. Every

A calculation has been made that in England and Scotland alone there are preached

Holds

on

do
do
‘dozen, 15.36
History,
single, 1.20
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dozen, 11.532
Christian Baptism, Bound, single,
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bécatmed drift

There is another method

BP
ee

do
+ do
JButler’s Theology,

Easiest Working

ligion which consists of morality only, is
that il recognizes and invokes-a power
transcending mere human will—the power
of a personal and sympathizing God. We

—

ing in the church.
Meantime the merchant
returned home, and meeting this minister

Double Spiral

a re-

“Come!” But she said, *‘ Not now, wait on a shoal where she just caught.and hung.
until I attend another ball; then I will The crew strove to push her off with poles;
The Spirit left her at her own they got out oars, and tried to give her
day devoted mainly to pleasure,
it is well- come.”
My well is bitter; cast therein the tree,
That Swouk henceforth its brackish waves may nigh impossible.
at [saw in Germany request, neverto return any more. She headway with those ; und all their strength
several years after could hardly move her. Then a breeze
2.
w as | came out of church, seemed to give attended the ball ; Li
worldly
things
an advantage in my she made that- dreadful request; her heart came up, and the sails swelled and drew,
Say what is prayer, whea it is prayer indeed?
to her and in an instant the boat swept into the
thoughts; how much more in the minds of was barren and cold; she was left
The mighty utterance of a mighty need.
! deep water and floated free. So when man
those engaged in traffic and pleasure-seek- own choice.
The man is praying, who doth press with might
Sinner, now 1s the time to enter in,—not kas struggled almost helplessly against his
ing.
Fancy
our
land
robbed
of
its
Sabbath,
Out of his darkness into God’s own light.
and at what disadvantage would we try to to-morrow. If you want to sit down with own defects he may find in’ God’s grace a
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom power that will lift
‘White heat the iron in the furnace won,
¢ direct our hearers to spiritual things.
him out of then,
Withdrawn from thence, ’twas cold and hard
of God, don’t do as that poor woman did.
A ship
4oils down a land-locked harbor;
anon,
Strive to enter in at the strait gate, the wind just suffices to keep her moving;
A Curious Chain.
now ; for many, Isay unto you, will seek she tacks constantly between narrow banks,
Flowers from their stalks divided, presently
to eater in, and shall not be able.
Droop, fail, and wither in the gazer’s eye.
and trims her sails to catch each shiftin
Some time ago a merchant of one of
The greenest leaf divided from its stem,
breath of air; yet how slowly she gains!
To speedy withering does itself condemn.
the Southern States, when in New" York,
But beyond the headlands the white caps
Dividing with God.
visited the Fulton Street Prayer Meeting,
are flashing, the great winds of ocean are
a
—
The largest river from its fountain head
accompanied by several members of his
blowing ; she creops at last out of the harCut off, leaves soon a parched and dusty bed.
A merchant, in answer to inquiries, refers bor, and now she rushes like a strong, free
family. He had several times previousl
All things that live, from God their sustenance
back to a period when, he-says, “In conse- bird out into the boundless sea! So we toil
visited
that
sacred
place
of
prayer
and
felt
wait,
.
the power of the divine presence. He had crating my life anew to God, aware of the |along, sometimes despondent, yet finding
And sun and moon are beggars at His gate.
also sent many requests for
prayer, in be- ensonring influences of riches, and the grace sufficient for the hour; and just beAll skirts extended of thy mantle hold,
half of friends near and lly to the meet- necessity of deciding on a plan of charit
fore us lies the freedom and glory of eterWhen angel hands from Heaven are scattering
ing, and on the occasion referred to, before before wealth should bias my Jno
nity .— Christian Union.
gold .
—=R. C. Trench.
adopted
the
following
system:
the commencement of the meeting. he hasti“I decided to balance my accounts as
ly put on paper a few sentences and sent
Irreligion in Germany.
Treasures in Heaven.
them to the leader of thepmeeting, asking nearly as [ could, every month ; and reserving such a portion of profits as might ap:
—
that thanks be given to the hearer and anadequate to cover probable losses, to
A correspondent of the Congregationalist swerer of prayer for blessed answersto their ayear aside,
Reader! how much treasure have you
by entry on a benevolent account
united
requests.
thus describes the religious state of Gerin heaven? You have some idea of the
| Unaccustomed to public speaking, and one-tenth of the remaining profits—great amount of your earthly possessions,—
many :
:
with a heart too full br utterance, he did or small, as a fund for benevolent expend- whether they are to be reckoned by thouThe German race is profoundly religious. not trust himselfto appear before the meet iture, supporting myself and family on the sands of dollars. If you are a man of busiSo history attests. Not that
Germans are ing. To his surprise. after the leader had remaining nine-tenths, I further determin- ness you probably take an occasional inborn better than their neighbors, but they read the few lines he had written, he called ed, that when at any time my net profits, ventory,
and arrive at some proximate
are more
contemplative,
more . earnest,
upon the brother from South Carolina to that is, profits from which clerk-hire and idea of what you are *‘ worth,” But do
store
expenses
had
been
deducted—should
more susceptible to profound thoughts and lead in prayer, if in the room.
The Spirit
you ever attempt any such estimate of your
feelings:
hence when new born, they whispered, stand up for Jesus, and with exceed $500 in a month, I would give accumulations beyond the grave? Did it
twelve
and
«
half
per
cent.
;
if
over
$700,
make Christians of a high type. The race aspirations to heaven for help, the brother
ever occur to you that even though you
which produced Luther, which has sung arose and gave a narrative of events and fifteen per cent.; if over $900, seventeen were to reach heaven, yon might be very
the praises of Christ as none other has experiences of divine mercy.
He found his and a half per cent. ; if over $1,100, twenty poor amid all the splendors of that world
per cent. ; if over $1,300, twenty-two and
dong, can not be deemed irreligious,
feelings were overcoming him and he begof glory ? Did you ever think that among
Yet the common opinion is, that the Ger- ged that some brother would offer thanks- a hall’ per cent.; thus increasing the pro- the ‘many
mansions” there might perportion
of
the
whole
as
God
should
prosper,
mans are specially hostile to Christianity. | giving in his stead. ' A veuerable Christian
be all the®difference which obtains
The stereotyped pefition, that the Lord man near him arose and poured out such, a until at $1,500, I should give twenty-five haps
As capital among the homes of earth? ‘As one star
would preserve our land from the incoming heart full of thanksgivings that many of the per cent., or 8375 a month.
was of the utmost importance to my success differeth from another star in glory,” so we
floods of superstition andsdpfidelity, applies audience were melted to tears,
I decided not to increase the are informed will the inhabitants of the cethe former term to Irish, an®
the latter to
After the meeting one and another of the in business,
foregoing
scale,
until I had acquired a cer- lestial city differ among themselves. EveryGerman, immigrants.
Undoubtedly a large brethren present extended to him hearty
thing will depend upon the extent of the
proportion of the latter are infidels. But greetings, and he soon found, though among tain capital, after which I would give one- accumulations
which each has made while
instead of stigmatizing them as such, we earthly strangers, the expressions of love quarter of all net profits, great or small; upon -earth ‘‘against the time to come.”
ought rather to seek how to influence them betokened that he was among dearest and on the acquisition of another certain
ow then stands your™ account above ?
amount of capital, I decided to give hulf,
by first discovering the causes of this anom- friends.
Are
you adding something daily to your
and
on
acquiring
what
I
determined
would
aly: that a most religious race sends us
Going to his hotel, he sat down and imdeposit? Some Christians seem quite satmost irreligious people.
:
mediately wrote to the remainder of his be a full sufficiency of capital, then to give isfied with the possession of a * hope.” But
:
The main causes are two: The State family at home of the blessings he had en- the whole of my net profits,
It is now several yearssince I adopted this will be a slender provision for the
- control of the church in Germany, and the joyed in the Fulton Street Prayer Meeting.
wants of eternity.
me seem quite conlax theory and practice fespecting the Sab- The letter reached its destination on a day this plan, and under it 1 have acquired a tented if only they may. enter heaven by
handsome
capital,
and
have
been
prospered
bath, universal in that country.
in the evening of which there was a social
““ the skin of their teeth;” but surely these
The former cause is mighty for evil, and prayer-meeting at the house of a friend. beyond my most sanguine expectations. are not wise.
Although constantly giving, IT have never
worst of all in Protestant Germany.
In yThe letter was handed to the pastor, who
Do you ask: How am Ito measure the
Catholic countries the Papal power operates read it to the meeting.
In the meeting yet touched the bottom of my fund, and extent of my deposits in heaven? /The.
ave been repeatedly astonished to find
as a check, but the remedy is well nigh as was a minister who had a little charge
Saviour furnishes one gauge of ready apbad as the disease. In England the num- some miles away. His congregation was what large drafts it would bear. True, plication: ‘Where the treasure is there
bers and zeal of the dissenters limit the apparently cold and dead, and this minis- during some months I have encountered a will your heart be also.” If then your
salutary trial of faith, when this rule has
evils of the Establishment ; but in the Prot- ter prayed fervently that God would revive
heart,—your thoughts, affections, sympaestant States of the Continent, the bad ef- his work greatly among his own people.’ led me to lay by the tenth, while the rethies, are largely in heaven, it is proper to
fects are unmitigated.
The Christian re- Riding home the next day his mind was mainder. proved inadequate to my support; suppose that a good deal of your treasure
but
the
tide
has
soon
turned,
and
with
ligion is one of free spiritual life, not of lehusy, and he determined to make use of
gratitude I have recognized a heavenly is there; if otherwise, then little, if any.
gal constraint.
How unfavorable then to what he had heard the previous evening.
You can easily test the truth of this rule by
that religion must be a system which deterHe related it to several of the young men, hand more than making good all past defi- applying it to earthly things.
mines beforehand by whom a child shall be and they determined to holda prayer-meet- ciencies.
Vierce, genial
roots.

Psalmody,18mo.in
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door, and there was no mercy for her,
She said the Spirit had striven with
* her
time after time, but she would say, * Wait
a little longer. I want’ to enjoy the world

share
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Prayer.

and

of the redeemed before
without purity there can
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Selections,

the pearly gates,”

OL pat

Sunday’ laws, we must remember that their
religious teachers, the men some of them
denounce as fanatics, never asked of them
as Christians, what our laws do of them as
citizens. ‘We shall never cure.them by
law. Still, the error of Germany on this
oint has been a fruitful source of irrelig-
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. We |

work ean not be done without an effort that
|| corresponds with the result sought.
We
|

receipts from all sources have been nearly 8 11,000.
Rev. O. R. Bacheler, the first speaker of
the evening, said that it seemed appropriate that he should speak at this time of the
present condition and wants of the mision,
some reference to which

made in the report.
At the present time,
tion of our ministers
fifty years. The time
their places must be
But who are coming

has

been

a

serious

already

vacant?

This

Especially

this so a few weeks since, when

was

the

intel-

ligence reached us that all out brethren in
India were sick. Although the lives of all
have been spared, yet the question proposed is still one of solicitude.
The question

of finance is a

fearful one.

Funds are wanting. The question of retrenchment is one which has often been

raised.

The speaker thengfook a view

strain, and so to prohibit, the traffic. Licensing is false'i in principle and pernicious in
prac tice.

of

the different departments of the Foreign Mission

work,

and

showed that retrenchment

There are encouragements.

* would be .impracticable. Indeed, in some
departments it would be to kill the hen
which lays the golden egg.
We must give
up the idea of retrerichment. But what

in the sentiment and practice

tian church

is anything worth doing.
asked,

sion work pay?
this

work

and

The question

Does our

Isit better
confine

Foreign

is

the

us,

and

upon

which

we

The

may
lose

then

speaker

cited a large number of facts to

show

that

heatheinsm is passing away before the inguence of the gospel. Baptisms which
were ouce rare in our mission field are
now common.
There are more who are
now ready to come into the fold. .We
want.-more laborers to bring them in; souls
in India are

precious;

who

would

not

do

something to save them? The mission is
gaining the confidence of the government in
India. We have an evidence.of this in the
contributions made in India for the support
of the mission. We can not withdraw
from that field without dishonor ‘and disgrace. The speaker closed with an earnest appeal for the mission.
Rev. C. O. Libby said that it was from
a sense of duty rather than choice that he

spoke. We should remember . that this
land whith we prize so highly was, a few
centuries ago, without

the blessings

of the

gospel. What shonld we be to-night without these blessings? How grateful should
we be that we have them! But we should
seek
to convey these blessings to others.
This religion will do the same thing for others that it has for us. This thought was fully
and pertinently enforced.
E.W.
the Sec.

Page, Esq., spoke at the request of
He made an affecting statement

..-of a call for help from India, which he had
received in a letter from Rev. J. L. Phillips and wife. The appeal was for more
laborers. Who will go?
A collection was

then

appropriate services,
«ed.
THIRD

taken,

and

the Society

after

adjourn-

DAY.—MORNING.

The Home Mission Society met at 8 1-2,
A. M., Thursday, for the election of officers
and the transaction of business.
The re-

“ports of the officers were made,and the old
Board

was

meeting

re-elected.

was held

in

A
one

female
of the

which was well attended and full

prayer
vestries,

of fervor

and earnestness.

At 10,the Anniversary of the Temperance
Society was held in the church,—Rev. J.
Rand in the chair.
After devotional exer-

cises, the meeting was addressed by Rev.
D, Boyd of Pawtucket, R. 1., who crowded
facts, statistics, arguments, answers to objections, word-pictures, appeals, - &c., &o.,
into a strong and almost exhaustive speech.
He was overflowingly full of his subject,
and

be

men

and

facts

individualized,

so

capa-

of which

a part,

and

its impression and give up

it formed

its

thus

make

meaning

to

us. Take the statement made by the last
speaker, for example,—that at least 60,000
men

become drunkards, and the same num-

ber of drunkards die every year. It startles us perhaps, But the very magnitude of
the figures is likely to. bewilder.
Separate
from this great army of victims d single
ran, learn his history and relations, follow
his career, study his ease, and

the

terrible

meaning comes out. Think of Gough, for
instance. We know him.
We have heard
his words, sat under his spell, felt his mag-

netic influence, and been swayed by that
marvelous and masterly power which has
made him the wonder of two coutinents,
and the recognized prophet of deliverance
to so many slaves of appetite.
We weep

and laugh, are kindled and melted by
turns, as we listen to-him. We crave his.
moral effectiveness, and thank God for the
gift of such an inspiring teacher and pleader. But this man wis once a besotted victim of the cup; often found in the gutter;
mingling with the foul and base men
who haunt the dens of dissipation ; a seem-

ing

disgrace

to his friends,

the terror

of

the pure and good, and the sport and scorn

of

his

foes.

How

much

intemperance

means on the one hand, and temperance on
the other, when we make such a man as he

and such a career as his
And yet, this is but one

interpret
case

out

them!
of

the

60,000. . Iv is indeed a striking and extreme one, but many of these are surrounded with an interest fearfully thrilling.
Most of us'know of such cases. Some of
them have come home very closely to us.
And the speaker gave the main incidents
connected with one such case, that set forth

the terrible ruin wrought by the cup upon
a gifted and noble nature.
And when intemperance prevents the
development of the nobleness and worth
that lie in germs in the human soul, its
work is not less fearful because it is less
obvious.. Itis bad enough when the arm of
the laborer is paralyzed, or his gains stolen,
or when a fine intellect is blighted, or a
virtuous character is struck through with
the leprosy of sin. But is not the mischief
still greater when the power to labor is
forbidden to come forth, when the gains
are never secured, when imbecility takes
|
the place of intellect, and vices presecupy

the soil meant for the growth of the highest
goodness?

= Suppose

some

desperate

or

heedless man had strangled the myriadminded Shakespeare in his infancy, or suf-

focated Milton at his birth, or cut off Beecher or Spurgeon before he had learned to
frame ‘thought into speech.
Would. not
that have been really as great a calamity as

receptive
to strike these great souls down after they
cious of his hearers’ minds to the very brim. had flung their splendor upon the darkened
Only the merest outline of his course of world for half a life-time? And in
er-

.and hé filled the most

thought ean be given

here.

He

spoke

of

the liquor traffic, of “its direct and indirect
cost to the community, and of the character,

of the business and the men engaged in it.
And the equivalect for all this outlay of
money and energy is only evil. The results
of intemperance are worse than those of
. war. Its tax upon labor is fearful. Ru is
the chief source of pauperism and crime.

ance curses by what‘it withholds as well

as

by what it tears Away.
The speaker urged resolute, well-planned, .
earnest and persistent effort as necessary to

master intemperance ; insisted upon the
need of daring to be radical, to stand for a
time in the minority, and [oppose the verdicts of science falsely so called ; claimed
that the work of prevention, which was .to

“It destroys happiness. It fills the heagt of |
every thoughtful parent with anxiety and be doge by effort, among the children, was.
fear.

the

auspices

His interest in it was

evitable consequence.
with

the

fact that we,

He

was

It blights and desolates true homes,—

those best and highest types on garth of the
‘heavenly life. In the 60,000 annual deaths

a most

vital thing ; and said that the

which foresees (he despised handful

faith

grow-

ing to be the honored multitude, and the
which it directly occasions and hastens, it contemned truth in the closet going forth to
Ishows its terrible work; in robbing the sick take the royal place in the sight eof the
/

An

of | the wisi

and mischievous methods often
Among
these are the, calumnies, (he misrepresentations, the innuendoes, the personalities, the

an sii |-adopted to bring about this result.

impressed

like Israel,

were for-

mervly broken off, but only that we niight | draggin
g out of private matters that ought
be grafted in again.
The separation from [to be left in retirement, the low
epithets,

| the South was effected in

1839, when we
formally refused our solicited endorse ment |
But the doors are open now,
| of slavery.
!
and a better union is called for. The apos- |
| tles sought the most lomo gencous points
|

the shameful burlesques, the filthy stories,
the charge of mean motives and unworthy
aims. = All these things make a large share
of the campaign speeches foul things, and
crowd otir partisan paper's with turbid and
| for doing their work,
They went into the | slanderous paragraphs.
| synagogues of the ows. > We shall find | But.one of the worst
features of the amours, in the South,

|
for obvi fous reasons. © We
paizn appears when the charges of bribery
| shall need evangelists for this southern
{and fraud are openly flung back and forth
| work. We ought to have and honor them. with veliement energy, “The very commonIn old times they stood next to the apostles
ness of the charge is what gives it its sad
{ in rank and dignity.
That place was prop-- dest aspect,
It is made by each party
eryitis still. They are men who carry, in against
|

‘its "antagonist, and is heard as’a
matter of course. Rival candidates for an

the germ,a whole ecclesiastical organization

| in their hearts and work.
We could have office are freely accused of
bidding for the
them if’ we would send and sustain them. post with
money.
Votes are said to be
the encouragements to future effort sup- | practic, showing careful work in the pre- Thus we should be truly grafted in again. p bought and sold
like any other commodity,
plied by the faets reported, and urging | paration and full of the very essemce of The See. should goat once to Louisiana, | and the largest
purse is frequently declared
that the ‘work be hereafter prosecuted in | Christian business. He said it was a dis- and elsewhere, to see the field, find and or- | the winner

simply because it is largest.
The defeated party or cundidete usually
keeps up this ery of fraud longest and in the
noisiest way, for this is the method adopted
to break the fall and cover the supposed
disgrace of defeat, The victorious party or

devotion and faith.

is—still

needed

for

young

minds,—and

many older ones as well, —in order that
men and women may be built dp into intelligent and vigorous Christians. To supply this is the aim of the S. school. No
matter if the agency or the methods are | |
new. We can’t always keep the life in |
old things ; and when the life has departed |
a struggle to keep the formis neither needful nor wise. The school needs to be. ex- |
alted to a more prominent place, and be |
reckoned*among the regular Sabbath ser- |
vices of each

church.

For its

work

side by side with that of the ‘pulpit,

that each might be separated from the mass

much rely, is now being reproduced in
India, where it is doing a great work.
Our cause is being helped by it. We have
the harvest we lose all.

public

authoritative and effectual. We need not
falter or fear. Trusting in God and maintaining fidelity to our trusts, we may go

having

so

which
period
the
reached
now
be termed the harvest period.. If we

wonderful,
The

Rev. G. T. Day added a few words. He
said that we were sometimes in need of

when large numbers are being brought in.
The emotional element, which is so com»
among

Chris-

forward as to an assured victory.

home field? Our work in India was once
slow, but we have now reached the period

mon

been

radical.

change

stayed is even now strong and will soon

Misto

already

almost

The
of the

conscience too has been effectually awakened, and its demand that the evil work be

to relinquish

ourselves

has

general, and

shall we do? Perhaps the answer to this
question would better be delayed until we
consider the other question, whether there
very often

platform, the

this Society.

under

| courngement that so little had been done - ganize the material, and pave the way for |
Rev. L. L. Harmon, General Agt. eported | during the year, but an encouragement that churches and pastors, Cur chuveh polity |
that his work during the year has been | God bad so graciously blessed that Fttle. is especially adapted to this Home Mission
mostly
done
through
correspendence. | The missionary spirit is the life of any work. Time was when the Q.M. carried all
tender and teachable.
We want to unify
Books
have
been
denated
by
schools in the | church ; so lohg as it kepe this it could find our chureh polity,—the educational elements |
and utilize, by means of a better organizano tirae to die. It was this that gave pow- and all. We have now this Society for the
tion, all the real temperance elements in the older states for the henefit of those in the |
newer.
New Hampshire has thus stretched er and success to the laboes of Christ, to general supervision and work, and the Q.
land. We do this in other things, and so
out its helpful hand te Nebraska and Kan- these of his apostles,and to those of all their M. and Y. M. are all that is needed besides,
find a forcible and striking illustration of
as. Iw all, twenty libraries have been sent suecessors even to this day. The Boawd for the local part of it. Using these implethe saying, that in union there is strength.
ments, we should plant new interests in
This is what is especially needed here. We out in accordance with the plan approved has been greatly embarrassed by the lack every important center, with such a purand adopted a year ago. The funds re- | of finds and the number and urgency of the
also want the pledge, for it is a real safeceived from the churches in aid of this | appeals for ai. But it has done the best it pose and.spirit that, wherever we set up
guard, a bond of fellowship, and a source
work have been
much smaller than they { could.
Every Y. M. has some field or fields our standard, there should be no room for
of power.
We want the might of law to
should have been, but they have done great depending ore missionary ail. In response Ruticipating a failure. And with all the
use in shutting up the grogshops and putgood, and are aecepted as a pledge of to the circulaws sent to the churches, pre- churches giving according to the full measting the traffic under an effectual ban.
still larger things ia the future.
senting the results of the apportionment of | ure of their duty, we should see the miracle |
Moral suasion will do much ; but it will not
the $15.000, needed for the year, among of the loaves and fishes repeated, to aid in |
Rev.
E.
W.
Poxter
then
addvessed
the
answer in dealing with men ,whese moral
satisfying the spiritual hunger of the naaudience, ably and earnestly.
He said the them, only a small fraction ave in any way
nature makes no respouse to its appeal. .
value and the success of the 8. S. were no announced the acceptance of the responsi- | tion,
Gov ernment has the admitted right to relonger in question. The milk of the word bility. Only six months have passed since | At the close of the addresses, Bros. Chase

quite a large proporare past the age of
is not distant when
supplied by othérs.
forward to supply

question.

of the

press and the pulpit. We want instruction
| on this subject in our schools, so that the
children may be effectually taught the principles of total abstinence while they are

-

these places soon to be made

is

must have the service

for fourteen years

serting the need

the present Cor. Sec. entered upon his duties, { and Curtis made

and this may partially explain the fact. We
believe they will generally send the sums
many

close of the year.

of

them

not been
and pre- |

even fewer, of one’s life often decide the
whole future.
We want temperance work

carrying the

before

pupils

for

which

our

S.

the | children, and the peculiarly, large, cordial | ties as made the supply seem exhaustless,
older states and at a few promonent points, | and warm hospitality of the church and |{ And it is added, that the men who are thus
; the good old doxology was sung; | called on to pay over the money are given
as specimens of the whole, and then
made | society
mention of the facet that information had | the benediction was pronounced, and’ so | to understand that the offices they may
intely come to hand, showing that there | one of the best series of anniversary meet- | chance to hold can be retained only by
are a number of F. Baptist churches, locat- ings held for years came to au end.
| handing over the amount of their assesseG in the vicinity of New Orleans, la., |
| ments very promptly, and that the offices
churches

in

a

few ,of

triple

ting forth what has been done
portions of the denomination
Society

in

its

-work,

during

instruction | should be frankly told in our columns; and

should provide.

so we have asked’ the

E. W. Page, Esq., briefly hut ably
urged the need of true enthusiasm in

figures just as they

our S. S. work, which shall be to the methods adopted what the driving engine is to

the machinery of our

great

The sense of a divine

call

manutactories.
is

wanted,

and

Sec.

were

to

furnish

|

our
and

properly use them.
Rev. D.. W. C. Durgin then addressed
the meeting. He began by an allusion to
the Persian symbol of omniDotence, which
was a sun with three beams of light. The
first fell on a mass of ice and dissolved it;

then we shall get rid of lifeless routine
and have power as well as plans. And
having this, others,teachers and pupils, will
he wD into the same vital toil. Behold2, they will be changed into the same image; from opproving our genuine earnest-

of a man and woke him to life,

ness, they will go on to imitate,

pel gives us a better symbol in the truth of

reproduce

and add to it,
Rev. A. H. Morrell spoke briefly of the
S. S. work among the colored people in the
Shenandoah valley. It has been from the
first a prominent part of the mission’ work,
Children and adults have been taught from
the first to prize the S. school, and so they
have no thought of neglecting or improperly

subordinating it. Some of the colored pupils
come regularly a long way to attend it, even
when poverty compels them to come in
patches and rags. - The teachers and preachers who go out from the Normal School make

safest

|

|

the second flooded a stone“and

melted

the third found

dead

the

The

‘Christ, which regenerates the human

it;

body

gossoul.

The commission to preach this gospel to the
world has been given by the ascending
Lord to his disciples. It is still in force.

To preach it ‘in the outlying regions

was

apostolic work, especially exalted by Paul.
Missionary Societies continue this work.
This society has been seeking to do it for
forty years. The good it has done can not
be accurately told or estimated. Strike
from any denomination,—our own included,
—all the churches built up, in" whole or in

part, by missionary effort, and the products

| which they covet are likely to be attained
in proportion as they disgorge with readi| ness, and keep the question, as to the use
{ to be made of the funds, wholly to them
selves,

rt pre
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GEORGE'T.

DAY,

23.

are the strong. charges.
They are
| made openly, freely, boldly, unquahfiedly.
| They come alike from high quarters and

| = These

Editor.
A

&a~

All

hould

communications

be addressed

basiness,

remittangps

designed

to the Editor,

for

publication

and all

of money , &e.,

letters on

should

be

ad

dressed to the Publisher.

| low.
They are not new.
We have long
been familiar with the m,—s0 familiar that
they excite no surprise and gain little atten| tion, They are flung at and by both parties.
| Neither re publicans nor democrats monopeweapon,

| where its fierce blows

——

|

||

| lize the use of this

Reports of Anniyersaries.

the

given, in season

for our next week's issue.
We trust
readers will wacth for, read, pounder”

its way to

Che Rlorning Star,

|

in various |
to aid the |
the last six |

aad

8.

tion of Grant in November appear to the
country a foregone conclusion. It is boldly

the | ness,

profani- | months ;—or perhaps it would be more pro- |
ty. And then too the pupils should be | per and, significant to say, what has not |
carefully taught musie, so that our sanct- | been done. It is a most significant, instruet- |
nary worship may be better provided for. li| iv e, striking and humiliating statement; |
It is a broad and thorough training of the | | but we have concluded that the plain truth
pledge, against rum, tobacco

and

Pennsylvania;

swell the list of republican Congressmenin
Ohjo and Indiana, and make the re-elec-

effective

eall for funds, and in a short time, and
amid an appreciative and general cheerful

{

in

that the employes of the admipistration
poured out money like watér in order to

visited, did |{ bers of the

The Y. M's

cious results. The true way of education | earnest and true, but greatly needing, just
is to begin with the child. The fruits that for the present, a little aid, and calling for a
come of the first seed planted in the soil generous sympathy such as we ought to
are likely to be best. The virgin freshness give andrwhich would greatly cheer them.
and the unused fertility go into these early —The rest of the abstract read, was a seriproducts. And the first ten years, and | ous and carefully tabulated statement, setdonein the 8. school,

and

the large ymajority

| from the press and platform in such quanti-

and in securingit. It must be largely de- |
pended on to neutralize the general aud |
growing tendency to distrust and disuse |
the Bible. The talent ‘devoted to S. S. |
too little; has
reached large

earnest

though

the triumph made the alleged bribery of
very little practical account. In the late
elections, it was freely and boldly charged
that hired repeaters carried North Carolina
for the republicans: that the same party
bought up. Maine at a most extravagant
and perilous price ; that the ballots of morally worthless citizens were directly purchased even in Vermont ; that the most gigantic frauds were concerned in procuring

nearly 8550 were obtained ,—the memdeclared that every Government. officer,
Haverhill church being most down to the poorly paid clerks, was virtualcommendably prominent in the good work | assessed in a specified amount, so that there
well. ‘Many of the churches are evidently
in advance of their ministers in their inter- | of replenishing the treasury and making
should be no lack of funds to buy as many
est in this eause, for more or less of these | glad thie heart of the Society and of its | | votes as were needful, to hire all the nec.
ministers have never read or mentioned the | many friends.
| essary jobbers who dealt in_ the frauds, to
The
Society
then
adjourned
;
the
Anmiver- support
circulars to their people. And there are no |
the terrorism where
this was
such returns from the churches as make it | sary Convention was called to order; votes | wanted, and to cheat reluctant and conpossible to give them all proper credit for || of thanks,—that had no mere formality but | fiding citizens into a support of the adminstands |{|W hat they do.—The See. shen gave the fig- | abundance of heart in them,—were p: assed, | istration,by means of falsehoods distributed
in as-| | ures represe nting the appropriations” made recognizing the grateful service of the
indicated,—very

of Christian intelligence, | in aid of feeble

work, though far
small, and it has

an

candidate, becomes silent sooner, as

nor stand

alone

Neither

party

fall.

| ventures to meet the charges with a full and

Some specific allegations
We have chosen to publish the entire re- | adequate denial.
ports of the Anniversaries in the present | are indeed now and then promptly repelled
and fairly disproved. . But the great body
issue of the Star.
They dccupy a large
amount of space and make the usual variety ot them go unanswered,—thus leaving the
accusers to their liberty and

the

public

to

impossible. But we are confident that the
great mass of our readers will require no
apology for giving ihem so ample an
account of the proceedings at. Haverhill.
We can not indeed reproduce the rare and
grateful interest which those in actual
attendance upon the meetings found in

What is the truth on this subject? We:
don’t profess to know the whole of it. Undoubtedly the accusations go a great way
beyond it. But the fact that accusations of
this serious sort are thus made, and repeat-

almost every service, but we are

ed, and left without

sure

that

their convictions, distrusts and fears.

denial or

explanation,

even these brief reports will be pleasant
and stimulating to all lovers of the denomination, and the true friends of Zion generally. It was good to be there; we are confident that it can not be less than good, for

is certainly one part of the truth that is
painfully suggestive.
It shows that the
reputation of our politics is shockingly bad,
—bad enough
to make one
sincere-

those who

their reputation is generally supposed to be
the shadow. But that is not all that is
known. Money is used freely in the campaign.
More or less of it comes and goes
legitimately, without doubt. But still more
of it is obtained and used in ways that fearfully demoralize the public. Votes are directly bought. Liquor is made free when its
use will help a party to triumph.
Men are
asked to contribute with a sort of pledge

were compelled,to be absent,

read even the epitomized account
we here spread out before them.

Money

to

which

in Political Campaigns.

-- We:presume none of our readers are dis-

‘posed to endorse the satanic maxim that has
been often quotéd

and still oftener acted on,

ly anxious about their

character,

x

from

CU

3

chamber of ali that might make it touching’| | world, would bear this cause on to sure vic- niment, about a half a dozen pieces, with
eral. prospect
is encouraging, and tthere
and sacred,and cheats the hearts of surviv- | tory. Adjourned.
an accuracy,
sweetness, taste and
effect
‘are indications that the gospel is making
ing friends of the “precious memories and
|
that
ene
rarely
finds
in
so
youthful
a
comAFTERNOON.
progress. On tht whole it is doubtful if consolations that might otherwise bring |
| pany
“The skil} and: enthusiasm of the
The
anniversary
of
the
Sabbath-school
|
the condition of things in the foreign field
their blassing.
1t destroys the basic prin- |
le aa er were remarkably proved and illusWas ever more encouraging.
ciples on which national prosperity rests, | Union was held in the church at 2 o'clock:
trated
§it the performances; his rare good
Rev.
E.
A.
Stockman
oceupied the chair,
Turning to the home field, respectful men- { It undermines manhood, which is the vital
and prayer was offered by Rev. J: B. Da- ‘judgment was seen in the appropriateness
tion was made of the contributions of the | thing in the state.
It is the dry rot, hat |
churches in New Brunswick and Nova takes all the life and cohesion out of the | vis, The Cor, Sec., E. W. Page, fsq., of | of his seleetions, and some of the finest and
things
brought
out
by
the
Scotia, where thé’ seems to be, a com- | public integrity. (At is the parent of nine- | New York, read an excellent and sugeoest- | sweetest
~mendable interest.” In our ewn chur chés; | tenths of the vies and crimes thae stain our Ive aguuad report, setting forth the main | childish but melodious voices, were reeitafacts which the S. S. work of the vear has | tive solos, &ec., of his ewn composition,
the interest as manifested by contributions, | public character and taint our
social atmos- | _
: ;
| supplied
speaking of 1the need of ters
giving the which had been happily wedded to the vivais not so good as it ought to be. Only about phere.
school more prominence in our arrangement | cions and kindling 8. 8. songs. It was a
350 of eur churches contribute funds to the |
A word about remedies.
We want a | of Sabbath
services ; of affording more time | rave treat which this part’ of the evening's
‘Treasury of this Society. The reason of || special education.
Temperance teaching | for
the
work
of instruction; of the call for | exercises afforded the crowded audience,
this deficiency is largely charge able to the has been poor and defective. © Our lecturers |
ministers, doubtless, who don’t attend these | have too often been apparently ambitious the highest character and talent in teaching and it was something not easy to’hold back
Anniversaries, who have done nothing in chieflffo excite merriment, instead of in- | end the strongest and best influenédes. to the tears or restrain the tendency to enthutheir churches for this cause during the { ducing. practical conviction and stirring aet on the pupils; of the success attend- siastie applause,
ing the new plan for “supplying needy
After © the usual
past year and propose to, do nothing for | intelligent and high-toned purpose.
devotional exercises,
of the lack
of | the Cor.
the year to come. The report contained a { have expected too much success to follow schools with libraries;
Sec., Rev.
A. H. Chase, of
promptuness and care on the part eof many | Hiilsdale, Mich., read an abstract of bis anbrief statement in regard to the condition | four simple and. inefficient efforts.
The
suprintendents to report their schools; of | nua report, It was plain, pithy, pungent,
of the treasury.
During the past year, the |
(Continued

of which

left will be small and poor. Our presence
—*“All is fair in politics.” The false prinand some of them are large, flourishing and here to-night illustrates this; for this church ciple was doubtless the effect rather -than that their money is to come back to them,
multiplied in the form of official spoils, if
owes its life largely to Home Mission aid.
successful, and are the germs
of
new
the. cause of the false policy. Men first
their party wins. Hence the clamorous of
The
Home
Mission
starids
in
the
relation
off
churches. They have now at least 600
went into the sin, and then, anxious for
fice-seeking
which knows no real respite,
parent
to
the
Foreign,
to
our
educational
pupils in their several S. schools in that valjustification, conjured up this miserable
ley, and expect to keep these and add to the itndertakings, and to every other. great in- apology for it. Nobody likesto look him- and which becomes 2 mania and a national
disgrace when a new administration comes
terest. And so we need to lift this work innumber constantly.
self in the face and call the man whom he into power, Hence the rivalries, cheating,
to prominence, in our thought and gifts.
Rev. J. S. Burgess urged the noasesity of
sees a rascal or a villain, It is an unwel- defalcations, and wasting of the national
Itis not just the thing to be satisfied with a
work in this cause,—hard, steady, earnest
donation of ten dollars to the H. M. treasu- come verdict, —and quite as unwelcome *{ resources. Hence too the general distrust
and resolute work. This is everywhere
when one utters it over himself as when it
of men who become politicians, and the
ry, while we are giving a hundred to an
needed, but nowhere else more than here.
is flung at him from" his neighbor's lips. sinking of the moral tone of character in so
educational interest. Many a church is in
Aud it should be
animated by soulSo long as a conscience is kept, the owner
just the position where a little ‘aid will lift
many cases when the private and estimable
force, warmth and a patient sweetness of
must somehow manage to bé on fairly good
citizen becomes an office-holder. = These
it to safety and a large success, but from
spirit. The children should thus be kept
terms with it. When it becomes a stern bad uses of money in our political camwhich
it
will
fall
into
peril
and
the
grave
if
constantly looking at the blessed truth and
accuser it is a terrible possession. And so paigns are fast overshadowing the proper
the aid is withholden. And the money is
character of Jesus embodied before their
there is no end-to the methods adopted to uses of it, making our political struggles 80
not always lost or wasted that is given to a
eyes, and there need be little fear that the
gain its approval, or secure its acquiescence, many carnivals of the baser passions, inchurch
that afterward dies.
Often some
image of the Master will fail to come out in
ducing a half-despair of our political ‘sysnoble souls are converted there, and they or induce it to lie inactive and silent.
them.
;
A heated political campaign subjects both tem on the part of many good men, and
live and work on, blessing widely and freeAfter accepting the reports of the officers,
the public and the individual conscience to rendering political life a peril to the Chrisly. The churches don’t did®of over<work ;
electing a Board for the ensuing year, and
it is generally of sheer laziness. Doing: many hard strains and gevere tests. For tian integrity of the people.
adopting a resolution calling the especial
If it be said that no political party can
nothing, they stagnate and fossilize. This our political life at such times is not usually
attention of teachers to the S. S. Departan embodiment of the golden rule. The hope to win without resorting to these uses
missionary work is never done. It is alment of the Morning Star, the Sociely adatmosphere of the club and caucus is apt of money, the proper reply is,—So much
ways returning. - Not a quarter of the urgjourned.
to be quite unlike that of the prayer meet- the worse for the party. Success is bought
ent applications for aid can be yielded to
ing. The New Testament does not often too dearly when this is the price paid
EVENING.
for want of funds. If some professors of
appear to fashion the leaders in the partisan
for it. Reforms always’ cost something.
The closing meeting of the series was the religion, living in luxury and ease, could be papers, just as an election is coming off.
Reform
here will never cost less than now.
anniversary of the Home Mission Society, put on the Board of this Society for a year, Men do and say a hundred things as poli- And he who means to be a true Christian or
held at 7 o'clock, and presided over by Rev. it would either convert or kill them. This ticians which it would shock them to think a good citizen should at once wash his
S. Curtis. A very. pleasant and attractive statement is not mere rhetoric ora guess;
of doing as Christians.
hands of this foul and pitiable business. If
The
feature of this méeting was the presence of it is born. of personal experience.
There are many things in our preset any of our readers ‘should chance to be
West
is
a
grand
place
to
invest
funds
in
about fifty of the children of the Winter. St.
campaign that every good man" must regret tempted. to: «cheat voters for a consideration, ,
And the plea from LouisiSabbath School, marshaled on the orches- feeble churches.
to see. However strongly such a man may or to buy them with furiished money, we
tral platform under the leadership of the ana and the needs of the roeduen must not desire the triumph of a given set of _princjs
trust they will meet the besetment as Christ
church chorister, Bro. McNeal. They sang be ignored.
ples, of measures, or men, he can not fail met his, with the prompt and finalresponse,
during the evening, with organ accompa- | Rev. D. M. Graham ga d he Wad Inbored ito prot
his own heart at least, against [= “ret thee behind me, Satan.” 1f they
ita point to establish and maintain S. schools,

«
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Mod.,Rev. M. C. Henderson ; Asst. Mod.,

Bible Burning.

tev. A. Shepherd; Clerk, Rev. J, W. Burgin; Ass't Clerk, Rev. S. 8. Nickerson;

;

rr

Perhnp¥ one

Treasurer, Bro. H. F. Giles.

——

ought

to. be prepared

to \@ The business of Conference was digposed

Resolved,
eral Q. M’s

EXTENSION.

That we reccomend to the sevto labor for church extension

in villages

and

Q. M's.

central

points

in

their

:
MISCELLANEOUS.

Resolved, 1. That we re¢ommend .to

the

we

esteem

the

School _ Bou

Sabbath

as second only to the ministry, an

we exhort

our

churches

to

effort for the salvation
this instrumentality. «

more

d'|

earnest.

of souls ‘through

for 68 vo

LOW PRICED INGRAIN CARPETS,
at Crowell’s Carpet Hall, Boston.

The
(lerk was directed to forward a
copy of the above resolutions, with other
items of the pro¢eedings, to the Star for
publication.
i

BOSTON

AND

SUMMER

MAINE

Carpets at Retail.

i fings per
¥ Wljington

AT A SACRIFICE.

from 62 to 75 cts.

SOLID ENGLISH BRUSSELS for $2 per yard,
Crowell’s Carpet Hall, Boston,
.
4441

Notice was given that a proposition to
change the time of meeting would be acted
upon at our next session.
G. E. Hopxins, Clerk.

Salem Q. M. to investigate the propriety
of establishing a church in Winchester, and
the Lagrange Q. M. one in Lagrange, and

OIL CLOTH CARPATR,

ard, at Crowell’s new Carpet{Hally “S88
Street, Boston,

OUR ENTIRE CUT STOCK OF OVER

at

$100,000

RAIL ROAD

ARRANGEMENT,

Trainsleave Doverfor Lawrence
AM. AM, AM,
PM. P.M,

1872(0

Jee

and Boston,

6.50 8.00 11.20 5.14. 6.08; and on Mgud ys, Wednegdays and Fridays at 7.10, »

Revivals, &c.

Trains leave Dover

and that ‘obliged to report some weak and faltering

offensive story of her conversion,

she greatly prized a Protestant Bible which,

with the New Testament and some tracts,
she proposed to bring to the attention of
her erring Catholic sisters. Asking to see
these publications, his request was granted,

which he no sooner

got

fiercely threw them into

hold

of than

he

the flames , stand-

"ing guard over them till they were consumed,
:
This thing, if it were going to happen
at all, ought certainly to have transpired
five hundred years ago. It was the fashion then in many places, if not in New
Brunswick, to do these things. - A state of
Catholic intolerance prevailed,—if such .a
state were possible, considering the meaning of Catholic,—and so large a portion of

the universal conscience would not have
been outraged by it. All the appliances of
the

most

rigid

superstition

wege

then

in

churches, —from

a lack of ministeria laid,—to

ing forthe harvest, but the laborers are few

a work. The prayer is for
Several of the ministry are
more laborers.
and will soon be gone,
years
with
ripening
and the query is, Who shall fill their place?
For many years they have fought the good
fight, and we trust that, by and by, they
will receive a crown with many stars.
They are our counselors now, and soon
for so great

they will be among the objects of our sweetest

memories.

Positive

and

subjects’ of

the

upon

positions were taken

unwavering

temperance and education. These two enterprises are opening up a vast field for
Temperance orearnest and useful labor.
ganizations
are
springing up
all over
this state, yet there is room for more.

the inhabitants had got such a bill in effect-

terest manifested in behalf of education,

ive

severe

the part of the parents,

the lead

of the

There is, here as
dren,
on the part of the fathers

was

attack made upon it under
priesthood.

a

there

It was pronounced

the

‘‘God-

less schools bill,” and every attempt known

our denomination,

to priestly ingenuity was made to have it
repealed.
There were resolves/and peti-

children to support them.

tions almost without end, and

meeting with.some

when

those

failed there was the customary resort

to thé

brickbat and shillaly.

The

bill prevailed,

however, and its good effects are already
beginning to show themselves.
3
Jut however slight a matter this case

of Bible-burding may be in itself, considered in all its relations, it becomes quite a
serious affair.
So close
to the United
States, the boasted land of freedom
and
Christianity, that only an imaginary line
can be drawn between them; ulmost with-

in sizht of our Sunday-schoo]
within hearing of our

teachers and

numberless

pulpits,

a quiet woman is forbidden

to

keep a Bi-

ble in her house,

be

thé

except

it

Douay

version, and the Bible is burned if she presumes to disobey. Not only that, but the

ment,

much less could

nounce

any

act

done

we
in

dewith

that belief. But can it be presumed to be
from wholesome and genuine motives that
they seek to perpetuate a state of ignorance 1n secular matters and of superstition

in all that pertains to the eternal welfare?
~The question is pressing for solution,
closer and closer with each advancing
year. A revolt against reading the Bible
in a Long Island school is only one feature of it. Waylaying and murdering a
Protestant school-teachér in Pennsylvania
for continuing the same exercise is another
feature of it. Burning the Bible,—the
property, if you please, to put if on broader grounds,—of a helpless woman in New
. Brunswick is yet another feature of it.
And but for fear of a strong arm with
which Catholicism doesn’t yet dare to cope,
we should have other features of it in
+ «comparison with which these are as pleas. ant as morning sunshine.
The
should have the privilege to be

Catholics
religious.

So they should. But they should not have
the privilege to enforce that religion in

violation

of sacred

and personal

of each of these institutions is a faithful representative of Bates College, and we expect
they will win sons and daughters for their
Alma
We

Mater.
were highly favored

the M. E. Conference of Vt., and cheered
The religious exercises
us on -our way.
a good impression
leave
to
were calculated
on the minds of those present. - There was

preaching at the Center, and also evenings
at the River. Sermons were preached by

inalienable rights vouchsafed to the whole
human family.

Tue Recister. ‘The Register for 1873
. is out of press and ready’ for delivery. It
possesses about the same features and
predeces-

sors. Itig sold at the sdme ‘price as the
much smaller one igsued in former years,

viz., single copy,Tf cts., 96 cts. per dozen,

and $7.00 per hundred, exclusive of postage,
Orders ave folicited. Address the
. agent at this office,

A

Atwood,

Hall,

Nickerson,

Frost,

Revs.

As we sat there listening to some of the
fathers in Israel, we thought of some of those

fathers, now gone over the river, whose
biographer tells us they ‘wept and prayed, in
might

institution

an

years past, that such

arise to bless the inhabitants of Vermont
and serve to benefit the cause of God among
them. Those prayers are answered, and
the gratitude for such means: of grace was
intensified at this session of the Y. M.
We chose as Cor. Mess. to other bodies
as follows :
N. H. Y. M., D. H. Adams and Rev.
Isaac Hyatt; St. Lawrence Y. M., Rev. R.
M. Minard; Alternate, Rev. A. Shepherd.

Rev.

of Vt.,

Congregational Convention

M. C. Henderson; Alternate, Rev. S. S.
M. E. Con., Rev. M. Atwood;

Nickerson.

Baptist AssociAlternate, Rev. J.H. Cox.
Frost; AlterD. S.
ation of Vt., Rev.
nate, Rev. J. A. Dutton.

Next session at Enosburg Falls. *
J. W. Buran,

Clerk.

Northern Indiana Y. M.

intemperance

recommend

of

our

that

the

land,

and therefore

members

of

our

churches, and
ministers
especially, abstain from its use.
12. That we express onr thanks to the

chairman

for the faithful

his duties, and

also

performance

to the

its last session with the - Wolf Lake church,

A good interest was maniresolutions

following

were

adopted :
MISSIONS.
Mie
Resolved,1. That we approve of the action of General Conference in desginating a certain amount to--sustain our Home
and Foreign Missions, and that we recommend our churches to take measures to col-

apportioned

lect the smount

forward the same

to

to each, and

the treasurers of the

two societies.
9. That a collection be

:
takep on Sabbath

the benefit of Home
MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE,

morning for
:

Resolved, That we

Missions.

R.l.and Mass.

of

for Porflan !,

Clerk.

thirty-sixth

session ‘of this Y.

M.

was held at Pascoag, R. I., Sept. 10 and 11.
Rev. M. Phillips was elected President, The
attendance was not

large, but

isters of the Y. M. to from

a ministers’ in-

| stitute for mutual improvement.
soy

’

and earnestly

Maine Western Y. M., reported a good degree of prosperity. Appointed messengers
to other bodies as follows: Maine Western
Y. M., Rev. J. Mariner; N. H. Y. M., Rev.

A. P. Tracy ; Maine Central, Rev M. Phillips.
3
The followed Resolutions were passed :
TEMPERANCE.
the
ob-

structing
the progress of morality and re-ligion, and tending to increase in a fearful

ratio

the

reign

of

ignorance,

pauperism

and erime, therefore,
Resolved, 1. That as Christian Ministers
we deem it our duty to make increased ‘efforts for its extirpation,and to use all honorable and legitimate means for the promotion of temperance.

2. That we will oppose the licensing of
the traffic in any and every form, believing

that no amount’of

revenue,

Alfred, Me., Oct. 17.
There will

be a

resulting

meeting of

his

public

sentiment

the loss of a once rel and successful
pioneer of our cause and that of Christ in
our State.
Resolved, 2. That in the recent death of
John C. Hopkins, A. M., son of Rev. G. E.

Hopkins, we are called to part with one
whose
scholarly
ability
and eminent
Christian virtues gave large promise of usefulness to the cause of education and that of
Christ.
8. That in his early death we acknowledge the

hand

of a mysterious providence,

while we have
great reason to thank God
that in a life so brief he was enabled to exert so wide an influence for good.
4. "That we deeply sympathize with his
afflicted widow, his sorrowing parents and
family, and ‘the many students who will
mourn the loss of a teacher beloved.
The passage of these resolutions was followed by a season of prayer, led by Rev.
M. W. Burlingame.
CONDOLENCE,
That while

many of our

aged

brethren in the ministry are prevented from
meeting with us on acconnt of sickness and
infirmities, they are by no means forgotten,
and we hereby assure them that they are
the sharers of our sympathies and prayers.
LAPHAM INSTITUTE.
Whereas, the past history of Lapham In
stitute is one which we as" a Y. M. have
reason

to

cherish

with

high

regard,

and

Faculty are now
whereas her ‘present able
doipg an educational work which we may
justly commend, therefore,
Resolved,

1.

That

this

prize too highly or labor
support that Institution of
9. That while we are
the liberal aid rendered
ham, Winsor and ofliéis,

consistent

Y.

M.

can

not

too earnestly to
Learning.
not unmindful of
by Messrs. Lapwe pledge ourmeans

to

sus-

tain said Institution in our midst.
:
SABBATH SCHOOLS.
Resolved, That in the present condition

Two-ply Ingrains, 50 cents to $1.

Three-plys at very low prices,
A variety of Carpets, of bright colors and durable
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by
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PALMER, of Chicago, are perhaps the most skillful

10,00

CARPRTS—
The cheapest lot in the Market—100

YOUR

VENTIONS and SINGING«SCHOOLS.
It can not be excelled in quality, and intends to lead in circulation.

~ Special Notices.
perfine, 2-ply, of bright

By THEO. F. SEWARD

size], filled with the best Strauss

of Superfines for $1 per yard.

IN

THE STANDARD!

8548.08

Q. M. In

USE

Our New COLLECTION OF MUSIC FOR CHOIRS, CON-

10.00
10.00
1.00
50
48.94
Betsey “
.10

C.0. LIBBY,
Dover, N. H.
The $4.75 credited to Meigs
should have been $7.75.

FOR

All other Church Music Books, of whatever degree
of axcellqpes, are respectfully invited to fall in the
rear o

Kennebunk & Kennebunkport, Me, per J Curtis,
10.00
2d Strafford, N H, per N
Lothrop,
5.00
Danville, N H, to con. Lucy A Colby, & Hepzibah
Page L M's. per P 8S Burbank,
20.00
New Hampton, N A, per E H Prescott,
20.00
Springfield & Carroll, Me, per G W Howe.
6.10
8 Boston, Mass, per C E Blake,
12.00
Haverhill, Mass,
40,00

Brunswick, .

ADAPTED

THE CORONATION

=]

12.00

:

BEST

vention.

and

trom 18 carat gold and will wear a life time. A descriptive circular sent on the receipt of 15 cents, or a
sample Geih Ring set with Diamond, Garnet, Emerald, and Ruby Imitation stones for One Dollar, or two
tor one dellar and a half. Size of Jager obtained by

and a half, Ear-rings 2 dollars,

Coofts Prairie, Mich, per H B Hayes,

BOOKS

This is the opinion of hundreds who are well qual ified to judge, and who have carefully examined it.

to per-

2.00*

i

Street.

Choir, Singing School, or Musical Con-

4t11

Purchasing Agency will send

Canada any
kind of Goods that they may require.
The Agency’s chief Branch is in’ the
Manufacturing
of Jewelry made in the New Paris Compo Gold, set
with Paris Brilliants, this alloy can not be detected

4.50
13.50
4.30

MP,

;

Friend

THE NEW CHURCH MUSIC
PUBLISHED THIS SEASON,

dy, from the fact that it gives immediate and perma-

and to use in every family.

Union Village, N H, per C W Horne,
Castle Rock, Minn, per J D Batsom,
Pierpont, N Y, per
W Whitfield,
J Baldwin, Hillsdale,—Interest,
Troupsburgh, N Y, per D W Hunt,
A friend, Stoddard, N H,
Hollis, Me, per P Smith,
Bethel, Me, per J M Purkis,
:
Dea O Hills, $5; Rev L E Bates, Dea S Rowley Mrs
Cline, $1 each; others, 7,64, Fabius, N
Y, per
Mrs M M Hills,
5
Martinsburg, W Va, per W R Preston,
*
Lowell, Mass, per L G Howe.
Anson Q M, Me,
per J Carsleys
David
Morrill, § Tamworth, N H,
Portsmouth, N H, per LL L Harmon,
Mrs Coon, Russia, NY, per G I” Ramsey,
Main St; Lewiston, Me, bor W H Bowen,
Rev M Ulmer, Calais.
Me,
Rennsslaer Q M, N Y, per I B Coleman,
Rev J L Sinclair, Belmont, N H,
Auburn, O, per 0 Blake,

ALL

I1S*THE

This celebrated medicine has won a deservedly
high reputation as an alleviator of pain and a preserver of health.
It has become a household reme-

*
“

Free Chris. Baptist For. Miss. 80, New
per W Peters, Tr, gold,

82

THE CORONATION

physicians and persons of all classes, and to-day,
after a public trial of thirty years—the average life of
man—it stands unrivalled and unexceled, spreading
its usefulness over the wide world.
Its large and increasing sale affords positive evidence of its enduring fame.
We do not deem it necessary to say much
in its favor as one small bottle will do more to con-

Lydia Ross, Richmond Corner, Me,
Mrs B F Carter, Newburyport, Mass,
Rev T Stevens, Saco, Me,
Rev D M Graham, Hillsdale, Mich,
Col. at Anniversary,
B C W, Manchester, N H, for support of
‘Whitacre in India,

and

2142

OF

Forwarded,

J W Vittum, Haverhill, Mass,

78,-80

Clerk.

Received.

Foreign

Warehouse,

Second building from Hanover St., Boston.

Pratt—J H Phelps—C W Richards—Mrs
IL Richards—F
tandall—H H Stoddard—Mrs S Saaw
-J
Stevens—P
Scrambling—W H Sawyer—S8 W Tiiton--Eliza C Thyng—
B C Vanduzee—S M Williams—A A Woodman.

7

will have the best chance of selection.

NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO,

Dec. 12, by Rev. Mr. Carmichael, of Sparta, Mr.
Wm. P. Williams and Mrs. Sarah M. Doane, both of

Higgins—Mrs R E Hatch -H Haydenburk—L A Jordan—
P Kinsley—S Lashier—G 8S Morse—S
ce—R Poston—A

Rev Wm

.

the best opportunity to purchase

At a Low Price,
commences,

Sept. 11, by Rev. J. F. Smith, Mr.

Lauren M. James, of G. F., and Miss Lizzie M. Tibbetts, of Ossipee.
Oct. 12, Mr. Abram P. Downs, of
Boston, Mass., and Miss Rosa C. Lord,of G.F.

D H Adams—H Andrews—M Akerman—G W Bean—B
F Bean—C W Bartlett—S N Brooks—D C Burr—E Currier—J H Cox -J B Daniels—J Davis—L O Eaton—W Garrison—A M Hendrick-H W_Hilton—Wm
G Hart—H

Books

sale.

CARPETS,

This presents

Customers calling early in the day, before the rush

CEDAR VALLEY, Iowa, Q. M. holds its next session
with the Marble Rock church, Nov. 22—24.
:
H.C. INMAN, Clerk.
Letters

:

FINE AND HIGH GRADE GOODS,

WENTWORTH Q. M. will be holden at Wentworth,
on the 1st Saturday and Sunday in November. We

should be en-

last session, therefore,
Resolved, 1. That in hig death we mourn

English Tapestries, from 95 cents up.

60

MARRIED
In Great Falls,

WHEELOCK Q. M. will hold its next session with
the church at St. Johnsbury.
Conference on Friday,
Oct. 25, at 1 o’clock, P. M.
:
E. C. SMALLEY, Clerk.

business,

fellow laborer in the gospel, Rev. Reuben
Allen, has been removed by death since our

Usually found in a first-clase warehouse, including
every article in our cut stock.
Solid English Brussels, from $1.75 up.

That has been offered for years.

Lewiston, Me., Oct. 19, 1872.

can atone for the injury resulting to public
morals by legalizing that which is essentially wrong.
3. That

OIL-CLOTHS,
And all Goods,

the President

and Trustees of Bates College, on Thursday, Nov.
14, at 9 o’elock, A. ¥ ,.in Hathorn Hall, mn Lewiston,
to consider any business that may properly come
before the corporation.
3
O. B. CHENEY, Pres.

and no amount

from

PHYSICIAN,”

Send your direction to Dr. 8,"S. FITCH
Broadway, New York

College.

special

“FAMELY

pages, free by mail, to any one.
This book is to
make any one their own doctor.
Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.

C. B. PECKHAM,
J. H. FERGUSON.

. Bates

his

Flegant

BRUSSELS,
TAPESTRIES,
3-PLYS,
INGRAINS,

DR. 8. 8. FITCH,
sends

and

Is thrown upon the market at a great sacrifice, to
close out the game, as our entire room is imperatives
ly needed for our wholesale business,

Send you orders to the STAR OFFICE, Dover, N, H.

J. KYTE,

of obligation imposed on the vender to pay

all damages

A liberal diseobunt to the trade and to canvassers.

CHARLES MUNGER,
;

Burr.

tist home, and wonld not fail to have a good influence
apon the readers of our sabbath School Libraries.

It

CARPETS, |
Rich

Particular attention is called to our

This little volume should be in every Freewill Bap-

be repre-

a Varied Assortment of

pets, from 25 cents ups

A new edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out
of press.
The price has been reduced from $1 00 to
7h cents, and will he sent postage paid on receipt of
that sum.

vise together about it, and waken each other in it.

Whereas, Intemperance is still one of the

greatest evils of the world, hindering
prosperity of iudividuals and nations,

to

5.05
146

Wat, MERRITT, Supt,

Life of wn

ard delegate.

4.47

2.00

in season to connect

ester, with trains each way.

is hoped the teachers will generally attend 21so. All
Sunday-school workers from other parts are invited
to be present.
The Sunday.school work is lamentably neglectedin our county.
Come all. Let us ad-

the services

we trust were profitable. The preaching
was excellent. Meetings were held several
evenings following, and a revival interest
was the result, principally by the labors of
Rev. G. W. Corttis. Rev. J. Malvern, from

requested

pastor, superintendent

11.90

11.13
10.45

with trains for Boston and Portland. Leave Gonic
every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North Strafford. Leave Alton daily fer Gilmanton Iron Works.
Stages connectat Rochester daily, from East Roch-

The Sunday-school Convention of York Co., Me.,
will be held at Alfred, Nov. 7-8, beginning at 10
o’clock, A. M. All the schools in the county are corby

7.300

7.55

days and Fridays for Alton,

Notice,

Y.M. .

(onic,

Dover,
Boston,

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
Stages leave Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,
Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
for Laconia.
RETURNING,— Leave Laconia Mondays, Wednes-

Notices and-Appointments,

sented

The

“

An.
¢

RAPID CONSUMPTION I8 OFTEN the penalty of trifling with a severe cough; but no such a catastrophe
can occur if Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar i8
taken before the disorganization of the lungs has
commenced.” Take time by the forelock and you are
safe. Crittenton’s, 76th Avenue. Scld by all Druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

dially invited

selves to use all

recommend the min-

now in the market. They are not only true to their
names, but are prepared from fruits of the best quality, and are so highly concentrated that a comparatively small quantity only need be used.
JosEPH BURNETT & C0., of Boston, are the manufacturers and proprietors, and their Extracts are for
sale by all Grocers and Druggists.

citizens of this

place for their hospitality.
M. Boswortu,

Resolved,

Northern Indiana Yearly Meeting held

fested, and the

recent

M,,

Y.

H.

M., and a sermon on Sabbath, P. M.
:
Rev. Mr. Puffer represented the cause of

in Noble Q. M.

its

assist-

who afforded us much help in conference,
also by a temperance lecture on Friday, P.

rights.

as

the

ance of A. Deering, of the N.

Not as a.question of conscience at all must
this eventually be met and answered, but
as a matter involving the most sacred and

amount of matter

wath

to be the primary cause of much of the

Whereas, our much esteemed brother and

that

rightfully

accordance

of sending their
Jut the effort is
success. At the head
and

of tobacco

judg:

perpetuate

«condition of its members that keeps
Catholic charch on the alert against
movement that may tend to educate
enlighten them. Against any sincere
conscientious belief of the Catholics
proneunce a harsh

own

more earnestly for prohibition.
11: That we believe the use

the
any
and
and
we

severer than burning their Bibles if they
hearken to the teachings of Protestant
‘heretics.
!
If it were a matter involving a vital principke, that would be another thing. But it
has its foundation in an ignorant supersti-

have no right to

their

and churches to preach, pray and labor

Moulton, Hyatt, Deering,Cox and Waldron. lightened on this question by temperance
sermons, lectures and literature; and that
Prayer-meetings were well attended, and “ocieties should be organized in every
spirit
The
full of spiritual life and vigor.
community pledging their members to total
of true worship pervaded the whole con- abstinence from all intoxicating drinks as a
gregatien. The students present not only beverage.
appeared to be laying up a store of useful
MISSIONS.
knowledge of books, but many of them
Resolved, That the success ot missions in
gave évidence that they -had a knowledge the past should inspire us with renewed
that maketh wise unto salvation, and of and enlarged effort for the future; that it
will ever be one of the truest evidences of
which they were not ashamed.
A part of the exercisés were held in Sem- Christian discipleship to: earnestly desire of
the spread of the gospel throughout the
inary hall. On the Sabbath it was filled world, and a readines to do all we can for
capacious
a
is
It
almost to overflowing.
that purpose.
room, capable of seating nearly a thousand.
;
MORTUARY.

priest goes through the town, threatening
members of his Church
with something

tion, and it is the desire to

elsewhere, a lack
and mothers in

of feeling for

beloved institutions,

on

toward their chil-

—

when

bP)

9. That we regard the use of intoxicating
look after and entourage. There is a great liquors as one of the greatest agencies in
and rich harvest of souls here in Vt. to be | destroying happiness and impeding the
progress of religion.
gathered. The fields are already whiten10. That we recommend to our ministers
|

vogue, and what was likely to happen almost any day occasioned no great sur- More fields are before us.
prise when it did bappen.
Two beautiful institutions of learnicg are
But this affair” only recalis another feat- standing in Vermont, bearing the insignia
ure of New Brunswick Catholicism which of Freewill Baptists, and inviting young
interested us considerably last Spring, when men and women.to their benefits. The patit first really presented itself, It had to do ronage of these institutions is increasing,
with a free-school bill. The béit portion cof and there is a marked increase in the inoperation,

sympathy.

IN VALUE,

Comprising
—y

of in a spirit of love, and such as becomes a if thought for the best to take measures to
PM. P.M.
ATKINSON, ME,
The Lord is still bless- AM, AM.
2.58 6.08; and on Monday, Wednesday
band of God's people, so that all could well accomplish it,
ing his people in South Dover and Atkin- 10.10 10.45
and Friday at 8.10 ,pr. M,
2. That we regard the Sabbath-school son.We enjoyed a precious season at the
feel ug the Psalmist did when he said, *‘ Bewv
Trains leave for Alton Bay.
hold how good and how pleasant it is for labor as a work necessary to be done, for water, June 9, when eight happy convert
the promotion of Christ's kingdom.
followed thetr Saviour in baptism.
Oct. .6, 10.45 A. M., 3.00 and 6.08 P.M,
brethren to dwell together in unity.” . The
3. That we reccommend the use of the nine others observed the same ordinance,
general spirit of the conference seemed to be national series of lessons in all the 8. schools giving praise and glory to God.
The Lord
DOVER
& WINNIPISEOGEE R. R.
Grand Falls, in the Province named, tells good and determined.
A resolute deter- of this Y. M.
continues with his people, and when the
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1872.
4. That we .recommend to our churches church gathers in the prayer and conference
scatter
about a case of Bible burning in that place, wination to
and
carry out
Trains for Alton Bay.
they dor all they can to sustain a 5. S. room, the Spirit of the Master is with them.
which occurred about the first of October,—
abroad those principles which we believe that
:
AM,
P.
during the winter scasen.
~
i
F.
A.
PALMER.
Leave Bogton,
]
830
12.380
3.15
not October, 1372, but this very present to accord with the divine teachings, seemed
5.
That we reccmmend the introduction
Dover,
10.45
3.00
6.08
October,
de
i
“
'Gonie,
11.00
8.17
6.26
to be manifested by all. The desire and of the Myrtle into all our Sabbath-schools.
A> It you don’t want to disgust everybody with
“Rochester,
It ‘seems that’ a work of saving grace aim appeared to be a higher Christian life
6. That we request the Printing Estab- your offensive breath, cure your Catarrh upon which
“#¢
Farmington,
¢
New Durham,
it depends. $3500 reward is offered by the proprietor
-lishment to publish the Myrtle weekly. «
had been wrought in Grand: Falls about and broader denominational usefulness.
“Alton,
7. That we regard education as one of of Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy for a case of Catarrh Arr. Alton Bay,
three months ago, and among its subjects
The reports from the several Q. M's were
essential means for our usefulness in which he can not cure. It is sold by Druggists.
Trains for Mover,
was a woman who had until then been a on the whole of an encouraging nature, the
life and for the.honor and glory of our
Burnett's Flavoring Extracts. The supeAM,
Catholic. - Hearing about it, a Catholic Some of them are able to report a success
Maker who, Las given us a talent to im- riority of these extracts consist in their perfect purity
eave Alton Bay,
6.46 10.13
4.05
Father was ordered by the Bishop to visit ful labor for God and the salvation of souls. prove.
;
“Alton
6.50
10.18
4.08
and great strength. They are warranted free from
of
New Durham,
6.57 10.25
415
8. That we hail with joy the good al- the poisonous oils and acids which enter into the
the pldce and look up the matter. He Strong interests have been made stronger,
¢“
Farmington,
7.32 10.38
429
found the woman, heard the quiet and in- and weaker ones strengthened. All are ready accomplished by Ridgeville College, composition of many of the factitious fruit flavors
¢
Rochester,
7.30 10.55
4.42
and continue to it the pledge of our aid and

hear.of alniost anything in these days. without being surprised at it, But we must
confess {o a state of slight mental disturbance over a piece of news that comes to us
from New Brunswick. A correspondent
of the Montreal
Witness, writing from

.

EB

decisive treatment.

CHURCH

work

ame

Vermont Yearly
Meeting.
—
that their self-respect and moral energy
n:of
repetitio
may be gufficient to induce the
"| The Vit. ¥. M. held its last session with the
a response that will be very fitting,—*Is church in Waterbury Center, Sept. 12—15,
thy servant a dog, that he should do this 1872. After the usual delay, a permanent
thing ? "For this is a ‘piece of business organization was obtained by making
* that ealls for. plain speech and vigorous and choice of the foliowing officers:

of society

So

trust

can not endorse, we

their cqnvictions

Pastons.

“

the ticket which

vote

silently

‘packs afid

@.

Résolved, That as far as practicable the
churches should engage pastors, and when
any one church is not able to pay a sufficient salary, two or more churches should
unite together for that purpose.

a IEA Sa
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should be asked to take a handful of grea;

eee

23, 1872.

OCTOBER

MORNING STAR

Am

Er

& CO,,

PUBLISHERS, |
:
vi
111 & 113 William 8f.,N. X.

HOW
Ly
To Speculate Successfully.
RANDAL

H. FOOTE

& 00.,,

Bankers and Brokess, 70 Broadway, N. ¥.
Member of Stock Exchange and Gold Board.
. REFERENCES.—Jay Cooke & Co., Mechanics Bank
ing Association, or any Banking House or Commer
cial Agency in New York.
<t

_N. B~—Pamphlet on * Wall Street and its Obera~

tions,” free on SPpLsation,

.
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:

;
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The gray-haired dame and the aged sire,
Dreaming of days gone by;
The tears-drops fell on éack wrinkled cheek,

* 4:.0h, yes,”

few even of the church members knew much
of her.

As each heart uttered a sigh.

For their sad and tearful eyes descried

Three little chairs, placed side by side

Against the sitting-room wally, .

Old-fashioned enough as there they stood,

Their seats of flag and their frames of wood,
With their backs so straight and tall,

:

And with trembling voice he gently said,
« Mother, those empty chairs!

They bring us such sad, sad thoughts to-night,
Well put them forever out of sight,
In the small dark room up stairs.”
But she answered, * Father, no, not yet;

For Ilook at them and I forget

That the children went away ;
)

And sit here every day.
* Johnny still whittles a ship’s tall masts,
And Willie his leaden bullets casts,
‘While Mary her patchwork sews;
At evening time three childish prayers

see; it is gossip they want,

is fiction, not truth; it is

knows.

Willie wakes from his battle-field sleep,
To say good-night to me;
Mary’s a wife and mother no more,
But a tired child whose playtime is o’er,
And comes to rest on my knee.

father’s

not gospel;

sufferings.

“ To

a

man

¢ Oh, I guess so,” he

as

denying man, as Mr.

Open the door for the children:

tired of them.”

the

can

‘I

Association,

and Fair, and

with

Dr. Smith had been a minister's son, and

injus-

a

church

in the days of his boyhood, he readily

comnever

had

united with the church, and if the truth
He
must be told, he felt as if he could not.

and

* was a physician in the town of O—,
an acute, intelligent

morality,—so

man of

moral, that he thought himself a little better than most church
After the deacon

athile, then

members.
left him,

~

mused
d,—
the rea-

he

suddenly exclaimed

al

«« Well, I will see now what are
sons of this sudden movement.”
~The doctor’s office was in the

heart

of|

the village, and a convenient place for
loungers, who often sat about the door enjoying the chit-chat with him and the
Soit was not long before Mr.
neighbors.
Sims, a merchant, came in, and after

a lit-

tle time the doctor introduced the subject.

¢ 80 Mr. Cameron

of leaving,

talks

I

hear.”

« Talks of leaving! I guess others talk
. of making him leave. Where do you
suppose he wants to go?”
Ay
+ Oh, I know nothing about it,” rejoined

the doctor.

* Deacon Jones mentioned

it

here, but gave me no particulars.”

« Well,” said Mr. Sims, with a sigh, “I

do not believe that a man with a family
four children on his hands,

of

noth-

has

who

ing but a small salary to rely upon, will
# move any more than he can help. But I
do not know but he will have to go. Now

1 think everything of Mr.
Giles

Mrs.

against

and

Mrs.

Cameron,

Simpsom

him, and their husbands

are

but

set

are not

s and as they are rich
you know,
member

.

Lk
keep them.”
to t
we wan
+ What are their reasons?" ;. ‘iin 7

- |

«Oh,

*

He does'not draw

>

¢ 4

a.crowd

and

the

Female

the Dorcas
and every

Society,
Festival

Sabbath-school

exclaimed

the

Mr.

Cameron,

That Mr. Cameron

Pic-

doctor.

A

a il

the mother’s

heart

was

speakingto me familiarly of her
and their interest.
“Oh, I want to tell you,”

she

duced ; he

is evidently, by

following

for a new man.)

3.

Because a few persons are anxious to

have him leave, therefore the rest of the
church ought to send him away, since mi-

norities should be conciliated

(i.

e., they

should rule.)

4.

Some

are dissatisfied

church does not grow
not the prayer-meeting
5. Some think the
prayer five minutes too
6. Some think he
much.
7.

because

the

faster. (Such are
goers.)
Sunday
morning
long.
visits the poor too

Some do not like his wife because she

1s too active.
8. Some doMot like his wife because she
does not visit more and dress more genteelly. (They do not say where the money is
to come from, <o that she can do it.)
9. Two are offended because Mr. Cameron could not vote for three men for Superintendent of the Sabbath-school at one
time.
10. Two are offended because being
rival candidates for office, Mr.

C.

did

not

him

er, I think

a

little

when

a

at

this

young

distance.

man

wants

to

speak to me he can find some more honorable way to make acquaintance than to flirt
Perhaps “you
before" the whole world.
wouldn't like him, I don’t know if he is nice
in his dress and manners. I wouldn’t like
to be made a fool of by a stranger, or to be
trifled with any way, or bé courted in public. The other girls may bow and smile
without havifig met him somewhere else if
they want to ; but, mother, I won't!”

Eellen Ray was never so noble or so precious in my eyes as'shé was that moment. |
Her best friends could trust her in the trying places of a young girl’s life. She bade
fair to make ‘a woman worthy the respect
and confidence of a good man. And such
a one she

is to-day, fit

for

a sweetheart, a

wife and a mother.
1 forgave Ellen the ugly word; in truth,
it was no longer unpleasant. And when I
laid my two arms avound her neck with a
kiss warm from my heart, she didn't

more money to pay the
ofr Trabingk

guess

half the love and admiration I felt for the
girl that could say a wholesome I won't in

oupex with tie outcasts of sodlety, and said, ¢* Zac- ous shout of the scholars filled the man’s
cheus, come down, for to-day I must abide
gently cried, “Master, forgive!”

at thy house,”

to satisfied?" ©

we want

every

Mia

‘eo

.

se

\

.

.

the. glori-

eyes with something behind his spectacles,
which made him wipe them before he resumed the chair.—4non,

Christian,

“who is a debtor to all men, to go home with
.

Y

:

strongly and positively, like one who is sure that

This new addition to the Library of Travel,
Exploration and Adventure will be welcomed
both on general and specific grounds. The series is well-platmed to meet real and general
wants; the editing is done by a great traveler
and a skillful and popular author; South Africa

country whose strik-

ing characteristics we have only recently come
to know; the explorations of Dr. Livingstone
have been largely carried on in this field ; the experiences and results of this exploring work are
finely epitomized in this volume; in an appendix
we have a condensed presentation of the main
facts connected with Livingstone’s latest efforts,
as they have been brought out through Mr, Stanley’s successful search for the great explorer.
The mechanical excellence of these books leaves
almost nothingto be desired.
he

SoNG LIFE.
For Sunday
Schools, &e.
Illustrating in Song the Journey of Christiana and
her children
to the Celestial City. ‘By Philip
Philips, author of ** Singing “Piigrim » ete.

by C.

Gray Parker.
New York: Harper & Brothers. pp. 176,
The name of Philip Phillips is always one that

with it to the lovers of sacred

Even ordinary
melodies and
familiar
exhibit a peculiar attractiveness when

they are saturated with
forth in

magnetic

anointed

lips.

or

The

his soul-force

and come

touching strains

collections

from

heretofore

Both

and

new

the

his

old music and poe-

the

try which it contains will commend itself by the
genuine character which it embodies.
Every alternate page has a small wood-cut surmounting
an extract from the second part of Bunyan’s Pil
grim’s Progress ; the successive extracts are meant
to exhibit the successive steps and experiences
in the Christian life, and the hymns to voice
these in song.
We can notsay that we regard

the Bunyanismg as very effectually

wreught into

the texture of the work, or that we prize the
book any more highly in consequence of these

pictures and
good

one.

extracts.
There

But

i8

no

the” collection

trash.

The

music

is

hymns are sweet, elevated in tone, having some-

thing besides the rhymes to" tfécommend them,
and are saturated with genuine religious sentiment. On thé whole, Mr. P. has done an excelcollection to the public,

and the public will be pretty
it.

likely to appreciate

———

PRACTICAL HINTS FOR SUNDAY-8CHOOL WO RKERS.
By E. D. Jones.
St. Louis: Book and
News Co. paper. 16mo. pp. 80.
It is a little book that comes to us with this

title, and the word ** hints” is especially applicable to its contents. But it has the substance,of
several ample treatises between its covers. 1t
takes note of almost everything pertaining to
Sunday-school organizations, methods, applian-

ces, aims and efforts.- And

itis remarkable for

its suggestive

character.

and practical

No time

is given to mere theories. No words ure wasted.
There is no rhetorical ambition. (Everything 1s
pithy, thoughtful, plain and forcible. It ought

to go into the hands of every pastor, superintendent and teacher, and that must be a very wise
or a very stupid

nature that Joes not fii itself

taught, quickened and helped by what is here of-

fered.

And everybedy can afford to have a copy,

for ten cents, directed to the author, at 8t. Louis,

will

bring

back

the little treasure—advertise-

ments and all,
A

5

;
’

«

yi
x

i

ary in Canton, presents The Three Systems of
Beliefin China, in a very readable and imstruect-ive way.
These three systems are known as
Buddhism,
Tapism,
and Confucianism,
Myr.
Graves sketches, in a very pleasant way, the life
and character of the three men who in some im- |
portant sense respectively originated these systems, exhibits the various features of the systems, acknowledges their excellences, points out

their defects, and

makes it easy to see how they

stand related to Christianity:
It is a peculiarly
valuable paper which he has supplied.—Rev, J.
B. Hague writes on Homer and the Old Testament, and makes a large number of selections
from the Iliad and the Odyssey that have a very
marked resemblance, in both thought and expression, to passages in the Old Testament Seriptures. He does not stop to consider at length the
significance of these correspondences, though it
is not hard to infer his explanatory theory from
casual expressions found in the article.
But tor
the most part he leaves the fact to be classified,
explained and used by the reader.——Dr.Sawyer
has a paper on Apostolie Preaching, in which he
makes a strong plea for the pulpit to deal always
with vital themes, and such as are especially appropriate to the audience which sits before it;

and Rev.

C. E. Barrows

contributes

a pleasant

paper upon Dr. Johr. Clarke, one of Roger WilThe
book notices
| liams’s Baptist .eolaborers.
are few and brief, but not lacking in discrimina

tion

and

value.

This Quarterly is always wel-

come, and is a credit to its
Bible & Publication Society,

THE NORTH

managers.—Phila.:

AMERICAN REVIEW, in its issue

for Oct., thoroughly fills out the idea of cultivat-

ed solidity which it has so long and so well represented.
We are always touched with a” bit of
national but we hope pardonable pride when we
turn the leaves of this periodical.
The feeling
is not absentsas we run through the half dozen
vigorous and instructive papers that are just now
brought us.
Every one of them is, in its way,
scarcely less than masterly, and, long as most of
them are, the reader turns the last leat with re.
gret. The third article is one that deserves to
be widely read by religious scholars, in view of
its bearing upon the incomplete but important
science, of Comparative Theology.
The fourth
paper is at once suggestive and forcible, and even
its severity must, in the main,be pronounced
just.
And the sixth gives us one of the calmest,
fairest and most satisfactory views of the political

situation that has anywhere appeared.

1t proves

that political discussion may be pungent without
being unwholesomely partisan and personal, and
may suggest dignity instead of dirt. The book
notices, as always, are significant, The following is its table of contents : Herder, 11.: The Germanic world of Gods; Niccolipi’s
anti-Papal
Tragedy;
American
Novels; Reform
of the
Norwegian Language; The Political Campaign
of 1872; Critical
Notices.—Boston: James
R.
Osgood & Co.
:
-

THE BIBLIOTHECA SACRA deals with just that
class of topics which it has always made promit
nent, and which have served to make it the leadof our Christian and theological
écholarehip.
It has less variety and perhaps less
attractive vivacity just now than jt has sometimes exhibited, chiefly

two

or three

because

series of articles

number of writers.

it

But in solid

is

from

publishing

the same

value, instruct-

iveness and catholicity of spirit, it was never
better than now. The subjects of its several papers in the issue for Oct. are as follows:
Patristic Views of the two Genealogies of our
Lord; The Progress of Christ’s Kingdom in its
Man of Sin;”?
relation to Civilization; * The

Revelation and Inspiration; Infant Baptism and

# Regenerated Church Membership Irreconcilable; The Influence of the Pulpit; Préaching Ex-

on Egyptology; Notices of Recent Publieatipns.—A ndover, Mass, : Warren F.
Draper,

is a tempore; Notes

pleasant and simple, and not a little of it has already proved that it has a strong hold upon life.
Some of that which is of recent origin is entitled
to a place among the choicer compositions. The

lent work in giving this

comes to

sent. .ing exponent

out by him met with favor and rendered exeellent service.
This last compilation is a good
one.

QUARTERLY for Oct.

istic in each.—Rev.
Mr, Graves, who is a mission-

TRAVELS IN SOUTH
AFRICA.
Compiled and
arranged
by
Bayard
Taylor.
New
York:
Scribner, Armstrong & Se 1872. 12mo. pp.
836. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.

carries meaning

York, issue

and they
certainly suggest that archeological
studies are not necessarily
dry or fruitless.
Dr.
Caldwell gives us a very pleasant, appreciative
and discriminating account of Roger Willianty as
an author, taking up successively the various
works from his pen that time has spared to us,
and most happily setting forth what is character-

that in which it here appears.
The Publishers
have, as is usual with them, taken care to have
the mechanical excellences worthy of the literary products to which they are wedded.

song.
hymns

a very

the first. It isa unique and exeellent number,
Its first three articles. take us back. into the past,

up to the

from Bunyan, illustrated

work at

tr

THE BAPTIST

public.
More or less of the matter contained in
the volume has been published in various periodicals, but a very fitting thing was done when

With extracts

a standard

hand, bringing the same open, intelligent and
attractive face which has distinguished it from

California, good, bad and indifferent. The land.
has been fruitful in rhetoric and statistics, as
well as in rare mineral and vegetable products.
But there was both room for and need of such a
book as this, which happily classifies the information that practical people going to this land
will always desire to- possess, and which they
can hardly fail to-find equally interesting and
profitable.
As a guide to the tourist, it leaves
almost nothing to be desired, whether regard be
had to the substance or the style of what is offered him.
And the detailed statements touching the agricultural peculiarities and resources
of the different sections of the great western state,
rare made with the amplest knowledge
of the
facts, and imply no erdinary appreciation and
care on the part of the author.
The illustrations
are very abundant, and valuable as a means of
elucidating the accounts given in the text. There
is not a dull page in the whole volume, nor one
that may uot add something real and significant
to the reader’s knowledge and appreciation of
one of the most remarkable sections of country

is a strange and wonderful

to obtain

851 pages, and is deservedly ranked among the
very best things which Mr. Trollope has yet
done,~and that means something very, good.

proper uses and adaptations of this volume. We
have had an abundance of literature devoted to

I

it

the

through one of our publications as a serial for
some time past. It makes an octavo volume of

CALIFORNIA: For
health, pleasure
and residence.
A book for travelers and settlers.
By
Charles Nordhoff, author of * Cape Cod and
all along shore,” etc.
New York: Harper &
Brothers. 1872. square octavo. pp. 255.
The title-page finely sets forth the qualities,

asked her what she thought proper to do
in the case? Her answer did my heart
good, you may be sure. She said, ‘Moth-

a

which

welcome

Messrs. Harper & Brothers, New

gent criticism and stimulating suggestions, and
will most richly repay a careful reading.
€

O—— can ever give him. (Still itis thought
a good deal more money might be raised

such

We

Anthony Trollope’s last novel entitled Tug EusTACE
DIAMONDS,
which
has been
running

has awaited many a bold, radical and uncompromising reformer. But the book is full of intelli-

slily sent her papers, and offered her
flowers from the window, and various.qther

satisfuctory.

cal qualities which it exhibits,

aré nol always able to go with bim in his severe
strictures upon modern customs, and his exaltaHe writes
tion of the medimval and antique.

enterprise has opened

1s highly

first install-

promise

siderably below its predecessors in the mechani-

and women who will welcome such a treatise as
Mr, Eastlake has prepared, even though they

‘modern

givés

The

the

Jumes R. Osgood & Co.,Boston,add THE LADY
OF LYNDON to their list of select novels. It has
merits enough to warrant its selection for this
post of honor; but, for some reason, it falls con-

which is here taken; but there are not a few men

which

and

reasonable price.

alittle to the effect of his plea, The masses of
the people will hardly appreciate the high view

pocket-handkerchief.

us,

and assure our readers that it offers them an op-

make the author's thoughts obvious, and add not

accounts,

is before

portunity

why the building, furnisking and decoration of

said, very

at 25 cents per part.

ment

undertaking with great pleasure and high hope,

our dwellings should illustrate and embody a
true taste. This work exalts that object as it has
not been exalted in anything previously issued.
It is written with eminent intelligence, vigor and
effect ; the principles involved are all'clearly and
forcibly presented, and the ample illustrations

of

admires

for

nished

of the home.

telling it, even though his fate be like that which

he deserves a better salary than the people in

talented

in the domain

course of education is more fully recognized,
there will appear strong and obvious reasons

The girls are putting Ellen up to meet his
advances. They want to see the fun they
say.”
.
“Oh, I hope the dear child will not be so
foolish as to flirt with a stranger!” I
couldn't help speaking right out.
“This is what 1 wanted to tell you,”
answered Mrs. Ray. ‘The young man has

request-

taste

general, and the valué of artistic elements in a

trying to draw her into a street flirtation.
The windows of his office overlook Miss.
Perry's yard, and he has frequent opportunities to coquette with an indisereet pair
of eyes, or a careless

to mere

But as the msthetic faculty becomes developed,
as the demund for true art becomes strong and

children

their

be issued in 82 weekly parts, éach containing
about_80 large three-columned pages, and fur-

order to justify in

he has the truth and is charged with _the duty of

little attentions. All very respectfully to
appearance. He holds himself ready to be
recognized on the street whenever they
meet, which is rather often. I think she

That he is too

this

soon, ‘‘what Ellen has been talking about.
You know this is her last year in school;
she is one of the eldest pupils. Did she
speak to yoh
of young Raymond, Mr.
Primer’s nephew ? Idon’t know his face
myself, but the school-girls appear to be
greatly charmed with him. He is a pleasant-looking, rather dashing person, I should
judge, such as easily fascinates a silly girl's
imagination, The girls think he admires
our Ellen, and while they envy, they congratulate her upon what théy call her good
They have never been introfortune.

the
re-

at all is worth do-

maxim may need to be recall

their view the devotion of such a treatise as

sore at

of long intimacy Mrs. Ray had a way

That

ed by more or less persons in

the sting of a daughter's fault. We were
excellent friends; and in the confidence

together

be

-

jo

was afraid

ing well.”

vote for either.
:
11.- One is angry because he was not the right place.
made an elder.
Bonnie Christie.
12. A few wish for a hired choir and a |
like, if she did not lead them ?”
—
Or
more fashionable and artistic style of music
‘Two boys were in a school-room alone
« Well, that is doubtful, for we never ‘than Mr. Cameron deems edifying.
13. Several ladies desire dancing gnd together, when some fire-works, contrary
did have them till she came here.”
« Ah,” said the doctor, *‘ so I thought, card-playing for amusements, and Mr. to the master’s express prohibition, explodThe one boy denied .it; the other,
and if you knew as well as I do, how over- Cameron is too old-fogyish to deem it best ed.
worked that Woman is, you would not to try to serve the church and the world at Bonnie Christie, would meither admit nor
deny it, and was seriously flogged for his
think she did it because she wanted to. the same time.
Many a time when I have called there proWhen the boys got alone
14. But above all, some think the church obstinacy.
fessionally, my héart has ached for her. needs a fine young Boanerges of the mo(- again,
t what has that to do with you? You say ern style who will fill the
“Why didn’t you deny it?” asked the
church
pn
not like her,”
real
delinquent.
with stylish and fashionable people, instead
, ¢ Well, I heard she said, when I was up of poor, plain people.
“Because there were only we two, and
for office last year, that if she was a man
Dr. Smith accompanied the reading of one of us must have lied,” said Bonnie.
she would never vote for me.”
“Then why not say I did it?”
these reasons with such cutting and sarcas« Has not she the right to think and tic remarks that all felt the injustice and in“ Because you said you didn't, and I
speak like other folks ?”
decency of the movement so much that would spare the liar.”
« Out of course; but I'll never forgive many left the house, and the meeting broke | The boy’s heart melted—Bonnie’s moral
it.”
gallantry subdued him.
up.
«80 no matter what she does for her
When school resumed, the young rogue
But poor MF. and Mrs. Cameron waited
family and for the church, you allow your at home the result of the meeting in sadness marched up to the master’s desk, and said,
mortified ambition to overrule it all! But and tears. Of a sensitive, tender, loving «Please, sir, I can't bear to be a liar—I let
—
that will not make you vote against Mr. nature, Mr. Cameron nad given himself to off the squibs,” and burst into tears.
(Cameron, will it?”
The master’s eye glistened on the selfthe church with all his soul. But wounded
« Most certainly T shall,” said Mr, Pier- and bruised in feeling, disappointed in those accuser, and the unmerited punishment he
son, as he left the office.
he thought his friends, saddened by the con- had inflicted on his schoolmate smote his
“ A fine specimen of Christian humility,” duct of professors of religion, and grieved conscience. Before the whole school, hand
muttered the Doctor, as, left to himself, he at the prospect of a wrangling church, he in hand with the culprit, as if they were
thought it all over. Then hastily putting felt that his work was done in O——, and paired in the confession, the master walked
down to where Christie sat, and said aloud
on his hat, ashe started out to make his 80 he resigned.
daily rounds, he exclaimed, “I must call
That is the way our minister came to with emotion :—
‘Bonnie, Bonnie, lad,—he and I beg
on Widow Clark, Surely, she is a friend leave us. Was it right P—Interior.
your pardon,—we are both to blame,”
who will stand by Mr. Cameron.”
The school was hushed and still, as older
Bat alas! Mrs. Clark had made up her
schools are aptto be when anything
true
Like
Elijah,
we
want
the
servant.of
Christ
mind that Mr. Cameron must go. For, to to lay his owh living body, through sym- and noble is being
done—so still, they
he sure, though’ Mrs. Cameron had done
pithy, upon the dead body of suffering and ‘might have heard Bonnie’s big boy
much to keep up the choir, and played the sin; and thus, by imparting warmth to it, tear drop proudly on his copy book, as he
sat enjoying the moral triumph®*which subgive restoration to spiritual life "Like a dued himself as well as the rest; and when,
e singers
| greater than Elijah, who
identified ‘himself for the want of something else to say, he

they do not think he is a popular

wcher.

him

because the ladies want her to do it?”
_* Oh, of course they ask her to do it.”
«« But would there be any maternal association or female prayer-meeting, or the

wishing

from

So

¢ Does she do all this of her own accord, or

Io

with a stinging remembrane2 of the

every

nic.”
:
« Mercy on us,”

I suppose

doctor,

resumed.

“ Why, what is the matter with Mrs.
Cameron? I thought she tried to be a very
faithful pastor's wife.”
¢¢ She takes too much upon herself, and
the ladies do not like it. She leads that

It is not five
for life! What

a half-suppressed sneer.
Deacon Jones assented, and not
to say mere, hastily retired. .

You must

« Well, to be candid, doctor, I like
first rate, but I do not like his wife.”

doctor.

deacon,

+ Whatever is worth doing

small church. He ought to have a place in
some city church.
He is so good a mga-and pastor that

1.

the doctor plied him for a reason.

you church folks were

He

:
said Dr.
objection

;

came in and the subject was

to

{ ed to resign his pastorate for the
reasons:

are

¢« Mr. Standish, indeed! He better pray
more, in my way of thinking.”
1n the course of the morning Mr. Pierson

the doctor’s
morning, *“ that our

situation.

they

away till that is done.”

church, you know, in order—

the

the

with the reasons for this action, stating that
he was prepared by personal inquiry to give
the reasons. As this was thought very proper, he read the following paper:
Resolved,

:

Maternal
hardly tell. But there seems to be disMeeting, and
Prayer
is
it
and
some,
of
part
the
on
satisfaction
Sociable,
Church
and
very necessary to preserve unity in a

prehended

in

:

result be sent

be devout Christians who can not stand it
as long as that. It never troubles me, and
if I am not mistaken, there aré a good
many who love to hear those morning
+ | prayers.” .¢¢ But Mr. Standish makes it a point to stay

entered

. “In order to raise thésalary,

RN

service, and less at other times.

you heard, Dr. Smith,” inquired

tice his father had received

he

before, and
I know that he only occupies
from seven to ten minutes in the morning

our Minister left Us.

interrupted - the

rule

were on trial for heresy or schism.
The
votes were cast—about fifteen against him,
twelve for him, the rest declining to vote.
Upon the announcement of the result,
Dr. Smith moved
thata notice of the

wrt

«1 have often timed them,”
Smith, * for I have heard that

Family Circle

mean,”

How

too long.”

—Angn.

you

to

case was solemnly stated, as if Mr. Cameron

« How long?” inquired the doctor.

« Gather them into The fold.

the

:

Cameron.

«Oh, I never timed them,

Take the dear lambs by the hand;
Point them to truth and to goodness;
Send them to Canaan’s land.
Some are so young and so helpless!
Some are so hungry and cold!
Open the door to the children,

is the matter ?”
replied
“ Well,”

attempt

The Dogferewas industrious.that day, and
by night was ready to attend the society
meeting. Thirty or forty were present out

‘liven

¢« But he makes such long prayers, doctor, Sunday mornings, that the people get

- Open the door for the children:

‘Why, I thought

In the Right Place.

nothing to stem the tide.. -

promptly—Teplied.

fruit of his labor, and you want to turn him
away!”

See! they are coming in throngs;
Bid them sit down to the banquet;
Teach them your beautiful songs ;
Pray you the Father to bless them;
Pray you that grace may be given.
Open the door for the children:
« Of such is the kingdom of heaven.”

bound up in Mr. Cameron.
years since you settled him

the

gard for the pastor, and expressing the
greatest grief that a few uneasy ones should
thus disturb the peace of the church. But
he was a mild and quiet man, and could do

has labored to get this church built and the
congregation gathered together! And now
it is just beginning to show some little

office one Monday
minister is likely to leave us?”
¢¢ The minister!” exclaimed

to

They talked over the case for a while,
Elder maintaining a most affectionate

¢« I'd never join a church guilty ef suc
injustice to a ‘faithful, hard-working, self-

Gather them into the fold.”

he

indeed

Dr. Smith had not been lopg in his office
when Mr. Henry, one of the
Elders, came
in. He was a man of education and sterling good sense. He invited the Doctor to
go to the society meeting in the evening,
for the matter was to be decided there.

if -Chris-

to have you join our church.”

Open the door for the children,

as

rich

up things so to have a nice fresh preacher.
I should expect we might have a revival of a membership of two hundred.
Of the
at once, and perhaps you would be brought rest, some knew nothing of the meeting, and
in, doctor. Who knows?
We should like others were afraid of being in a quarrel. The

the Door.
-—r——

« Have

was

ren !”

‘let Mr. Cameron go?”

— Selected.

Open the door for the children:
Tenderly gatherthem in,—
In from the highways and hedges,
In from the places of sin.
Some are so young and so helpless!
Some are so hungry and cold!

deacon Jones,

well,

«church, where all pretend to love as- breth-

of the

« We want a new minister, it would

Why

which

selves influential,

not

tians possessed anything but common
‘| sense and honesty."
« But
what will Mr. Mills say ?” he asked,
as that gentleman entered the door to join
in the conversation.
*¢ Do you propose to

In our Saviour’s home of rest and love,

Th

it

billingsgate,

world, like me, it looks much

So let them stand there, though empty now,
.And every time when alone we bow
.
.
_ At the Father’s throne to pray,
We'll ask to meet the children above,

Open

comment,

“ You are severe, doctor.”
_ “I have reason to be,” he rveplied, as
early recollections came to his mind of his

¢« Johnny comes back from the billowy deep,

‘Where no child goeth away.”

her

poor old lady, who never could go to
church, and ending with a prayer which led

Bible; something to make them
laugh,
not weep—to make them stare and wonder,
not to study and think.”
~

Go up to God from those little chairs
So softly that no one

But Mr. Cameron knew

and often satan hour with her, opening up
a chapter from the Bible with a running

*¢ None better, anywhere.”

her up to heavens gate. 2
The good woman’s tears flowed fast as
‘Mother, I won't!”
;
and dull and behind the times. Now it | she told the Doctor of her fears that her
1 never liked that word .won't; perhaps
does not seem so to me. I enjoy his ser- dear pastor might have to leave her. She because my mother enjoined it upon my
mons.”
:
knew of many, she sajd, who loved him childish, speech, to keep no company with v
“80 do I,” said the doctor. ‘** Every
dearly, and if they could have their way he its harshness. And of all persons te reone is worth hearing for its intellectuality, would not go.
ceive a rough or ungenerous word, a good
if nothing else. They must cost him a
‘But why do they not have their way,” kind mother is the very last. I could not
great deal of study.”
r
said the Doctor, ** and not let him go?”
| help overhearing, as I passed through
« But if we can not make people think
«Oh, la! Doctor, what can the poor folks the hall, that one sentence. I was sorry,
do m
”
80, what can we do?”
almost sad, notwithstanding in what reThey did think so when he was set“But I thought in the church the rich lation it was spoken, that it should come
tled here, and he has grown bétter all the and poor meet together.”
from the lips of my young friend Ellen,
time.”
“Yes, they do,” said the old lady; * but Ellen Ray, whom I had supposed to be al‘ But some of them think if we had only when it comes to voting, the poor ones have ways 80 dutiful, so gentle, to a most devota younger man, of the popular kind, who
;
no say. Besides, some think Mr. Cameron ed mother.
would not preach so much from Paul, but visits the poor too much.”
Presently the door opened, and with a
would spice up his sermons a little with
So Dr. Smith returned to his office, . with loving word to me the girl tripped gaily
more of every day doings, people would be strange thoughts in his mind of the way out. for her daily walk.
more interested.”
church matters are managed.
‘ Why,”
I went into the sitting-room and began
¢ Oh, yes,” said the doctor bitterly, ‘I
thought he, * should a few, who think themat once to talk of some pleasant thing; I

They both had thoughts thatthey could not speak

.The boys come back, and our Mary, too,
With her apron on of checkered blue,

and fair " years’ had not left her house in consequence
\
of a spinal disease. She was poor, and but

, *¢ And a good pastor?’
“Yes, yes. ' He is a particularly good
pastor. But, but—the church don’t fill up
as they want it should.”
:
so
« And so they lay it all to the minister P”
“ Why, yes. They think he is rather dry

——

They sat alone by the bright wood-fire,

Then the sire shook his silvery head,

education

+ ¢ And a good man?”
.

_

Literary Review.

Messrs, Schaefer and Koradi, of Philadelphia,
the poor and the ignorant, and make their |
have entered upon an undertaking that will grattrials his own, that thus he may truly reify the scholars of the country nota little, It is the,
lieve and bless them. It 'is- required - that
issue of a DICTIONARY of the English and German
there should be a real crucifixion with Christ HINTS ON HOUSEHOLD TASTE,in Fur ture; Up- and German and English languages, with a syhopholstery, and other details, By* Charles
in the blessed labors of the cross. Such
sis of the English words differently pronounced
Eastlake, Fellow of the Royal Institute of
sowing would do far more good than any
British Architects,
Edited, ‘with Notes; ‘by by different’ orthoepists. It is substantially a reproduction of the work of Chr. Fr. Grieb, with .
Charles C., Perkins, M. A., author. of ** Tuscan
other agency.
He that sows and ha that
Sculptors.” Boston: James R. Osgood & Co. ‘Prof, Oehlschleger’s additions,~a work that
reaps in such a case would rejoice togethor
1872. Square octavo. pp. 2
Sold by E. J.
has held the leading position for some time past
Lane& Co.
Lm
in the harvest.—Rev. Hugh Macmillan.
in the estimation of European scholars. It will

1 Well,” said the doctot;*¢ you all think see old Mrs. Campbell, who for sevoral
him +4 man of good
| talent, don’t you I”
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LITTELL’S

keeps all its old and

LIVING AGE

peculiar excellences, and epitomizes

for us in its

ever admirable way the very choicest literature
now and then treats

of Great Britain, and

a literary dish

originally

served

us to

up across the

The contents of the issue for Oct. 12
channel.
are as follows: Memoirs of the Marquis of Pom- .
pal; Burgomaster’s Family; George Eliot; Off

the Skelligs ; Lesson of 8t. Bartholomew ; Relics;
Philosophy of Court Life; Duke and Duchess of
Newcastle; Danish Expedition to the Faroes.—
Boston: Littell & Gay.
Ditson & Co., New York & Boston, are constantly adding both to the number and the significance of their musical products. They keep
their new sheet music flying through the coun.

try as January crowds the air with snow-flakes.
And yet one may be sure that there is character
in everything bearing their imprint,
Among
their latest issues in this line are the following
pieces, each of ‘which has special merits of ity
own:
~
ad
;
Song.
By
0 WiLLie Boy, CoME TioME.
Virginia Gabriel.
:

Ballad. By ViFOUND A HEART.
cenzo Vannini.
I'D BE A STAR. Song and chorus. By James R.

1 TOO HAD

Murray.

AMARANTHE

:

William

POLKA. "By

B.

Vande

Water.
;
These pleces are all comparatively simple, but
sweet, stimulating ind impressive.
A

-

.

<

a

848

23, 1872.
. NICHOLS

LG, JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assistants,
.
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
beng Sofuposced of only one department, a thoroughness 1 doing their work is secured from both teachers and Dupile, which is not ordinarily found in
schools
where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully drilled in Latin and Greek

Ancient Geography,

whose

brains

is rubbish; a the decante, which is rigmarole; a chaperon, which is foolishness; to
say nothing of the meaningless frivolities

a lumber-

house of unused learning. If we have any
prizes to give, let us give them to those
young men of delicate organizations and the
pewer of easy acquisition who restrain
Weir ambition to excel in scholarship, and

build up for themselves a body. fit to

of

enough

acrobatic

for those

who

feats

have

and

as faux

pas,

mesaliance,

a thouswnd

other

words

fashionable pronunciations

which

falsely applied.

As to

in themselves mean

give

are

words

recherche,

cognizance

‘‘slang,”

of them;

and change their aspect

their minds a comfortable
dwelling-place
and forcible and. facile service, These
would be prizes worth securing, and they
would point to the highest form of manhood as their aim and end.
:
The tendency in all these educational
matters is to extremes. It is. quite as
much s0'in England as here. We
have no
sympathy with the aim which is fostered
in some
institutions of making athletes of
the students. Base-ball matches, and rowing matches, and

such

they

every

we

are

take

;

no

material,

day.

icism has its special slang, which

when

is

vastly

he

encounters

a

master

of

slang;

what tribulation, what uncertainty
the unhappy stranger. If the object
inquiry is a political “move,” he
lightened to this effect: Oh! it was
up thing altogether. Mearypebbles

well

no brains to

cultivate ,or who are not engaged in educating or storing them; but they are not

the things for studious young men.
The
awful strain that they inflict upon the body,

out-and-out swindle, and wanted

besets
of his
is ena put
i3 an

to

blar-

draws all the nervous energy to the support of the muscular system, and kills the

ney Dull, who isn’t such a flat as he looks;
so dodging the Premier's gammon,
he

wound the vitality of every man

stowed the question; and, though
ed green, did the fellow frown on

ability

to

gages

study.

in

More

them.

We

than

once

all,

they

who

heard

en-

an

En-

ant

social

intercourse,

unlimited

sleep,

good food, the education

of jover

by

use in writing,

and

speaking,

its

debating,—

whatever way applied and to whatever set
of powers, 1s a dangerous. process.
We
a great

stir over the flogging of a

ikdeness,double-distilled, imitates this; and
so, accordingto the space left by weak-

re-

fractory boy by a teacher. Whole .communities are sometimes convulsed by what
is regarded as a case of physical cruelty in

ness, does the vice gain ground.
Ignorance uses slang, because ignorance copies
idleness, which
Court Circular.

a school, but the truth is that the ferule and

the rawhide are the mildest instruments of
cruelty in the hands of more teachers than
.can be counted. The boy who is crowded

is

the

parent

of

sin.—

to do more than he ought to do in his
study, and so crowded that he is enfeebled,

Recollections of Hawthorne.

ous system at the first onset of sickness
is the vietim of the subtless cruelty that can
be practiced upon him,
We write strongly of these things because we feel strongly, We believe that
there is a wrong practiced upon the children and young men of the country that
ought to be righted. We believe, too, that
not only teachers but parents are blameworthy in this matter. It all comes of a

The ‘‘Life of Pierce” appeared, and may
have helped to elect Pierce, though [ doubt

or takes on disease of the brain and nerv-

false - idea
Quire what

of
is

education.
To
written in books,—in

it.

quickest way and in the greatest quantity,
—this is education in the popular opinion.
The enormous mistakes and fatal policies
of which we complain all grow out of this
error.

Half

of the

schooling

which

we

The Growth of Slang.
tl)

Elected he was,

to talk it over with hinr.
for the ground,

the
| and
but
that

ten-

dency to incorporate into our already too
barbarous and
incongruous language, a
flood of cant terms,
American colloguialisms, Gallicisms, professional idioms, Ultramontanisms, and a general deluge of
illiterate slang. All this shows ‘want, not
England

learns

and

way,
so far
sions,
ity of

a

rather

home

for

new fangled expressions of all sorts, shielding herself when attacked on the point with
the excuse that they
are not of her own
manufacture ; but the passer of bad coins is
- Syery whit as guilty as the coiner, and
England is as ready to indorse the vulgar
vocibulary as to invent slang for herself.
Slang is of very modern date... There was
much homeliness and no little ‘coarseness
in some of the sayings of the famous writ
ers, and perhaps more facetiousness and
significance amongst our great humorists
than

will

be

found

mow-a-days;
4

Pe

Wy

but

the

ed influence of this body; and a few considerations of its peculiarities will not,
therefore, be out of

place.

Of the enormous

distance of Sirius and

the other stars, no adequate

conception can

be formed ; but here statistics come to our
aid. It has been demonstrated that, if our
sun were remgyed to the distance of the
nearest so calléd

fixed star, it would assume

the apparent size of a star of the second
magnitude, But Sirius is many times as far
from our earth as the nearest fixed star,
and its imudarise separation may be formulated by stating that it is 1,375,000 times
the radius of the earth's orbit away from
our planet.

This

radius

eguals 92,400,000

miles, and the result of the calculation
tounds us with its magnitude, and

as-

leads us

which, when congregated millions together,
scarcely suffice, in some instances,to render
he aggregation visible to the unaided eye.
Such is the enormous mass of the star
Sirius that it has frequently been supposed
to be the center of the

universe, as

its center is still traveling

part of the heavens
familiar,

leaving us
the results
vation,
with the

Of the

with

rate

away

far

as

which

from

that

we

at which

are

Sirius

is

behind, iv is sufficient to give
of the best astronomical obser"™#[r. Huggins, whose discoveries
spectroscope have done much to

make us familiar with the enormous powers
of that invaluable instrument, as found by

watching the hydrogen lines. given by
this star that its displacement equals 1-250
of an inch towards the red end of the spectrum, and he deduces from this fact that the

refrangibility of the light of Sirius is much

covered

verse motion, we arrive at 29 miles per
second, or 900,000,000 miles per year.
What results does this enormous increase

of distance

have

upon

this star,

so well

known to us in the wintry heavens ? Sirius
is the fiery red Sothis of the Egyptians, and

Seneca described it as being redder than
Mars. But in these days it shines with a
perfectly. white light, and it. was so even in
the days of the Danish astronomer Tycho
Brahe. Tts rapid recession 1s thus causing

to the study, Hawthorne and myself,
he brought out some strong segars,
we smoked vigorously. -Custommatters were scarcely touched upon,
for

while

they

were

and.I told him what they were doing,
as I knew, and gave him my impressuch as they were, of the individualeach.
He listened, with an occasional

change in its color.
Whether any further mutation in its aspect

will take place during the lives of our now

living

observers,

it

would

presumptuous to predict;

color

guide.

it will

next

perhaps:

and

assume,

we

have

no

At its present rate of travel, it will

take 20,000. years to double its distance,
and as it is now a star of the first magnitude, almost an infinity of time must elapse
before,it is no longer accessible to the instruments of modern astronomers.
However,
we must believe the effect

of the ascendancy of the dog star
mere

superstition.

this event
is a mere
by rabies
regard to

The

concurrence

of summer

theory
them as
there-

heat

will

that
long after the power of Sirius in
I mentioned continue
the biographic memoranda he had furnished our skies is considerably dimirighed; and

I had let the wee folk alone.

me with, and remarked that my early life the dog days must certainly be considered
resembled his own. My father, like his ag a curious tradition, only imporiant go
father, was a Massachusetts sea-captain,’ far as it throws light on the condition of
whose logs had left my
mother a widow learning among the ancients.
with

three

small

like bis youngest

we |

father’s fuce,

1

children, one of

sister, never

whom,

beheld

her

We fell to talking about the
»

“Aim high; but not

able tohit anything,

so high as

not: to
1

be

$2.00 per week.

men’s are formed.

any single

Verses areinadmissible,
——

8th, in the 77 year of

his age.

Bro.

Keach

years ago, and was one of the

first

members

was

of

M. W.B.

and for business.

The

Music

'

Principal,

CENTER,

I. P. QUIMBY, Jr.

N.

be

obtained

at reas

WARREN F088, Sec.

RIDGEVILLE
y

COLLEGE.
close Nov,

EXPENSES.
Board, per week, in private families,

5

EE

Instrumental Music,

§

Use of Instrument for practice,

Vocal Music for Gentlemen,
pis
.
Ladies,
0
Penmanship,
fifteen lessons
1.50
Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable
rates.
Students may enter school at any time of the

Q

term, paying from such time to the close of the term
at the regular rates.
A course of Lectures on teaching will be delivered
during the term. For Catalogue appl to
WM.
REED, Lec. & Treas.
Ridgeville, Ind., July 10, 1872.

HILLSDALE

REV.
¢“
ab

‘

DUNN,

SPENCERJ.

A. M., Prof. Bib. Theologe.

FOWLER,

A.M.,

Prof.

matics and Nat. Philosophy.

MCMILLAN,
es.

A.M,
o

Mathe-

Prof. Ancient

Belles Lettres.

be

We are

Modern Languages in this Institution. Free tuition
to Teachers. Teachers’ class formed af the opening
of the Fall term,
[2
FAQULTY,
W. P. MORGAN, A. M., Greek and Latin.
MELCHER,

A. B., Mathematics

H. BE. PARK, A. M., Natural

A. M., Prin. Ladies’ Departm’nt

|

L.P.R

NORTHWOOD

For further information apply to the Principal,
M. EB. SHEPARD, Pres. Board of Trustees.
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we will forward a

BEAUTIFUL CHROMO,
Size

13x18,

(in

12 Oil Colors,)’

A

Magnificent

GLEN,

Landscape

Scene.

-We cannot describe this elegant picture in words
~it is a a copy of the Original Painting by DORE.
Now is the time to subscribe and get a

$5

CHROMO,

Beautifully Framed, by Subscribing
for the

“FIRESIDE JOURNAL.”

WILLIAM

OLDS,

d Treas.

Common wnglish,
Higher English,
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“ie

ite

=

«
-

.

$400"
A500
550

Clagsioal,
"=
+
+
+
a
<i 600
Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable

rates.
For further particulars address

THOMAS

;
the Pfincipal, or

TUTTLE, M. D., President.

Northwood, N. H., Aug.

12, 1872.

is

commence

Our premium

cannot be beat by

any

publisher

in

be happy.

i

Addressy

THOMPSON,
the

Fireside

Journal,

BRIDGEWATER, CONN.

5.8

5.588

A NEW
The Latest

QUESTION
and

BOOK!

Best for Young

People!

PRECIOUS WORDS!
MARY

15

Cents,

LATHAM

CLARK,

and the Wonderfu

filled by

D. LOTHROP

& CO.,

Publishers of Religlous and Sunday School Books,

H. COTTON,A. B., Principal.
-

Now

the world.
Every Mother’s Son and Daughter send ONE
DOLLAR and receive our Beautiful Premium, and—

All orders promptly

i

Sec.

SEMINARY.

+

subscribers.

canvassing for the JOURNAL at once; we will re“i turn the 81,50 after you have taken 15 subseribers.
Start at once! Don’vdelay! Time is money!

Author of the Old, Old, Story

The tuition will be ag follows :
Primary Branches, -

150

Speak quick!

Works of Jesus, and intended to be used after igl

The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence
on WEDNESDAY, Sept. 4, 1872.

~

Dollar Weekly,”

JOURNAL,”

Price

September 4—Fall Term begins.
+ December 4—Winter Term
begins.
For College Catalogye apply to

Beiences and Philosophy.

PORTER, L. A, English Language and Literature.
.
FREDERICK PARTINGTON, German and French.
Eve vt PIerog, Instrumental Music.
M. L. CHANDLER, Vocal Music.

OF

‘Fireside Journal,’

BY

March 20—Spring Term begins.
June 20—Commencement.

and Greek,

EMMA

and

CALENDAR, 1872,

secured,

now prepared to fit young Ladies and Gentlemen for
College in the most thorough manner.
Good accommodation for board.
Mr. Partington, one of the new
teachers, has spent nearly two years in Europe, and
on his return enters upon the Qosjtion of teacher of

W.P

and

Ang,
MELVILLE
W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental
and Vocal Music.
JENNIE de la MONTAIGN, Teacher of French,

und will be raised the present year. A new ( lagsical and Scientific course of study has been.arranged,
and classes in the same will be formed at once.
The
Seminary has been repaired at much expense. New
best.

ROWE,

Lan-

W. A, DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
550.5 GARDNER, Instructor in Drawing

SEMINARY,

spared to make the school one of the

SUBSCRIBERS

1335

DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President.
RANSOM

GEORGE
:

Sr)

Teachers have been employe 1, and no pains will

THE

Publisher of

5

of this Institution will open Aug.
almost

TO

CHAS.

COLLEGE.

FaAcuLry:

H. LAURA

is

§

Send us $1,50 for an Agent’s outfit, and

twenty 1éssons,

ALEX. C. RIDEOUT, Prin, Com. Department.

Fund

§

A NEW PREMIUM

your time.

2.00

BR

The Endowment

§8

a $65 Sewing Machine for

3.00

clubs,
EXTRA CHARGES.

HIRAM GOTLIER, A. M., Prof. Nat, Science.
F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. br. Prof. of Rhetoric

28, 1872.

83

Agents wanted to canvass for this Paper; will allow Agents 35 cents.on each subscription: will give

$7.00
4.00

to

man!”
Funeral services at the residence of the
deceased, Oct. 5th, were largely attended, while
the writer spoke fromthe text:—Num. 23: 10.
:
T. H. DRAKE.

PIKE

3

1872.

Tuition atid incidentals, in advance,
Room rent, per term, from
$2.00

monary consumption, Oct. 4, aged 64 years, d
months.
A widow, two sons and two daughters
together with .a large circle of relatives an
friends, are left to deeply feel this stroke. As
citizen, husband, father, brother, friend, he can
not be soon forgotten.
As a member of the F.
Baptist church more than 40 years, during which

The FALL TERM

ear of 40 weeks
Washing, Rent, Fuet

‘THE DARGLE

H.

a Tie Fary TERM will begin Aug. 20 and

JACOB MAUCK died in Cheshire, Ohio, of pul-

‘Academies, &c.

and

Incased in a Beautiful Rosewood and Gilt F rame,
with Glass and Back complete; this Chromo was
made expressly for us, entitled :

2, 1872.

gousple rates. ‘Board in private families from $2.50
0
$3.00.
The location of a permanent teacher, and the continued interest of the Trustees in the Academy, combine to offer the best inducements to those
desirin
a thorough academical education that the schoo
has presented for yearsFor particular information address the Principal,—

and 9
when
D. H.
church
a worS. F.

PRC

Three full courses of study :

and use of heavier Furniture.
For Catalogue or further information, address the
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Preceptress,
Miss JANE W. HOYTR, A. M,, Agricultural
Cellege
P, Q,, Center Co., Pa.
1y48

INSTITUTE,

ACADEMY,

STRAFFORD

Tuition from $3.50 to $5.00.
Rooms for self-boarding may

died in

CETL

Open to both sexes.

AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC

“New

The Fall Term of this Institution will commence
Tuesday, Aug, 20, and continue eleven weeks, under the instruction-of I. P. Quimby, Jr., recently
Prineipal of Greely Institute, Cumberland Center,
e.
:

c

a minute

COLLEGE

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Expenses only $175 for Colle,
including Tuition, Boarding,

Special

Catalogues sent to inquirers:

A. mand R.

he said to one of his brothers, ** I am

AGRICULTURAL

CLASSICAL.
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
thoroughly Christian.
:
Location can not be surpassed in healthfulness,
beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.

just been enlarged

COLLEGIATE

AUSTIN

and Y. meeting, and has been in earnest sympathy with every advance movement of the Denomination, brother Mauck has left a worthy
record.
He was such a man as a pastor might
well lean upon and safely trust.
He was gifted
in exhortation and prayer, and was ever ready
to labor in the Redeemer’s cause.
rely one of
the men of Israel has fallen! During
his long
sickness his sufferings were borne with marked
patience and resignation : while he calmly looked
into the future--ready. to greet the summons,
‘ Come up higher!”
To the writer he remarked
very feelingly, ‘ Oh, Isee God in everything!
The promises of Jesus are precious! I am waiting the call!” Just a few days beford his . death,

Rev. G. S. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal,

:

:

has

WiLtox, Iowa.
Commences its Fall Term September

Vt.,
hus~

in his own

Department

"WILTON

in
Bolton,
Vt., Aug. 25, agéd about
6 months.
Bro. and Sister Hall
an afflictive
providence to them,
to meet the
dear child again * on

time he has taken an active part

TERM opens Aug. 27,—continuing 13 weeks,
closing Nov. 22.
.
WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13 weeks,
closing Feb. 28.
For particulars, address
an

as gentle-

SEMINARY.

J. S. GARDINER,
Whitestown, N, Y., July 2, 1872.

er and other’ reldtives,
She was a member of
the Freewill Baptist ctiurch for nearly 50 years.
Till incapacitated by the infirmities of age, she
was an active, devoted Christian.

Jericho, Vt., Sept. 14, aged 21 years
months.” She experienced hope in Christ
16 years old, and was baptize
by Rev.
Adams, and united with the F.
Baptist
at Underhill, Vt., of which she remained
thy member till death.
D.

FALE

to

with seven or eight new rooms, new instruments and
experienced teachers.
The School is one of the |
largest and best in the:State.
Terms moderate. .Send for Cirenlar.

band, two children and grand children, a broth-

Abbot,

it

ih

SEMINARY.

The FALL TERM of this institution will open Aug.
To any man, ehild or woman who will forward us
26. Six complete courses of study for both sexes, In NONE DOLLAR for one. year’s subscription to the
which students are prepared for college, for teaching

J. HISEY.

SARAH A., wife of Chancey

8

CALENDAR;

j

course in Music.
;
For further particulars, address the Principal.

WHITESTOWN

is organized

This institution 18 under .the control of .the Wisconsin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful
operasion for three years. The coming year promises more enlarged usefulness.
The vi
of
Evansville is uel} located, and few
places
the
West surpass it
point of moral and religious influences.
Expenses are reasonable.
Prof. Jacoss will have charge of the Music Department.

attention given to those desiring to take a thorough

DAVID MOODY,

the other side of Jordan.”

as well

omplete courses of study for both sexes.

ELLIS, youngest childsof J. H. and Jane Whit-

died
and
to be
hope

clubs

SCHOOL.

The Faculty for the next year

EVANSVILLE

at the

from $1.60

THEOLOGICAL

as follows :
»
Rev. O. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.
‘
Rev. J. Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical
History and Pastoral Seo\9ey.
Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,
Greek and Homiletics,
Rev. B. F. Hayes, A. M., Professor of Mental and
Moral Philosophy.
J
Rev.J. A. Howe, A. M., Protessor of Systematic
Theolosy:
Thomas S, Rich, Professor of Hebrew.
Two Courses ot study are
prescribed; one embracing and the other omitiing the ancient lan-,
guages.
ox
Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.
Lewiston, Me., July 16, 1872,

Calendar:
FALL TERY, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
WINTER TERM,12 weeks. Opens
Dec. 3, 1872.
SPRING TERM, 13 weeks.
Opens Feb. 25, 1873.
Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50
per week, or rooms may be obtained for self-boarding at reasonable rates.

acre, died Sept. 23, aged'1l year,’and 6 months.
May all the rest of the family and
relatives be
prepared to meet little Ellis on the fair plains
of Heaven. ‘ Suffer little children to come unto
me, for of such is the kingdom of heaven.”

Hall,
year
this
they

22, 1872.

Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.

Sunapee N. H., Oct.5, aged 77 years. Sister
Greeley embraced feligion when 18 vars of age
and proved faithful unto death.
At the time of
her death she was a beloved member of the F.
Baptist church in Goshen.
In word and deed
she always bore
testimony for Christ. She
peacefully fell asleep in him, leaving one son
and two
daughters who deeply mourn their loss.
All feel the loss of a good woman, and may we

ELLA M., adopted daughter of W.

BATES

C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.
I. D. Smith, Principal Commercial Department.
E.C. Smith, Mrs. KE. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss

MRS. JOANNA, wife of Philip Greeley, died in

A.
1
feel
but

varies

or

E. C, DEWTS, Sec. Trustecs.

The next Term of this school will commence Aug.

: GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
:
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
Faculty:

CAPT.
REUBEN LAMPREY died in Belmont,
July: 17, aged
88 years.
This Christian man
was not an ephemeral believer—a spasmodic
Profesor; he put his hand to the plow not to
ook back. In early life Bro. L. gave his heart
to the Saviour,
united with the church of kis
clioice, the andlf-Rapist church in Belmont,
where he remained\a worthy member till he
closed his pilgrimage below.
At his burial,
religious services were conducted by the writer,
assisted by Rev’s Kidder, E. P. Moulton, and B.
i, Blaisdell. A large number of relatives and
neighbors testified by their presence their appreciation of this excellent man.
Two sons, 2
daughters, 29 grand and 25 great grand children
survive him.
A. D. SMITH.

MRS. ANNA CONGER died in Huntington,
Aug, 4, aged 82 years.
She leaves an aged

p

This Institution offers to students dmpostan: and
peculiar advantages. For particular
information,
send for a Circular to
REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

He
till death.
remained a worthy member
‘leaves a widow, two sons and a daughter, with
whom
to
friends,
their families, with many other
his memory is grateful and dear. *‘ Precious
is the death of his
in the sight of the Lord

all profit by her devout life,

ten weeks each,

New Hampton, NX. H., July 22, 1872.

AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

the F. Baptist church in Glouééster, of which he

saints.”

Ladies’

commence

with eight

Four terms of

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins August 26, 1872. .
Fall Term closes November 1, 1872,
Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.
Winter Term sloses January 24, 1873.
Spring Term begins February 3, 1878.
Spring Term closes April 11, 1873.
' Bummer Term begins April 38, 1873.
Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
For further particulars, apply to the Principal

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,

more than fifty

baptizedby Elder John Colby

Six Febular courges for both sexes.

Boone and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
.
For further -particulars, address the Secretary, at
Pittsfield, Maine: 8
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

Bro. STEPHEN KEACH died in Greenville, Aug.

of

accordthe star
twent

‘he price of board, in clubs,

“an insertion:
to

Half terms

beginning and middle of the term.

Not more than a

single square can well be afforded

to be a

with the hot weather of’ summer
coincidence, and dogs are affected
and men by sunstroke without
the position of Sirius in the heay-

fore, that the effects

him, for by this time [ wished sincerely

be

as to what

twinkle of the eye, and I can see now that
he was amused by my outspoken detestation of certain literary Philistines. Hé was ens, Indeed, the so called dog days,
outspoken too, for he told me plainly that ing to the almanac, are over before
a volume of fairy stories [ had just publish- risés with the sun, and thus are
ed was not simple enough for the young, days too early to be justified by the
and, he might have added, was too simple that caused the ancients to describe
for the old, T conld not but agree with the canicultires. There is no doubt,

being an adapt-

finds

was

my ostensible errand there, they were not
half so interesting to me as the discursive
talk of Hawthorne. He manifested a good
deal of curiosity in regard to some old
Brook Farmers, whom I knew in a. literary

to refine, elevate, and

There has been a growing

obituary.

continually reminded, by

account of sickness.

not patronize it, must accompany them with cash

equal to ten cents a line, to insure

associates,

fugusia), Teacher of Penmanship and Book.
eeping.
No deduction for less than half a term, except on

wishing obitStar, who do

uaries published in the Morning

tion, we_are

parlor—where a bright fice was blazing,
we sat down to discuss my prospects;
dinner being announced, we postponed
momentous discussion.
We dined in a constantly varying

and I was not sorry,

which the scholars of all ages have endeayored to check, while their efforts were

than extension.

I remember,

Concord,

the parlor, where I met Mrs. Hawthorne
and Una and Julian.
After dinner we re-

ble debasing of the mother tongue, a course

ive nation,

It was winter, or

was atrocious,
Hawthorne took me into
his study—a room similar to and opposite

ee

excess, of fertility, and degeneration

it was

with snow... It was freezing in the shade
and thawing in the sun, and as the sun
happened to shine that day, the walking

is at once a nuisance and it means the inevita-

improve.

and

wintry weather, when I reached

The growth of slang means the decay of turned
language. The admission of a nomenclature where
which disregards propriety and fixes upon which
objects irrational and inconsistent names,’ house

strenuously directed

however,

Persons

Brevity is specially important.

star is invisible to us. But although absent
from our nightly field of stellar observa-

F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.

Prof, D, M, WAITT, (from the Commerotal College,
PARTICULAR NOTICE!

immemorial been attributed, is at the present time so near to that of the sun that the

generally understood that Hawthorne was diminished, as the red are the least refrangito be provided for with the consulate of ble of all the colored rays, and this is a
Liverpool. Something put it into my head complete proof that Sirius is receding from
—<certainly not RY good angel, if I had the earth, Then the question arises: At
one—that 7 should like to be provided for what rate is this retrograde motion taking
Computation from the gpectrum
also, though not with a consulate abroad. place?
No one could have been more ignorant of gives it at about 41 1-2 miles per second ; but
what he wanted than I was, and no one at the time in question, the earth was, by
could have been so ignorant of the means its own revolution, receding from Sirius at
to be employed in order to obtain it. My the rate of 12 miles per second, and the
nebulous Want finally shaped itself into a motion of our whole solar system accounts
place in the New York custom-house, and for an additional 5 miles per second. This
reduces Sirius's retrograde speed to about
the fact was connmunicated to Hawthorne,
though not by myself. He considered the 24 1-2 wiles per second. Further modifymatter so favorably that I went to Concord ing this figure by the result of Sirius’s trans-

acthe

give those children who go to school would
be better than the whole; while the poor
third, who “do not go to school at all,
would give employment to the unused energies of these teachers whose time would
be released to them hy such a reduction of
school hours. Six hours of daily imprisonment for a child is cruelty, without any
reference to the tasks to which he is held
during that period.—Seribne r's.

at this season have from time

our powers of research can reach. It is
certainly possible that our whole solar sysa condition of the most hopeless perplex- tem is revolving around this bright particuity. Is there a reason for this? Should this lar star, but its obviously increasing disbe ? Idleness, sooner than use a recoznized
tance points out the deduction that the orbit
vocabulary, invents one which is spurious ; of the system is an eccentric one, and that

these
make
men of symmetry, health,
and usefulness.
The forcing process, in
make

hydrophobia

he look- to still further astonishment at the distance
his own , of the multitudinous bodies of the nebule

dodge,"—all which must be vastly instructive tothe foreign politician. What hope
has a resident Frenchman to accomplish the
difficulty of our language ? While he is
mastering one idiom,
- another and another
has appeared to his utter discomfiture, and
_he finds himself fighting against a strongly
running tide of slang, which keeps him in

glish clergyman say that every noted athlete of his (the clergyman’s) class in’ the
university was either dead or worse. Moderate play every day in the open air, limited hours of study in the day-time, pleas-

The apparent orbit of Sirius, the ‘dog
star,” to whose ascéndency the heat of the
summer months and the prevalence of

Crit- thermometer and otherwise, of the suppos-

offensive, as being born of emptiness and
arrogance. A few technical terms comstitute the stock in trade of évery art critic in
England, and fellowship is the key-stone
of praise or blame. Through all stations of
society runs the lode of slang. Let our
readers for a moment conceive the difficulty which presents itself to a foreigner

MRs."J.

Lb

INSTITUTION.

A. M., Principal,

38nd 40 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.
AGENTS and all Men WANTING
T BEAL

TRAVELING BUSINESS
which will
furnish a o na
Bhut licele Capital to Boclear
with
from $100 to $200 per month. REMEMB
THIS, and do not sail to send for our EME x
ing full deggription of the business, before enga

alsewhere AGENTS and PRDDLELS willfind it to
their interest to
do so, and will be honestly

Address at once for terms

D.L.

dealt with.

GUERNSEY,

Publisher and Bookseller, CONCORD, N, H.
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more than the emaciated
stomach is the abode of

dyspepsia and

@bitwiries,

which is twaddle; the’beau monde, which

HAMPTON

qa

a

NEW

+ A. B. MESERVEY,

-

mis AE ales

world,

Ancient History, Algebra and

Geometry,
Special attention is given to reading,
declamafion, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &c. The location of the school so near
the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectuges ot these institutions
are invaluable.
. A.M. JONES, Sec.

A
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thousand times
scholar whose

and the

Aug. 19, 1872,
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friends,
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his
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himself,

LATIN SCHOOL.

FALL TERM beging Monday,
Tuition, $28.00 a year.
.
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see little or no tendency to. slang. Even sea, and the influence it had had on the
LYYDON LITERARYXNSTITUTION
in the famous highyayman’s opera, Gay, who childhood of both, and other personal mat- Murder of Children in India.
———
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
should have known his subject, gives us ters which I have forgotten.
What impressThe Central Provinces reports for 1870
Faculty :
;
nothing in the conversation ‘of his lowest ed me most at the time was not the drift of
J. 8. BROWN, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
characters which requires a glossary ; while our conversation, but the gracious manner supply the annexed account in regard to Miss
Prizes
for
Wicide.
LizziE
CALLEY,
Preceptress,
French and Nat
»
—
Dean Swift, had such a commodity as ‘of Hawthorne.
He expressed the warmest the prevalence of infanticide in that counural Science,
y
—
:
Miss IDA E.. MORRILL, Mathematics and Rhetoric,
slang existed, would never have omitted interest in my affairs, and a willingness to try :
We have all heard of the testimony of tosgarnish his words with it for the good of serve me in any possible way. In a word,
A Regular village visitation was institut- M188 MARY E. MOREY, Music.
the Boston physicians against the' system - posterity. Dictionaries of slang have been he was the gu! of kindness, and when I ed and evidence taken as to the proportion Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.
i
CALENDAR:
of forcing pursued by the public schools of
ublished since his day, and the latest pub- forget him I'thall have forgotten everything of boys and is and some other necessaTerm of 13 weeks, Jegine August 27, 1872.
that city,—of its tendency to produce nerv- fontion, founded on .Grose’s famous book, else.
ry] facts.
One. magistrate reports having Fall
Winter Term of 18 weeks, begins
December 3, 1872.
ous diseases, and even, in some instances,
has attained
to goodly
dimensions; for
I have preserved but one of Hawthorne's visited ninty-nine villages inhabited by a ‘Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 6, 1873.
insanity itself. The testimony is so strong slang is on the increase, and no stand has letters written at this period. It is dated clan whose head is the
Rajah of Amorha.
TUITION :
and positive, and so unanimous, that it been made against it, because everybody, ‘Concord, March 16, 1853,” and is full of Eighty-six of the villages ‘were inspected.
Studies,
.
.
must be accepted as true. Some weeks from the highest to the lowest, cultivates sagacious advice in regard to my appoint- In seven villages inhabited by one cast Primary
Common English, .
Higher
English
ili
Te
.
ago, at the commencement anniversary of and speaks ity:
there
were
104
£
boys and only one girl, and Latin and. reek,’ .
ment . I was to pile up as much of a snow.
a college, not in Boston or.-New England,
Words which are not to be found in any ‘ball as I could in the way of political inter- that one girl had probably been saved by French (extra), .
a long row of young men was called up to standard dictionaries, and avhich are un- est, as there never was so fierce a time being brought up in her mother's family,
Instruction on Plano or Organ, .
Use
of
Piano
or
Organ
(ex‘ra),
receive the prizes awarded to various forms authorized by grammatical or literary pre- among office-seekers ; and it would be well altogether apart from her father, The Baon Guitar,
.
of acquisition and scholarship. It was cedent, are slang, and such words are used for me to go to Washington with the letter boos of Asogpoor had twenty boys, and no Instruction
Yocal Music,18 Lessons,
.
. i
pleasant to see their shining faces, and to throughout the length and breadth of the he inclosed. ‘‘Are you fond of brandy?” girl had ever been married from among Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
lergymen’s children and students relyi
witness their
triumph; but the pleasure land by all degrees of men indiscriminate- he inquired.
‘Your strength of head them. In ten villages of another caste their own exertions for an education, received at rewas spoiled by the patent fact that their ly. The use of vulgar equivalents distin- (which you tell me you possess) may stand there was not one girl, and in another ten duced tuition.
Board from $2.50
to $3.50 in families; in clubs .at
victories had been won at the expense of guishes” all Englishmen, and it would you in good stead at Washington; for a marriage of a girl is an unknown cere- lower
rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
physical vitality. Physically, there was weary our readers, and certainly not en- most of these public men are inveterate mony.” Nearly all the families of the BaLOCATION :
not a well-developed man among them; lighten them, were we to treat them to a guzzlers, and love a man that can stand up boos and Koours practice: the crime with the
The new, commodious Yuilding, ample in its arand many of them were as thin as if they complete list corrected up to date, of the to them in that particular. It would never exception of the Koours of Luckmunpore,
rangements,
recently erected for the use of the
bad just arisen from a bed of sickness. synonyms for some of the generic words in do to let them see you corned, however. who had twenty boys and twenty-one girls— School,
is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
After they had left the stage, a whole class commonest use. For money alone there But I must leave you to find your own way a most honorable exception where murder of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the universally admired hill scenery of Vermont. The J di
was called on, to" receive their “diplomas. are seventeen equivalents, without counting among them.
If you have never assoclat- Is the ruling social law. In one village in donville
station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
The improvement in the average physique the slang terms applied to the species of ed with them heretofore, you will find Oodeypore a venerable pundit said : “I have. ten
minutes walk
trom the Institution. It is thus
was so great that there was a universal coins, or the different expressions used to them a new, class, very unlike poets.” He lived near the place, man and bey, close on easily accessible from all parts of the country, and
at
the
same
time
removed
from the activities and
recognition of the fact by the audience; signify the being rich or- poor. As might mentions having finished the ‘“I'anglewood eighty years, and I never saw a marriage temptations which tend to divert
the attention and
and whispered comments upon it went be expected in England, the synonyms “Tales,” which he considered as fully equal init.” In some districts there has been a corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
- For further particulars, address the Principal at
round the assembly. The poorer scholars for drunkenness are plentiful, amounting to ‘‘Mother Goose,” and adds, ‘I never considerable improvement.
The LieutenCenter, or I.
W. SANBORN, Secretary, at
were undeniably“the larger and healthier | to no less than thirty-two; and for one ar- did any thing else so well as those old baby ant-Governor, in referring to the Agra dis- Lyndon
Lyndonville.
yndon Center, Vt., 1872.
31
men. The victors had won a medal, and ticlg of drink, fruitful in producing these stories.” The gist of the letter, however, trict, said: “In 1840 only three female inlost that which is of more value than the names, Bamel voi)’ we have ten different is the postscript, which I copy for the bene- fants among the guilty clans survived their
LAPHAM
INSTITUTE,
aggregate of all the gold medals ever equivalents,
birth ; in 1841 there were fourteen ; in 1842
Mans liable to be called a fit of all conscientious office-seekers :
struck.
there were twenty-eight, and in 1865 there
cove, a chap, a cull, an article, a codger,
The WINTER TERM will commence on Monday,
*
When
applying
for
an
office,
if
you
are
conWe can not but believe that prizes do more
.
Pad
a buffer, a “party;” and according
to his scious of any deficiencies (moral, intellectual, or were 438, about 44 per cent. of the child Nov. 11, 1872.
Complete courses of study for both sexes.
harm than good, and that it would be a grade he has some fifty subdivisions; ac- educational, or whatever else), keep thém to population. I could give you a very large
H. RICKER, PRIN.
blessing to the ‘nation if they could be cording to his profession, some eighty or yourself, and let those find them out whose busi- number of instances from these reports,both North Scituate, R. L., Oct. 14,G. 1872,
!
abolished in every school and college in move, This that we have quoted is a mere ness it may be. For example: supposing the of- as to the crime and the great change that
fice
of
Translator
to
the
State
Department
be
the country.
They are won invariably by drop in the ocean, mere casualties enuhas been brought about'by anjindefatigable Ea ,. MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
tendered to you, accept it boldly, without hinting
those who need more to be restrained “than merated from memory
enlightened
and without the that your acquaintance with foreign languages body of officials acting wnder®
PITTSFIELD, ME.
stimulated, and are rarely contended for by least attempt at aay exhaustive list; pos- may not be the:most familiar, If this important and SYmpathising chiefs. Here is one anFurnishes
College,
Preparatory, Normal, Academthose whose sluggish natures alone require sibly with Detter
knowledge, we might fact be discovered afterward, you can be transfer- swer at all events to those who tellus that
ty Ladies’
Full course of study. Terms, 10
an extraordinary
motive to exertion and augment the list by double the amount. red to some more suitable post. The business is English rude is doing nothing for India. ical
weeks.
.
industry, Their award is based upon the Slang, however, is not concluded here; to establish yourself somehow and anyhow.”
There is no doubt that we are failing
in Fall term commences Aug. 22, 1872.
1 established myself, by the aid of Hawnarrowest
grounds. Their tendency is to low language is not alone in its ‘‘argot ;”
many respects, and in som€ where the Bast Winter term commences Nov. 7, 1872.
B. FILES, A. M. Principal.
convey a false idea of manly excellence,and
fashion has its vulgarity; ‘and a good deal thorne, in the New York custom house, on India Company succeeded ; but there cer- GEORGE.
A. L, GERRISH, Principal Normal Depart.
July 1, 1753; and he established himself tainly are some particulars in which British REV. ment.
to discourage the development of the strong- of it, too,—as unmeaning
er and healthier forms of physical and anythi
given hitherto, the
eatest in the consulate of Liverpoool on the 1st of power is enrolled in the service of civiliza- Mrs. AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher of French and
Mathematics,
:
mental life. The young man who.
goes to jest of the fashionable slang bein
at it August of the same year.— Harper's Mag- tion,
Miss ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.
the worksof his life with
afirm and
healthy 18 made up of misconstrued French id oms, azine.
“Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Associate in Normal Department.
frame, a pure heart, and the ability to use which in the English
garb are sheer nonMise ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paintsuch knowledge as he possesses,is worth to sense. Witness a wedding “on the tapis,”
The Star Sirius,
ing, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
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The annual importation of champagne iuto this

{ country is estimated at 2,400,000 bottles, of which

y
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Paragraphs.

News. Summary.
=

TT

—

MISCELLANEOUS.

not over a hundredth part first quality.

Two inches of snow fell in Windsor, N. Y., on
‘
4
Sunday night.
The increase of the debt of New York city for
The controller’ says
eight months is $4,814,752.
the increase was caused by the issue of special

New York burns about 1,200,000,000

:

©

bonds to raise money for schoobsbuilding, docksy| - A new

MORNING STAR, OCTOBER-23, 1872.
Rural and Do
Nota Lie Ts, Cn. oe
mestic.
A moment’s reflection will indicate the effects
of this mode of. dressing,” oi want ‘of dressing,

Wintering Vegetables.
:

a

WASHINGTON,

:

Tt is one thing to raise a good erop of vegetables, but qumte anther to keep
them
safely
through the winter.
1' ix Jdoubtless the fa t tuat

Ea

AA

TE STR

Wintering

)

"

that the United

States

commission

was

bribed

to make out
a case against the Mexicans.
The
Mexican minister is given authority to effect a
compromise,
A special despatch from Newport, R. I.; gives
the particulars of the discovery of the smuggling
of 100,000 cigars from San Domingo, and of the
discovery and seizure of fifteen thousand
of
them in Newport, R. I. The case was worked
up by officers attached to the revenue
cutter
Moccasin,

A mail coach was stopped by two highwaymen

Professor Agassiz went fishing near Sacramen-

sand members of the finny tribe, representing all

the Varieties found in the California waters.

Philadelphia has appropriated two millions of
dollars for a new stone bridge over the _ Schuyl-

kill River at Girard avenue, to enable
?
ple to get to Fairmount park.

peo-

the

An American newspaper correspondent bas
been arrested in Havana on suspicion of collusion with the insurgents, but was subsequently
released.

The vote onthe State debt question

in South

Carolina is overwhelming against its increase.

FOREIGN.
Louis
Napoleon
the rlieumatism.

struggles
:

ineffectually

with

Prince Napoleon has gone to Milan.
He pro-,
poses to prosecute the Minister of the Interior for
illegally expelling him from France.
The sub-marine telegraph between Jamaica
and Aspinwall is now in working order.
The British Parliament
cémber 19.

will

reassemble

De-

The latest insurgent movement in Spain has
ended.
The revolting troops at Ferrol were
dismayed at the appearance of the large body of

LY

government forces, and ran

away under fire

remained to be captured.
prisoners were taken.

About five hundred

or_

The discovery of a conspiracy in the Guisa district in Cuba resulted in the execution of eight of
the conspirators and the imprisonment for life of
others.
Fifty of them are still awaiting trial.

)

Prince Frederick Henry

Albrecht, brother of

the Emperor William of Prussia, died on MonIn 1830 he
day, at the age of sixty-three years.
was married to the Princess Marienne of the
Netherlands, was divorced in 1849 and was reHe
married in 1853 to Rosalie von Hohenau.

leaves two children by his first wife.
‘Heavy rains

bave

caused

the

rivers

Rhone,

Seine and Loire to overflow their banks.

The horse

epidemic

which

first appeared

in

The
Toronto now extends throughout Canada.
disease is seldom fatal, but recovery is slow.

the

A despatch from Berlin says: Though
ports

of

the

jurisconsults

on

the ‘San

re-

Juan

* houndsty question are veady, it is possible that
. the arbitrament of Emperor William will be delayed for some time yet.

A bill abolishing the death penalty for political crimes has passed one reading jn the Spanish

Cortes.
:
;
It is reported that the government

buildings, purchase of telescopes

other necessary

instruments.

The

FOURTH

be used will be second in size to none in the
United States. Onee established the observatory
will be a permanent _fixture, and will receive an
annual appropriation from
Congress of from

$25,000 to $50,000,

9

The revenue of the Dominion of Canada for the
month of September was $1,749,567.52,
penditure amounting to $1,320,772.06.

It is also rumored

the transmittex’s autograph,

Brituin concerning the island of San Juan, ite
inhabitants will lose their present Helightful immunity from taxes, politics and custom-houses.
Whether the boundary line is run so as to give
them to us or Great Britain, they must bid farewell to the freedom they have enjoyed during
the dispute from the care of government, and
must, like other mortals, take - up their political
burden.
A curious historical legend is connected with
the Shetland wool.
Three hundred years ago a
man-of-war belonging to the -Spanish Armada

was wreckéd on one of the islands.

persons who now wear Shetland

knit *“ comfort

ers” are unconsciously wearing mementoes of
the failure of the * Invincible” fleet, which sailed
forth to awe if motto conquer Queen Bess, but
met with a disastrous defeat {from the elements.

tists are to be arrested.

ai

aE

v

—

in a Cow.

OO

Observation and experience have taught some
rules to be observed in the choice of good milkers which, though not infallible, are by no means
to be despised.
A few doggerel verses, which
appeared some months since in the Farmer's
Magaznie, state what are popularly considered
in England the points of a good cow ,though,as already remarked, itis a rare thing to find them
all combined in one animal; and therefore this

ance Fund),

sketch.

As now quoted, it is slightly

his political

career and his opinion of them.

The new French loan is dragging into circulation the long, unused hoards of the peasants,
A

small farmer went

from Grenoble

to Lyons, the

other day, to subscribe to the loan. He brought
his money in a carpet-bag, which he said con-

tained 15,000 francs in gold.
The coins were
found to weigh too much, and upon examination
pieces of damp earth were found clinging to the
coins, which nearly all bore the effigy of Louis
:
;
Phillippe, none being of later date.

Hamburg, Wiesbaden, Baden, Ems, Spa, Nan-

BUTLER,

it has been

in the market

EASES

OF THE

THROAT

AND

BRANCH

OFFICE,

PHILADELPHIA,
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Excellent

Timber

tor

cheaplyas fcom

Eastern

Iowa

Cars now run through these

rior to Dakota.

Price of land

or Central

to

at from

paying

time

to buy

is just after the birth of her second or third calf.
9. Prominence and fullness of milk veins, and
milk veins run
velvety softness of skin,—the
down on either side of the animal ‘towards the
udder, and are easily perceptible to the eye, or
can be readily found by pressure of the hand, if
the creature is not over fat. The skin should
be soft and mellow, not hard, rough, and * staring.”
3. Symmetry,
fullness, and
softness of the

uddr.—It

should

be broad,

projecting

behind

the

under

forward

the belly.

spread out,

well

legs,

and

also

reaching

There . shouldbe a

cow that is quiet and contented feeds at ease,
chews her cud with entire satisfaction, and will
restless
milking

secrete and yield more milk than any
similar
and turbulent animal having
characteristics in other respects.

to weep,—

Only, Centaur Liniment.
What renders reptiles tooth and sting of bees,
Harmless as the

bite of fleas,
Excepting Centaur
Assuages the pangs of a broken breast,

:
Liniment;

Dress of Children.

pure

system

every

taint of

Sciatica,

Indammatory

Ulce

Skin.

nd

Pastafes,

Evuptive

Pimples,

| Metter, Scaldhead.
|

and

Blotches,

Ringworm,

"INE has never failed to effect a permanent

FOR PAINS IN THE

fold

BACK, Kidney

of the

Boils,

VEGE-

cure.

Complaints,

by all Druggists.

UININE

and false pride of the mothers. Children are
killed by the manner in which they are dressed,
and by the food that is given them, as much as
in

our

Infants of the most tender

changeable

and

rough

n-ck dresses.

The

mothers,

in the

Appetite,

climate,

same dress,

would shiver and suffer with cold, and expect
afitof sicknessas the result of their culpaple

living in,

or visiting

ever and Ague,

Intermittents,

Prepared

by A.

GUIDING

Oldiasiannnenns

a9

vor dav!

Arents wanted!

All o'aresg of working peo-

for us in their spare moments

or all the time than at anything

1y4l

.

ESTABLISHED

Welch
h

8

A

SAWS

A

WEVERY

&

1830,

Griffiths
Ld

Manufacturers of
:
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
Superior to all others.
i

SAW

WARRANTED.

Axes, Files, Belting, &c.
Bend for Price Ling and Circulars,
’
‘Boston,
8., and Detroit, Michigan.
v.

rites

ga...

5

548..

8}

Jal

a

Hyson..

8

Hyson Skin.....

105

aloo
@ 1 10

32

@..

Souchong

Oolong..c..eeus
Japans.........

38 g 1 00

WOOL.

do..

21

00

@24

00

ingl3’d

21

00

a2¢4

0

|

Medium sane
Coarse...

70

60 00 @..

Mich, N.

.. |

Y.

a...

whe

we ol

&

id

@a..

b<

Vermont—

Fine.......... 6

a.

64

65

Sa.

Medium seeeee

00

@30

00 @@ 63 50
25
00
2 75
0D0 g27

Coarse...«uve
CalifoTiA.
|Canada........
30. combing

2 3-8.8. 63
H «eT

200@25

CATTLE

$825

to 875

MARKET.
Oc. 15, 1572.
First quality 8 7.25

to #275 per pair, or accordHandy

Steers, $65 to $125.

Hipes—Brighton 00c_to 93c; Country lots, 8c.to 94¢
" TALLOW=6¢ to 6}c; Country lots 5¢ to Shc.
PELTS—with wool 1 00 to 1,25 each; Country lots
1,00 to #0,00.
po >
CALF SKINS—16¢c

to 18¢.

NEW

13eow2iw

YORK

BEANS.

Marrow......3
Ex Medium..2

ONIONS,

27
50

@ 8 60 White..... we 150
@ 2 |
PEAS.

BEEF.

ExMess#bb

8 00

@10

00

Country do..14 00 @14 00

BUTTER.

[Megs
# bbl.. 13 00 @l4 00

11 00 ‘@12 50

West ordinary

16 00

©

Hams, salted

@..22

Hams smok’d

9

|

10

@...13

9 @.1|

CORN.
.

Yellow. oasss

:

EGGS.
31 @
:

tate

Live

Jil

I Ye

++

ov]

Brel

’

Ex

i

Southern.7 50

\st.7

™. Address
“DOMESTIC”
8. M. Co,

@

20

4

A

+

vale

Barrels

7. Kegs

Jm4l

,

made from 50 ets. Call and examine, or
12 Samples sent (postage free) for 50 cts.,
that retail quick for $10.

LARI
er

)

¥1b....

GOLD

§
16

AND

@..

MOcesssane,

oo

Tnwashed..

..

Vermont are

AAT

..

15} @..

«eceveee

65 [New York—
20 oth rs eks ‘

ISheep Pelts

MAPLE SUGAR.

New

1 5

12

@..

2

3

12

13

WOOL.
45 @..
10 @..

,

¥

@

o

g [Prime Cakes..

HOPS,
New York....
01,1869. ....

{@..

100

TALLOW.

13

80

: 3% 32

Timoiliyssss os 0 »
PY

24
14

@

5

flax per bu,.
X

8

12

@..

10

22 @..
9 @.

:
RYE.
|W es’n.,bush
. 789
{
SEEDS.

@

75

28.14

#hoeu.iie

State sup....6 25 .@ il
Qin. § West.J

00

@

POULTRY.

JOVer. eee

30

00

{Live Turkey’

ul

ExStatet bar.7

@17

60 @

Blows..0

Dress. Turkey..
gp | do.Chickens.

Geese ¥1b 85 @.. 90 |

ee

Peach

. 656 [Live Chickens..

@

WOSIOIr Ic:
oe +o @
FEATHERS.

il

14 00 @i5 00

POTATOES,

12} Mercers......

¥ihil.@..

White West «. 57 @.. 64

§

1

iCanada...coes «0 00 a
Marrow......
000 a
PORK.

@.. 28

CHEESE.

this
and

@

Orange Co. ¥1b 26 @.. 80 Prime.......
StateFirk prime2t

MACHINE!

MARKET.

‘Wholesale Prices for the week ending,
Oct. 15, 1872,
APPLES.
|
OATS:
Dried...ccesiss 10 @.. 12 NewYork.... .»
[4] . 50
pil
GreenWinter 200 @ 6 50 Western ..... ier @

Western...

18/..... eeasnreserns

STOCK

3

10

[4d

by &
1 00 @ 1 50
os

@es

os

MARKET.

ocr, 2, 1872,
PER
want
in the
Wire

Chicago, Ill.

A GREAT

WEEK and expenses paid. We
a reliable agent in every County
U. 8. Address Hudson River
Co., 1 0 Maiden Lane, N.Y, or
1yeow20

OF EER. — HORACE

WATERS,

Y143 Broadway. New York,will dispose ot ONE HUNDRED
PIANOS, MELODEONS and ORGANSof six first-class

makers, including Waterss. at Extremely Low Prices for
cash, or will take part cash, and balance in small monthly
installménts. New 7 octave first-class PIANOS.all modern improvements, for $2756 cash. Now ready anew kind
of PARLOR ORGAN, the most beautiful style and perfect
tone ever made,
Illustrated Catalogues. mailed.
Sheet
Musie, Instruction Books, and Sunday = school Mage
Bookg.

\Job Work | sosress.
BUSINESS

CARDS,

and Neatly Done

:

at this

s

i

AMERICAN GOLD sevuarees PATRI
U.S. FIVE-TWENTIES, 1867 .. sense

ATRTRRRStL
.

TEN-FORTIES:coastsssssnes

ae

U. 8. FIVE-TWENTIES OF 1865 ....

. U.S,

U.S.

COUPONS SIXES, 1881.0v

EE,

10

——————

Free to Book Agents.

rantee employment
GENTS WANTED.—We
more a
A for all, either sex, at $6 a day, or $2,000andor oth
os.
year: New works by Mrs. H. "B. Stowe, adé raph ly
Money
|
away.
Superb premiums given
see. Part ig
aud easily at work for ue. Write and
lars free. Worthington, Dustin & Co. Hurtfold,

&ec.,

Establishment.
ren

. 1p

seernivarascaiadlll

AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK®
for the best and cheapest Family Bible éver published, will be sent free of charge to any book agent.
It contains nearly 500 fine, Seripture illustrations,
and agents are meeting with unprece ented RUCCEBB.
Address, stating. experience, etc.yung we will show
t our agents are doing.
£10 "RATIONAL PUBLISHING Co. Fhilada., Pa.

4

Ld

Hyson
Young

a4

Farmers’

Promptly

¥ ()

and ordinary, $15 to #25.
STORES—Yearling $4) to #5
two year old, $00
$00; three years old, $00 to $00.
FAT HOoGS— 5} to 5c.
;
]
SHOTES—Wholesale, 6jc to 9c; Retail Gio to 00¢

STAR,

York,

a.

6 Impenal.....

a.
5 @..

25.eowly

sod VV pl, of eltlior sdx, young or old, make more money ut

7
11

@.+

@.. 20

and all

Ry L. WOLCOTT, 181 Chatham Square, N.Y

0

5%

6 4. .

Factory.ex.

“New

R
10

MiLcH Cows—$§10to $90; extra good, $00 to $080
with or without ‘calves, as may be agreed; fariow

VERYBODY

question,

12...
17...

Rough..iveeeene
*
TEAS.
Gunpowder—
Per B........

WORKING OXEN—#&75

& CO., Boston,

BEST

Sto
Ito

Rendered,

ing to their value as Beel.

the latest and the best Sabbath School Singing Book.

IS THE

© SUGAR.

to $8.00 Second
quality $625 to 7.00; Third quality £4.75 to $6,00 ¥ cwt., on total weight of hide, farrow, and dressed beef.

Price, Boards, 35 cts.; per 100, $30.00. Sample copy
mailed for 25 cents.
THE
SABBATH,
the Greatest Church Music Book, will soon be ready.
THE
AMATEUR,
the best Musical Monthly, only one dollar per
year.
LEE & WALKER, Publishers, 922 Chtstuut Street,
Philadephia, Pa.
a

WHICH

PICES.

Nos,
Nos.

9

BEEF
— Extra

where

Re

t

Linseed,
Canary

"Havana.—

20

.
i
BRIGHTON

Cg

THE

13

~

@ 3 ‘5
@ 5 oe
Am. 1% @g PJ 80
300g
5 00
3 50
4 50

‘should be

C27

Algo for CAMPAIGN GOODS, Address
GOODSPEED’S EMPIRE PUBLISHING HOUSE,
{aeago, Cincinnati, 8t. Louis, New Orleans or New
York.
12w27

West & South. 10 @..

® gold27 @..28

@..

Shingles.pine2
Do. cedar..3
Laths. pine
pine.. 2
Laths,

Digestion,

Biliousness

LITTLEFI£LD

i

Clover,Northern, 104 3..11

{

3:
Nos. Isto 0..
11.a..11§
. Cuba Muscovado—
New Orleans...
.. @.. .
wi
Crushed...es .. @.
00 g140 00
Powdered...
.. a.
+s Bes « Coffee crush....
14d.
00:05 00
TALLOW.
50 al120 00

Do. refined
115
Do. sheet ¥ Bb..7

preventive of

Sold by all Dealers in Medicine.

2

Oak, ¥ ton.. 10 00 @l5 00 | EXtra......... 60 @.. 63

ailments arising from malarious causes. Price $1.00.
Mass.

OF

00
2 25

@

|Eggs........ «
2g...
SEEDS.

Russia, sheet.. 18 @..
LEAD.
Pig gold........
g8..
Sheet and Pipe .. @..

Do. Spruce

sections

They are a sure

6g

00

175818

Sipplagnd 15 50 al7

estive Or-

diseases,

32

@ 0 00

S.box shooks 3 00 @ 4 00

gPEEDS

WANTS

. 74
. 7

00 424 00

JRON.
eSwedish—
Com.ass’d 139
EX. 81288. «+
Eng, com....160

Shi

TONIC

OF

CITIZEN

00

new¥h....0008 0m
‘IOnions ¥ bbl 0 00 g 2 50
Poultry........ 18@g.. 8

83%

Do.Spruce 40 00

1

EVERY

315

HIDES AND SKINS,
Calcutta Cow—
Slaughter. ..... 2
Green Salt
.
B. Ayres, d
Rio Grande
Western, d

Coarse

eowtFeb2l

Facilitate

characteristic

provided wth them.

Agents wanted
everywhere,

is not

ignorance

Persons

ver, &c., are the

This remarkable article is for gale by all Druggists
in every village, parish and hamlet, in America. We
warrant it to cure.

ARM a
Th
ola
q\Dt Nal: ah <

300g

a.
Ohio & Pennsylvanija—
In Rough.... (3 @.
Picklock...... 0 a... 2
LUMBER.
{holes XX....67 4.. 68
Clear Pine..30 00 @65 00 |
Fine X........ 65 @.. 668

BITTERS!

unparalleled in
the history of
the invention,

work

The: chief cause of infantile mortality

P1001hs...,

The best Tonic and Stomachic ever offered the

(all saved by Centaur Liniment;)
We hear it shouted from West to East,
By speaking man and neighing beast,
* Pass on the Centaur Liniment!”

"AGENTS WANTED

bu

Potatoes, ¥ bu,
Jacksons....

:

HAY.
Eastern and Northern
¥ Ton...... 20 00 a28 00
Country Hiy—

Clapboards

Die by the million—the screw worm kills,

53 Broadway,
N.Y.

] 2

Do.

|

presents a yo
cord of success

& CO,

[Cranberries

Straw.,100bst.1 25 & 1 50

Dropsy, Female Weakness, Lencorrhoea, arising from
| mternal ulceration, and uterine dizeases and General
| Debility, VEGE FINE acts directly upon the causes
| of these complaints.
It invigorates and strengthens
{ the whole system, acts upon the secretive organs, al| lays inflammation, cures ulceration
and regulates
| the bowels,
“
For Catarrh,
Dyspepsia, a
tiveness, Palpitation of the Heart,
Hfeadache, Piles, Nervousness, and Genepyl
pros.
tration of the Nervous System, no medicine
has ever
given suchp erfect satisfaction as the
VEGETINE.
It purifies the blood, cleanses all the organs, and
possesses a controlling power over the nervous system.

Now as the poor horse, lame and gore,

J, IB. ROSE

2D

Southern yell . 713 ®
Western mx’d. 71 @

Chronic

Diseases

18

1 00 g 2 50

Vermont:..... 20 @.. 28

ss ovave 46 @.. 47 |MATTOW......

Niits....162@

4

And when Barnum’s lion, Uncle Ben;
Broke his leg in that dismal den,
He roared for Centaur Liniment,

it12

00 @.. 00 |,

10 @..

Skim ...eeans «

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Gout, and Spinal Complaints,
can only be effectyally cured through the blood.

For

8 @.. 12

(do. sliced....

lt domewbbbl
utter,
¥ Ib,
|
-

Py
ho

"Twas saved frown amputation by this charm,
The Centaur Liniment ;

else, Purticulars free, Address G, Stinson & Co, , Portland, Maine.

than the

Pea

Scrofula,

and.

@.. 6}

Figs common... 10 @.. 12 otape. ve
000 g
00
Cab soos vir 13 @.. 15 |V'geoe
NH
Lemons, #box6 00
00 g@ 08 00
00
VtVi. and.
NY
oy
13
Y g..

is made exclusively from the juices of

blood.

And when chilblains sting or hot steam scalds,
What is it soothes, for what can we call,
But Centaur Liniment.
When the car crushed old Tilden’s arm,

$5

—

more the weather or foul air

CltIon.

Scrofulous Fllumor, Tamers, Cancer, Cancerous Humor,
Erysipelas, Salt Rheum,
Syphilitic Diseases, Canker, Faintness at
the Stomach, and all diseases that arise from im--

Flows the lacteal fluid—gives nights of rest,
But Centaur Liniment;

With crippled knee limps to our door,
And begs for Centaur Liniment;
And the docile sheep on a thousand hills,

|

—

a..'1

Currants.eoeees 6} @.. 64 malland ex, 8 50 @ 4 00

carefully selected harks, roots and herbs, and
£0 strongly concentrated that it will effectually erad-

the

8...
a..

PRODUCE.

Middlings...24 00 g25 00

. f=

v

.

1]

Malaria prevails, where Fever and Ague, Bitious Fe-

Hearts to thank, instead of eyes

I hi als so
3 $12 Jo
'y 8. }

Shelled...... 28 @.. 34 (Beans,
P bush,

Fine Feed...23

indicate a derangement of the Liver of
gans.

Causes the eripple to walk. the lame to leap,

@10 00
gi2 00
@ 6 00 | Mass, best
@ 750 LT
HAY
@ 8 50 “00

00 @ 8 00

FRUIT.

Stomach, Sinking or Fluttering at the Pit of the Stomach, Ditiness of Vision, Yellowneseof the Eyes and
Skin, Pain in the Head, Side, Back or Chest,
Burning
in the Flesh or sudden Flashes of Heat,
«gal of whic

Centaur Liniment;

00 ail2 oo
11 50 @16 00

ork,
Extra Clear.. 18 00 g19 0&
‘ylear......
16 00 g17 00
.

Rye Flour....5 00 @ 5 50 (Apples, dried Bb

public.

Why!

Lows, sup.7

Allluilissss

50

Family....

MEAL.

HerdsGrass..
RedTop,¥bag,

from

3%

Beef—Mess,
Western....11

Corn Meal....3 50 g 8 60 |

Rush of Blood to the Head, Loss of Appetite, Nausea,
Heartburn, Acrid Stomach. Fullness or Weight in the

four

00 @ 5 25
50 @42
@18 50
60 @16 50
00 482

AND

Wheal,west'n

icate

& 8 (

3@..

780

choice extra,9 00 g 9 50 |

map and copy of New Homestead Law. Address,
LAND
DEPARTMENT,
NORTHERN
PACIFIC
RAILROAD, ST PAUL, MINN, *
Or 23 FIFTH AVENUE, cor. 9th St.,
13teow22
NEW YORK.

6mi1

What hear we now from West to East,
Confounding man, befriending beast,
But Centaur Liniment ?
What is it cures our many pains, *
And limbers up severest strains,
But:Centaur Liniment ?—
That knocks Rheumatism out of gear,
Bids gout good-by without a tear,

150

choice do....9 00 10 00 Jad, Sol. Bo a88
i spn
Hlinois and Ohio,
BS aad.
choice extra, 9 75a10 50 |p
{7088, Lessa «+16
Mich. and Indiana,

Supe-

tlers on Government Homesteads.
Purchasers,thel
wives and children
carried
free
over the
Northern Pacific Railroad.
Now is the time for settlers and Colonies to get Railroad Lands and Government Homesteads close to the track,
Send for Pamphlet containing full information,

VEGETINE

fi

ground in oil—
on
Jesannssen
ii Bee 2
»White....2} @..
Brown Am .. @.. .

Putty. .oese cons

Medium.... 9 00
choice extral0d 50
West'rn sup..5 50
com. extras.7 00
medium do..800

.| Nervous Debility, and all diseases arising from a disordered Liver or Stomach, Constipation, Flatulence,

“To state in prose the characteristics of ‘a good
milker, as a guide in purchasing dairy stock:
best

St.

whether general or following acute disease. The
Medical Faculty endorse it for Dyspepsia, Jaundice,

She’s dairy without,—~a meat market within.

and the

FLOUR

get 160 acres FREE, near the Railroad, by one =
two years’ residence.
.
TRANSPORTATION
AT
REDUCED
RATES furnished from ail the principal points
East to purchasers of Railroad Lands, and to set-

C. C. TOPLIFF, M. D., Proprietor.

She’s fine in her bone, and silky of skin,

zim,
Ov
Paris
Span

WO. 0 VenRed
¥ ewt 2 50 8 3 00.

Cod—largeqt.5
Medium a4
Mackerel,bbl.
Do.shore. b
Salmon, tee. .30

$8.00 per acre; further away. $2.50 to $4.00.
Sevem
Years Credit; Warrantee Deeds; Northern Pacific 7-30 Bonds, now sélling at par, received
for land at £1.10.
No other unoccupied Lands present such advantages to settlers
~ SOLDIERS under the New Law (March, 1872

)

She’s light in her neck; and small in her tail,
She’s wide in her breast,and will fill the milk pail ;

A

Ground, pure .11 @. 113
No. Looe? @e 28

Lowell sup. 3-ply @'1 60 Glue... ocuiun. 4 @..
Extra Superfine.. @ 1 85
Superfine... ..eee + @12
;
FISH.

the

close to track, $4.00

68 @.. 70

Mous.deEaines 00 @.. .. |Yarnishes....

Illinois.

Lands from Lake

7

80 @.. 82
1 88 H 142

Cotton Flannel. 13 @.. 27 (Vermillion...,1 25 g 1 30
Printseesssessse 11 @, 12 |Whiting—
Ticking ..coevt 00 @.. 00 [ Boston......1.50 @ 2 00
Ginghams......00 @.. 00 [French Yellow..2§ @.. 8

and running streams,—in Healthful Climate, where
Fever and Ague is unknown.
Grain can be shipped hence by lake to market as

with testimonials.

She’s broad in her ribs, and long in her rump;
She’s strait flat backed, without e’er a hump;
She’s wide if her hips, and calm in her eyes,

years,

Print Cloths. ..

PA, where

ATWOOD’S

She’s heavy in flank, and wide mm her loin.

Linseed—Eng,

Sheetings and Shirtings—
Heavy d4-4,.... 138.. 13;
«Medium ee
Bs. 121
Drills, Brown.13}
&.. lod

Mill, the Farm and the Fire; 8. Rich Prairie Pas.
turage and Natural Meadow, watered by clear Lakes

Sold by all Druggists.

FISHERVILLE,"N:&.

i

Low Middling. 20'@.. 21}
DOMESTICS,

THE NORTHERN
PACIFIC RAILROAD offers for sale its Lands in Central
and Western Minnesota, embracing: 1. The

It is pleasant to take and warranted to cure.
Send for circulars

b6

Mid.
to gd mid, 10{6.. 20 gon Spl

Healthful Climate, Free Homes, Good
Markets.
:

2.

ue

40

Carpetings—

of Wheat Land;

led

@..

RiOssssssressss 18 @:+ 20 [pefined do.... "00 @.. 85
COTTON.
Neatsfoot¥gal 1 20 @ 1 40
Ordinary...... 15 @.. 16
PAINTS.
Good Ordinary
134a..
9
vl

THE WHEAT FIELD OF ANERICA.

best

ve

do. Muscovado30

St. Domingo... 16.@.. 1d | "15 whale.,

LUNGS.

She’ll quickly get fat without cake or corn;
She’s clean in her jaws, and full in her chine,

six

COFFEE.

Secretary.

the buginess of the Company is transacted.

do. Sweet...

Porto Rico...... 40 @..

:
Americant...
Java ¥ b..... 21 @.. 25 |Gide Sperm

Contracts direct with the Company, give
ing liberal and continuous“€Commissions,
willbe made in all parts of the country with
efficient and reliable men who propose to
canvass personally for Life Insurance.

altered

are left with bare arms and leg<"and with low-

nl

M.

36 |

25 00 @28 00

Picton.
00 0 @ 6 50
OIL.
Anthracito:...7 00 @ 7 50 [Olive,
®¥ gal 1350 @ 1 35

EMERSON W. PEET, Vice-President and Actuary.
H, D. COOKE, Vice-President, Washington.

Give tone to the Nervous System, Vigor to every organ
% the body, thereby imparting Health and Si rength.
here is no remedy 80 good for Languor and Debility

age,

TE,

$1,090,032 34

She’s long in her face, she’s fine in her horn;

to

Canal.e. vse

E.'A. ROLLINS, President, Philadelphia,
JAY COOKE, Chairman Finance and Executive Com.
JOHN

MOLASSES.

15 [Cubn, Clayed.. 25 @.. 30

COAL.

It will Improve your

by any other causes.

after them.

<

°

12 @.

Spermus iio. 30 @..

!

from the original :

1. Youth.—A cow in her prime

Moldé.....o.s

$2,313,168 69
1,223,136 35

A STRONG STOCK COMPANY.
hw
Special Features,
Security, Low
tes, No Dividend Delusions.
OFFICERS.

Price $1.25.

brief cow poem is, to some little extent, a fancy

thinness to the touch, and an ab.
softness and
sence of fleshness and thickness.
The Swiss Times reports that Mont Blane has
4. Perfect number and condition of teats,—If
about a fourth less milk
been successfully ascended
by
three English one teat is wanting,
young ladies named Murray, aged respectively will be the result. A cow’s udder is not, as
twenty-one, seventeen and fourteen. The young- gome suppose, a barrel with four taps, but is
est of the party, a girl of twelve, had to relin- divided into four different compartments, called
:
“milk glands,” each ore of which has its own
quish the attempt.
tap or teat.. It is not only important that the
The late President Juarez of Mexico left three full number of teats be present and in working
Ad**
called
is
first
The
documents,
interesting
order, but it is desirable. that
they be well
It contains a complele biogvice to my Sons.”
placed, not crowded together, but
pretty far
raphy, and is filled with very interesting details.
and uniformly apart; rather long and tapering;
The second consists of a minute account of ait
sums of money received by Juarez from the all pointing out and dosynwards; equal in size
time of his elevation to the Presidency to the and even appearance.
5. Docility
and
quietness
of disposition,—
time of his death. The third document js a kind
of alphabetical table to the names of persons These are indicated by large, mild and clear
A
with whom he had become acquainted during eyes, and an air of contentment generally.

Presi-

Bonapar-

The sailors

who escaped taught the natives to make brilliant
dyes from roots which they found, resembling
those used for like purposes in Spain. Those

dent Thiers hus learned of a Sijatened imperial
ist reaction and that severaldntriguing

Points

CANDLES,

STATEMENT.

Surplus (security additional to Reinsur-

Bees.

She’s fine in her, shoulders,and thin in her thighs.

Whichever way the Emperor William decides
the dispute between the United States and Great

A
of France

that

the ex-

for the invention of a new automatic and autographic continuous telegraphic instrument, by
the aid of which apparatus the despatch is transmitted to the receiver as an exact fac-simile of

propese to investigate the causes of the late war
with Germany,

Good

ANNUAL

Markets.

BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES.
For the week ending Oc. 15, 1872,

The remarkable cures effected by VEGETINE have
but little over two years. It is recommended by the | induced many physicians and apothecaries whom we
know to prescribe and use it in their own families.
best physicians, and does all that 1s claimed for it.
In fact, VEGETINE
is the best remedy yet discovIt cures COUGHS,
COLDS,
CROUP,
ered tor the above diseases, and is the on v reliable
BLOOD PURIFIER
yet placed before the
BROTCHITIS, ASTHMA, SPITTIN& OF
wublie.
.
! Prepared by HI.IR. STEVEYS, Boston, Mass.
BLOOD, CONSUMPTION, AND ALL DISof curative agents, though

and

telescope to

‘Three Chinese have taken out a patent in Paris

thou-

a

necessary

The Chimese mix willow-leaves with tea, and
the British Consul at Shanghai recently reported.
that 54,000 pounds of the leaves were in course of
manipulation at one port to be mixed with tea
for shipment.
.

—~thrée miles north of Pleasant Valley, Montana,
on Thursday npizht, and the passengers were
robbed of $7000. There was no express treasure
on board.
:

to, and with the aid.of torpedoes caught

sor Davidson, An appropriation of £50,000 has
been made by Congress for the erection of the

The

A

D. C.

Total Assets, July 81st. 1872,
Total Liabilities, July 31st, 1872,

Ld

#

0.8. A.

—

er

Chartered by Special Act of Congress, 1808.

on the'child,
The moment the cold air strikes
the bare arms and legs of the child, the blood is
driven from these extremities to the internal
and more vital organs of the body. The result
is congestion, to a greater or less extent, of these
organs.
In warm weather, congestion of the

-

wiinin

Cash Capital,- - - $1.000,000

branch of industry. has been started in more vegetables arc njured by heatin winter
ete,
bowels, causing diarrhéea, dysentery or choleraFlorida, which bids fair to prove exceedingly re- than
by cold, because most persons crowd sul
munerative. It is the manufacture of feather things together in large quantities, and, then infantum. We th'nk this mode of dressing must
Speculators sold tickets Tuesday to Prof. Tynbe reckoned as one of the most prominent causes
flowers,
The flowers are made of the plumage cover deeply to keep out the frost.
When placed
dall’s lecture for eight dollars a piece,
of summer
complaints,
so called.
In colder
of the white heron, while the leaves are taken in cellars, the windows are closed, and in the
lost
It now appears that at least six lives were
weather, congestion
and inflammation of the
from the paroquet,
more northern states, banked up with, perhaps.
by the disaster to the steamer Lac La-Belle on
lungs, congestion and inflammation of the brain,
Of course
I talked with a minion from Her Majesty’s do- fresh horse-manure from the stable.
:
Lake Michigan Sunday night.
~convulsions, ete., will result, At all seasons,
njinions.
Says I, * Where are you going?” Says it is necessary to keep potatoes, turnips, beets,
The sadly stricken village of Peshtigo, in Wis14¢ To hide a hoe.” Says I, ** What .are going and similar roots from freezing; still they would congestion, more or less, is caused, the definite
effects depending upon the constitution of the
consin, has been rebuilt better than before, and to hide a hoe for?’
Says he, * T didn’t say, hide be.of far better quality if kept as. cold as possi* its mills, schools, stores and churches are again a hoe, I said hide a hoe.” Says I,* Spell it.” ble, and not actually frozen. Turnips-and beets, child, the weather, and various other cireumstances.
“
in operation, prdmoting the comfort and happiSays he, ¢ I-d-a-h-0.” * Oh!? says I, ** Ldaho.» in particular, are very liable to heat and become
It is painful, extremely so, to any one who
ness of a thrifty population.
v
spoiled if a large quantity is placed together;
“ Yes,” says he, ¢ Hide a hoe.”
reflects upon the subject, to see children thus
and potatoes are often injured by being stored
Professor Tyndall gave the first’ of his course
While blasting a large rock for the break water in large bins, instead of being put in barrels, or decked like victims for sacrifice, to gratify the
of five lectures at the Lowell Institute Wednesat Block Island a few days ago, the concussion, spread thinly upon shelyes in a dark cellar. insane pride of foolish . mothers. Our most
day evening.
He received a warm welcome
it ‘is said, seemed to jar the whole island, and When buried in the ground, small heaps, say
earnest advice to all mothers is to dress: the legs
most
those.
comprising
from a large audience,
threw a whole column of water at least fifty feet twenty or thirty bushels in each, are best.
and arms
of their children warmly, at all
deeply interested in scientific investigation from
in the air. Particles of stone ands multitude of
CELERY.—Celery that is not sufficiently blanchevents.
It would be inflnitely less dangerous to
Boston and Cambridge, and some noted savans
dead fish were also Blown into the air.
life and health to leave their bodies uncovered
ed when cool nights come on, and there is danfrom New York.
.
ger
of
frosts,
should
be
banked
up
to
the
topmost
than
to leave their arms and legs as bare as is
For domestic reasons Miss Kate Field will be
A kerosene lamp exploded Tuesday morning
point of the leaves, then cover
with straw or the common eustom.—~Medical Reporter.
unable
to
lecture
in
the
West
at
all,
this
season;
at Evanston, Illinois, and before the fire could
boards.
When
the ground begins to. freeze,
be extinguished fifty thousand dollars’ worth of and will even be obliged to curtail the num- dig. up, and place all in a narrow trench, in
ber
of
her
engagements
in
the
East,
But,
after
property was destroyed.
the Presidential election is over, she will deliver, some dry and convenient place, where it can®
——
be protected from frost, and still be got at when
Prof. Stowe, husband of Mrs. Harriet Beecher
in various places, a lecture on ** The England of
When the honey season closes, which is, in
wanted for use. Pure sand is better than soil
Stowe, was stricken with paralysis ldst Sunday
to-day,” dwelling upon politics and society, and
most places in the West, when the frost comes,
to pack in among the roots and stems for winter
week at the house of his daughter, Mrs. Allen,
introducing a recitation of Hood’s *“ Song of the
every colony should be examined and their conpreservation,
at Amherst, Mass. He was on Monday conveyShirt.”
.
dition ascertained.
If they are in movable comb
PARSNIPS AND SALSIFY.—As these roots are
ed to the Orient Springs Health Institute, near
In the course of a month or two there will be benefited by freezing, or are at least not injured
hives, this is easy, and it is also easy to equalize
by, and placed under the treatment of Dr. G. W.
placed a line of very large and powerful steam- by it, they may be dug up and placed in a trench
them, so far as their stores are concerned; a
Rhodes.
We understand that there are good
tugs at both entrances of the Straits of Magellan and only slightly protected, just sufficient to ad- frame may be taken from one that has too much
prospects of his recovery.
for the purpose of towing sailing vessels bound
and given to one that has too Jittle, and both be
mit of taking out what are wanted for use durDr. Ralph Aulick, son of Commodore Aulick
to and from the west coast of South America ing winter.
If you have colonies too weak
to
If they are only wanted for use in benefited.
of the United States navy, and brother to Mrs.
through to the straits, thus doing away with the the spring, then they may be aliowed to remain
winter over, it is much the best to give brood
Robeson, died suddenly in Washington last week
difficult and oftentimes dangerous voyage round
combs and bees to another hive; but if you are
where grown.
with apoplexy, when
his wife, a young lady
Cape Horn.
Onions will withstand fur more cold than is anxious to keep as many stocks as possible, yeu
clerk in the Treasury department, came forward
may build any up by systematic feeding from
San Juan, which is still a sort of neutral ground usually supposed. "If packed dry in tight barrels,
and showed undoubted proofs of having been his
frost until cold weather.
This requires some
between Englard and the United States, is said and all iwterstices filled with chaff, they may
wife for the past six months, he having been secare and judgment, and I do not recommend
to be the best sheep raising country on the Pa- be kept in a barn, or where they will freeze quite
_eretly married to her.
In his will Dr. Aulick
it except to those who are so anxious to increase
“cific coast, and many of the residents have accu- hard, and not be injured, provided the barrels
left his wife $30,000.
His family havegtaken
their colonies that they are willing to take pains
are closed tight and not opened
untjl the onions
mulated
fine
fortunes
at
the
business.
Being
on
legal steps to contest the will.
;
to doit. Ordinary bee-keepers will find it betions stored in a warm
neutral territory, they have no taxes to pay, are again thawed.
ter to make one good one out of two weak ones.
Chicago proposes to renumber its streets and
cellar are very likely to sprout in winter, and
happy souls!
This is easily done by sprinkling both hives with
to adopt the decimal system.
then decay, emitting anything but an agreeable
In the graveyard of Saratoga there is a monua little sweetened water, scented with peperodor.
he internal revenue receipts continue to exment about five feet high, surmounted by a marThe too general custom in the country of put- mint, and then putting all full frames from both
ceed the estimates.
ble sea shell nearly a yard square.
Itis not the ting all kinds of vegetables in the cellar under
into one hive, carefully securing empty combs
emblem of a seaman, or of a conchologist, but of the dwelling-house is not conduciveo the health
A little girl while tending cows at Eagle Lake,
for next year. The bees from both hives are to
an unbeliever to the immortality ot the soul, who of the.inmates at least; besides, it is scarcely
Wis., recently, was eaten by wolves.
be emptied together before the one containing
held that the meat in a clam represented the possible to keep all kinds equally well preseryed
the united frames, and there will be no quarrelThe
confessional appropriation committees
health of man and that when the health left the in the same temperature.
ling.
It is a far better plin
are preparing measures by which a still greater
body nothing remained but the shell. The monu- to store the different kinds separate, or at least
Bees seldom gather honey after frost—they do’
economy in the administration of the govern=
ment might also very properly represent a believplace them where ventilation can be given when * gather hee bread, and much of their presperity
ment can be secured.
2
er in the Darwinian theory.
through the winter depends on the weather in
necessary.
Potatoes and carrots are about the
Four new
indictments
have
been found
the fall.
Of the great national obhgervatory a Nevada
only roots'that can be preserved in a cellar which
against the
Tammany
thieves—two
against
All hives should have empty combs near the
paper says: ‘‘ We understand that Professor Da- is not well ventilated in winter; and then no
Tweed and two conjointly against Tweed, Convidson has determined upon Pollard’s Peak ,Sum- very large quantity can be safely placed togetli- center in which to cluster. The extractor pronolly and Hall.
mit Station, as the proper place for the national
vides this room for those who use it. Those
er.
observatory.
This peak is located less than a
who have not yet provided this valuable help,
The treaty for the reduction of postage beCABBAGES.—This is one of the quickest decaymile from Summit Station, which is 7048 feet ing vegetables, if kept in a warm place; and “may take one frame from crowded hives in the
tween the United States and France has received
above the sea level, and the highest point of the the usual practice in this vicinity is to set the
fall, moving all of them a little further from each
the approval of the State departments of both
Central Pacific Railroad.
Castle Peak, seven heads in a furrow, with the roots up, and then
other. When this is done, it must not be forgotcountries, and its early ratification is expected.
ten in the spring to restore the missing frame,
miles from the summit, was examined by Pro- cover very lightly avith earth. Tn such aposiThe little village of South China, Me., which
fessor Davidson with the view of making it the tion they remain frozen nearly all winter, and
or else the bees, for the want of it, will lengthen
was leveled to the ground by fire a few months
place for the observatory, but, the atmosphere come out in the -spring almost as fresh as when
out the cells.—Coleman’s Rural World.
since, is rapidly rising from its ashes.
It will
from the peak was found tv be too hazy, and the gathered in autumn.
We can not say how this
in a short time be as smart a place as ever.
mountain itself too difficult of access to make ita plan would answer
farther North or South;
At the request of United States authorities,
desirable place tor astronomical, barometrical but it answers every purpose here,and New York
General Rocha has secured the capture of a lot
and atmospherical
observations.
Castle Peak city market is supplied in winter and spring
of Mexican cattle thieves and returned the stolen
has the advantege in altitude, as it is 9764 feet from the open fields.
ji
animals to their owners in Texas.
above sea level, or 1964 feet higher ‘than Pollard’s
We believe that as a rule farmers fail in prePeak. The latter is easily accessiblebeing less than | serving their vegetables simply because they try
A Mexican commission which has been into keep too many kinds together, and all in far
vestigating the disorders on the banks of the Rio
half a mile from the railroad,and the atmosphere
Grande has made a report which throws much
from its summit, is remarkably clear, and for too warm a temperature.—Moore’s Rural New
This favorite New England LUNG REMEDY has
Yorker.
of the blame upon Americans, and intimates
this latter reason it has been selected by Profes.
gained a reputation which places it in the front rank
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carelessness. And yet the mothers eould endure
such a treatment with far less danger to health
and life than their tender infants,
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cubic feet

of gas per annum; Chicago, 400,000,000; St. Louig, 250,000,000; Cincinnati,400,000,000; Pittsburgh,
200,000,000;
San - Francisco, 250,000,000, and Baltimore, 400,000,000.
‘
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